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Opinions Made
Regarding Open
Records Law
The state attorney general's office indicated in two opinions Monday, one involving the Murray Electric Plant
Board, that a line must be drawn
between the right of the public to inspect governmental records and the difficulty involved in providing mass data.
The office told Nat Ryan Hughes,
board attorney, that the electric plant
board need not make available detailed
records requested by one board
member.
However, the request for the plant's
records was made by Steve Sammons,
member of the Murray Common
Council, and not a member of the plant
board.
Hughes was out of town this morning
and unavailable for comment on the
opinion. However, Ron Underwood,
superintendent of the Murray Electric
System, said he was certain Hughes
would seek further clarification of the
matter with the attorney general's office.
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BAND AT CONVENTION — ThieMurray High School Band is shown practicing on the Neyland Stadium field in Knoxville, Tenn., prior to the band's
performance for the National Band Teacher's Association on June 7. The
band was chosen as one of the top 16 bands in the nation and selected for

an
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exhibition performance at the 30,000-member convention. The 150member band, which will march in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in
New York City, was the smallest band in the event.
Photo B Kase Peebles

Former MSU Art Department Chairman

Eagle To Be Exhibitor In Festival
When Clara
GOLDEN POND
Eagle -took a job 33 ears ago as arts
supervisor for the city schools is
Ashtabula, Ohio, she found some tools
and scrap metal that the former supervisor had left behind and began learning a new craft - metalsmithing.
The Murray artist, who retired in 1973
after 25 years as chairman of Murray
State University's art department, will
be returning as an exhibitor and judging the juried craft section in this year's
Arts and Crafts Festival at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes LBLi.
The Ilth annual event, sponsored by
the Murray Art Guild, is scheduled for

June 21 and 22 in LBL's Environmental
Education Center.
Not only is Eagle a repeating exhibitor at LBL, but she worked with
TVA officials in organizing the first
festival.
Working primarily with silver, but
with gold for custom orders, Eagle
creates original and unique rings,
necklaces, pendants, bracelets, and used to design hollow ware.
However,she said a "massive" heart
attack in 1969 caused her to limit her
craft to jewelrymaking.
While exhibiting some prize pieces
for a one-person show in 1973, Eagle

said she included some newly made
pieces that she didn't mind parting with
and ended up selling them all, which is
how she got started in the jewelryselling business.
"Since I retired, this has become a
business with me," she said. "I'm
afraid I'd starve to death if I made my
living from it because you can't charge
what handiwork is worth." '\
Through her position at Murrak_State
University, Eagle explained that she
was able to make three summer sabbaticals to the School of American
Craftsmen in Rochester, New York,
and study silversmithing with Hans

Christensen, whom she considers to be
thr, 'top silversmith in the country.The university has honored Eagle's
years of service by naming the school's
art gallery after her, establishing a
memorial scholarship fund in her
name, and giving her an honorary doctorate degree.
Traveling to various arts and crafts
shows in the area, Eagle said she has
taken first place prizes in Louisville,
Memphis, Tennessee, and Evansville,
Indiana.
"I really do this to please myself and
my customers," Eagle stated. "And I'd
rather work than play."

Medicaid Monitoring Program Mismanaged
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — Kentucky's five-year-old program to
monitor Medicaid "has simply got to be
one of the biggest mismanaged computer operations ever," says Human
Resources Seer 2tary Grady Stumbo.
Kentucky set out to be one of the first
states to use computers to ferret out
Medicaid fraud and administer the program more efficiently.
Now. Dr. Stumbo says, Kentucky is
the only state that does not have up-

dated, sophisticated computer tracking
of Medicaid recipients.
And though the state has paid $1.5
million to two companies, including
Cybernetics & Systems Inc. of
Louisville, to help revamp its computer
programs, the project still will not be
complete for another year.
Stumbo estimates that delays in completing the project cost Kentucky taxpayers millions of dollars. He said the
department figures it loses about $1
million a year because of relatively untraceable Medicaid fraud, computer inefficiency, and federal aid for which the
state cannot qualify.

Body Found At LBL
Tentatively Identified;
today's index
Name Is Withheld
CADIZ, Ky. AP — A man whose
body was found at an archery range in
the Tngg County portion of the Land
Between the Lakes has been tentatively
identified but the name was withheld,
state police at Mayfield said.
The man apparently was shot in the
back of the head with a shotgun, and the
body was wrapped in a blanket when
discovered Saturday night, police said.
Officials said Monday that a registration check on a van found nearby indicated that the vehicle was owned by a
Colorado resident, and police said the
dead man was tentatively identified as
an out-of-state resident.
But they said it might be one or two
days before the identification could be
confirmed, relatives notified, and the
name released.

Harris, Dedmon Trial
Ends In Hung Jury
The trial of Bobby Harris and Wayne
Dedmon in Calloway County Circuit
Court resulted ins hung jury on Friday,
according to Commonwealth's Attorney Ron Christopher.
Harris and Dedmon were both charged with third degree burglary and theft
of over $100 The trial began Thursday
Christopher said the trial was reset
during the September court term

its subsidy.
After the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare ended its support, Stumbo's department canceled its
one remaining contract — with
Cybernetics.
The hiring of Higgins and Robert
Neasham, a former private consultant
who now directs computer operations
for the department, helped persuade
the federal government by late May to
restore its financing.
The next step will be opening bids July 14 to determine what private firm
will complete testing and preparation
of the computer programs.

Ewing New KWW
Executive Secretary
KWW, Western Kentucky's regional
tourism promotion organization, has
named Nita Ewing as its Executive
Secretary, filling the vacancy left by
Karen Cissell. Beginning June 16, Mrs.
Ewing has been responsible for
management of the KWW office and information center in Lake City, and for
conducting the programs of the
organization.
"In addition to our many current promotional programs, we have begun
several new projects for 1980," says
Mrs. Ewing. "Inflation has hit KWW,as
it has affected everybody, so some of
the projects are to serve a dual purpose. A country music show on Jane 20,
and funnel cake sales throughout the
season, are planned to be attractions
for the tourist as well as to raise funds
for KWW."
Mrs. Ewing, with husband Bill, own-

ed and operated Eddy Creek Manna for
13 years. She has been active in KWW
since its beginning, having served as
president, vice-president in charge of
promotions, and currently serves on the
board of directors. She was also instrurnental in the formation of the
statewide Kentucky Marina Association, served a three-year term as its
first president, and still assists that
organization as its part-time executive
director.
She was involved in the organization
of the newly formed Kentucky
Hospitality and Tourism Federation,
and currently serves on as interim
board.
Says Mrs. Ewing, "I look forward to
visiting with KWW members, and to the
challenge of working with an organization whose functions vary so widely."

'Opra House,' Owned By L.O. Gholson
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fair tonight
Generally fair tonight. Lows in
the upper 50s to low 60s. Partly
sunny and mild Wednesday.
Highs in the low 80s. Winds,
becoming light southeasterly
tonight and southeast 5 to 10
miles an hour Wednesday.
Extended Forecast
Fair and mild conditions with
little or no significant precipitation expected for Thursday
through Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

"We've got hardware icomputers
that dwarfs what other states have," he
said, but few programs that make full
use of what the computers can do.
One of Sturnbo's first steps when he
took over the Department for Human
Resources late last year was to hire a
West Coast computer consultant,
Michael C. Higgins,for $6,395 to find out
what happened to the $1.5 million paid
for the new programs.
Stumbo said he was confronted with
an angry federal government that had
paid 90 percent of the cost of the project
and was annoyed at the slow progress
— so annoyed that in January it stopped

Sammons wanted certain lists compiled for him, including a copy of the
Tennessee Valley Authority contract, a
complete list of real estate owned by
the Murray electric system, a list of all
assets and liabilities of the plant board,
a copy of the power rate structure, a list
of all expenses for everyone connected
with Murray Electric for the past five
years and a list of bid sheets, purchase
• orders and accounts payable for all
equiable during the same period.
Hughes said that to furnish copies of
such records would require the hiring of
a new employee,and he asked guidance
on the matter.
"It is our opinion that it will be sufficient for the board to allow the requester access to the records he wants
to inspect if they exist and that the
board does not have to prepare lists
which are not already in existence,"
Assistant Attorney General Carl Miller
said.
He said that neither a plant board

member nor a citizen can demand that
virtually all the records of the public
agency for the past five years be copied
for him for a fee or that any information
lists be prepared for him.
"The Open Records Law only gives
him the right to inspect records and
select the particular records which he
wants copied and sold to him after he
has inspected them," Miller said.
The other opinion concerned a request by Louisville Courier-Journal
staff writer John Filiatreau for nine
lists or records from the Division of
Surplus Property in the state Department of Education.
The attorney general's opinion,
sought by James Melton, associate
superintendent of public instruction,
said that blanket requests without
specifying certain documents need not
be honored.
Melton said the division does not
mind making the information available
to the writer, but that it will take a considerable amount of professional and
secretarial staff work.
First, Miller responded, the open
records law does not require state agencies to provide records upon a request
made by mail.
Then he reiterated that blanket requests need not be honored.
"State employees may not be requested to make compilations of
records, but the public has the right to
inspect compilations which have been
made in the course of business unless
the subject matter is confidential by
law," Miller said.
"A citizen may make a fishing expedition on his own time, but a willingness to pay for copies of records is
not sufficient to put the state agency
under obligation to furnish broad
categories of records," the assistant attorney said.
An attorney general's opinion on open
records issues, unlike advice on other
matters, has the force of law, subject to
appeals to courts.

359.09
359-00

Foreclosure Suit On Aurora Facility Filed
A foreclosure suit on the nearcomplete 2,500-seat "Opra House" in
Aurora has been filed in Marshall County Circuit Court.
The suit, filed by the Bank of Benton,
seeks the unpaid sum of $460,458 plus
$67,000 of back interest from an $850,000
loan made in 1978 by theatre owner L.O.
Gholson, according to circuit court
records. In addition to the theatre and
its 18-1 acres, mortgaged property includes Gholson's home and 42 acres
near Sharpe and 71 lots in the Golden
acres subdivision, also near Sharpe.
Total property mortgaged is worth
more than $1 million and represents all
of Gholson's real estate holdings, he
said. The 67-year-old Gholson added
that because the property is mortgaged, he has been unable to obtain collateral for additional financing to complete the theatre and pay the
outstanding part of the bank loan
A circuit clerk's spokesman said that
Circuit Court Judge James Lassiter
could rule on the case Friday .
The theatre, that Gholson decided to
build because he "wanted something
that would touch the lives of everyone
In the state," is about 95 percent complete. Gholson estimated the total cost
of the facility at $1 3 million.

Gholson said he is concerned that
publicity from the suit will "make me
out to look like a thief. I've paid my
debts all my life and I will pay this
one."
A native of Owensboro who retired to
Marshall County from Louisville,
Gholson said his "living was made
already" prior to the theatre venture.
He added that he didn't start the
theatre "to make money."
In Louisville, Gholson worked at the
LaFitte Oil Co. 36 years. He bought land
and started the subdivision at Sharpe as
well as a farming operation, he said.
Gholson added that he is worried that
the bank may exhaust all its legal
rights and attempt to sell the entire
mortgaged property "just for the little
dab I owe them..."
Victor Powell, vice president of the
bank in charge of Gholson's account,
declined to comment on the matter due
to "pending litigation."
Bank attorney Martin Johnson refused to respond to any specific questions.
He did say the court "has been asjed to
look at alternatives to a standard courthouse sale."
According to a deposition from
Powell in May, a specialized real estate
agent who might sell the theatre for its

actual value is one of the alternatives
being considered.
Due to the unique architecture of the
building, Gholson said he feels he is the
only one who can finish the project.
"They didn't even have blueprints," he
added.
Minimal work has been done on
lighting and sound systems and
sprinkler units, Gholson said.
The 212-foot facility features "post
and beam" construction, a type of

building Gholson said "has nearly been
forgotten." The free span roof is almost
-50 feet high.
Gholson said he currently is seeking a
Farmers Loan Administration loan to
complete the theatre. He added Marshall County Judge-Executive Mike
Miller and U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
have made telephone calls to inquire
about the loan.
But, Gholson admitted his chances
now appear slim."

Iranian Official Sharif Resigns
By The Associated Press
Commander Abu Shanf of Iran's
revolutionary guards resigned today,
apparently under pressure from
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. Sherif
was appointed recently by President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, and the resignation was seen as another setback for the
president, who has been struggling to
assert his authority ever since his election less than five months ago.
The resignatfon letter, quoted by
Iran's official Pars news agency said
Shan( wanted the revolu&lonary guards

corps "to be an arm to the deprived of
the world in furthering the Islamic
revolution of Iran. Unfortunately
monopolism of power and secterianism
and existing tendencies prevented us
from this goal. Any possibility of continuing the wort was curtailed. I had no
choice but to resign."
The resignation came the day after
Khomeini told 3,000 revolutionary
guards who marched on the US. Etribossy in Tehran — where some of the 53
American hostages have been held for
the past 227 days — that there might be
traitors among the guards corps.
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CAMPING PACK
Campers should store a
baskedul of cooking equipment along with the tent,
sleeping bags and other outdoor paraphernalia It saves
robbing the kitchen each Maw
ou head for the woods and
Miss Tares June Roach,
prevents you forgetting an
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Heritem or two
man Roach, became the bride
of Thomas Henry Pritchett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. David H.
Pritchett, in a rainbow garden
wedding on Saturday, May 24
at the home of the bride's
parents in Hazel. The double
ring ceremony was performed
by Bruce Logue, minister at
C•nnalC•• 753 3314
the University Church of
Christ.
Surrounded by pines and
shrubs, a small garden of mixed flowers was the
background for the wedding.
A white wrought iron arch
was set up between two
dogwoods. Hanging baskets of
white petunias, pink roses and
Thru Thurs. July 10
ivy were at each end of the arch. Potted plants of ferns,
- 2:00
7.00,9:35,
44
marigolds, red caladiums and
ThE FS' &PK ,4419.404
geraniums were placed along
each side of the aisleway.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Pain
Killingsworth and Miss Marcia Early, pianists. Miss EarEnds Tonne
ly also was vocalist.
7:25,9:15 •• 200
"To A Wild Rose" was
tvolo.,A.
played during the seating of
MAO
111..2.111.11.11Z
the parents of the bride and
1:44
.DE
groom and the bride's great
ACADEMY
11r. rind Ws. Thoma.s Henn. Pritchett
aunt, Mrs. Eva Mayfield.
C
Miss Early sang "Since sional. The bride and groom hat was trimmed in lace and
Mine Eyes Have Seen Him" repeated vows they had writ- had a lace ribbon which matand played "Rustle of Spring" ten to each other, After the ched the lace ribbon belted to
Thew Thurs.
and Theme from Love Story" ring ceremony Miss Early the dress. The hat also includ7:00,9:30
and Miss Killingsworth played sang ''The Ring" by ed a trailing veil of bridal WuAbe Andrews Waft Dismay'
"Laura's Theme" and Schumann."Wedding March" sion. Her jewelry was a pair of
Dock Van Doke
,
Deed Tomian!,
"Theme from Brian's Song" from "A Midsummer Night's pearl earrings, a gift of the
while the party assembled.
Dream" was played by Mrs. groom.
The bridal couple's atten- Killingsworth for the recesShe carried a matching
Chsemi51•753-3314
dants wore matching eolors-OF sional.
eyelet parazol with silk lily-ofpeach, blue, lavender, pink
Bride's Dress
the valley, baby's breath and
and green. Each man escorted
The bride wore a formal greenery cascading down the
Thru Thurs
the bridal attendant who wore gown of white eyelet which sides of the parazol.
the matching color of his at- was princess cut with a moldThe bride wore the traditire to the arch. They all faced ed bodice. The off-the- tional something
old,
the audience to form a rain- shoulder neckline had a sheer
something new, something
bow while they awaited the en- inset with a high collar of lace.
borrowed, something blue
trance of, the bride and her The'friatching traili of medium
which were as follows: a han10.2E3(1
"1,'
father.
length joined at the waist and
dkerchief belonging to her
fllUls
was trimmed in a ruffle which
Mrs. Killirigsworth played
great-aunt; her dress; a starBARGAIN SITE
All TICKETS 51.50
"The Bridal Chorus" from
matched shoulder and skirt
burst necklace with a single
11 way 121 S•753-3311
''Lohengrin" for the proces- ruffles. The wide-brimmed
stone and a blue satin ribbon
in her garter.
Miss Sharon Turner, maid
of honor, wore a formal gown
of peach cotton batiste. A
We Excep
Open Till 8:00 P.M.
short cape draped softly over
Charge
Master
&
Visa
Mon, Thru, Fri.
the fitted bodice which was attached to a flowing gathered
skirt with a large ruffle at the
LAYAWAY AVAILABLE
Phone 753-3642
bottom. Eyelet lace trimmed
the round neckline and top of
the ruffle. A wide-brimmed
hat was trimmed in the same
eyelet lace and a satin ribbon
tied in a bow was at the top of
the brim. On the handle of her
matching parazol were silk
peach roses and greenery that
were tied with peach satin
jig Per Double
gyp Per Double
Double
streamers.
The bridesmaids were attired identically to the maid of
honor. Except for their
flowers, the gowns, widebrimmed hats, parasols and
streamers were in matching
pastel colors of the rainbow.
Each wore the following color
and carried the following silk
flowers: Mrs. Pam Cothern,
sister of the bride, blue, cornflowers; Mrs. Sandy
We have the
Michaels, lavender, violets;
newest patterns
Miss Tammy Walker, pink,
sweet peas; Miss Linda
IN STOCK!
Futrell, green, tiger lilies.
Pre-pasted papers - strippable,
The groom, father of the
bride, best man and
scrubbable vinyls - colors
groomsmen wore white tuxand styles for every room
edoes featuring ruffled shirts,
vests and bow ties. Mr. Pritin your home.
chett's tuxedo had a tailcoat
and his boutonniere was a
sprig of white lily-of-thevalley.
The bride's father wore a
shirt of white with ruffles
trinuned in seafoam green
and a boutonniere of lily-ofthe-valley. The best man and
groomsmen wore rainbow colors and boutonnieres as
follows: Herb Pritchett, best
man, peach, roses; Bob Pritchett, blue, cornflowers; Randy Roach, lavender, violets;
Jim Baxter, pink, sweet peas;
James Meeks, green, tiger
$750
lilies.
Per Gal
Per Gal
Mrs. Roach, mother of the
bride, wore a formal taffeta
gown of seafoam green with a
chiffon overlay. The molded
bodice featuring a swooped
neckline had a high-waisted
midriff with lace trim around
both the waist and neckline.
The dress also featured long
chiffon sleeves. She wore a
white orchid corsage.
•
Mrs. Rhonda Tracy presided at the guest register.
Guests signed with a white
plume quill pen in the bride's
book centered on a white
Per Gal
PP, r r
wrought iron table holding an
Exterior Latex 1268
arrangement of red roses and
Thomas Light Fixtures
white daisies in a crystal vast

HEALTH

Miss Roach And Mr. Pritchett
Married In Garden Ceremony

-

E
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The Decor Store

Team effort for asthma
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

Assistants were Miss Sharon
Davis, Mrs. Edith Ann Cox
and Miss Ann Cox. Each wore
a corsage of white carnations.
A four-tiered wedding cake
with pillars separating the top
three tiers was decorated with
rainbow silk flowers of peach
roses, cornflowers, violets,
sweet peas, and green tiger
lilies. The top was adorned
with a bride and groom
statuette encircled by white
lace ribbon with bridal illusion
and a wedding bell in the top
center.
Lime punch with sherbert
served from a crystal
punch bowl on a crystal stand
with crystal cups surrounding
the bowl. Ham and biscuit,
green mints and mixed nuts
were served from silver trays.

was

The centerpiete, inside a
silver bowl, contained silk
flowers of the rainbow and
was set between two silver
candlesticks holding white
candles.
Guest tables held candles in
colors of the rainbow and
glass +ases with roses,
daisies, peonies and iris.
The bridal couple is now
residing in New York City.

DEAR DR LAMB
Our 8yearold son has asthma It is
worp the summer and fall
He
ant seem to have it in
wi er Since this is the baseball season he wants to play
ball with the other kids I have
been concerned about this
because I know he has had
asthma attacks caused by
exercising or playing too
hard Is it dangerous for him
to play ball'
Will he have asthma all his
life? I've heard that many
children outgrow their asthma
but I know some adult asthmatics who have had asthma
all their lives.
It's hard to keep kids from
playing and doing too much.

Mrs. Hernandez Is
Named For Honors
Martha Jane \Visehart Hernandez, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart, 203
Woodlawn, Murray, has been
named to the President's and
Dean's honor rolls at
Oklahoma Baptist University,
Shawnee, Okla.
Mrs. Hernandez is a
graduate of Murray High
School. She was one of 550
students named to the President's and Dean's honor rolls.

Tim Philpot Receives
Master's At Cornell
Tim Philpot, son of Mr. and former Ginger Gilliam of MurMrs. Lawrence Philpot of ray who also graduated from
Murray, has graduated from Murray High School in 1975,
the graduate school of Cornell and the University of KenUniversity School of Civil and tucky with high distinction in
Environmental Engineering, 1979 with a Bachelor of
Ithaca, N. Y., with a Master of Science degree in management and family economics.
Engineering degree.
Philpot has accepted the Mrs. Philpot completed a year
position of Structural of her master's at Cornell
Engineer with the J. Ray also.
The couple will be residing
McDermott Company in New
at- 1022 Pleasant Street, New
Orleans, La.
A 1975 graduate of Murray Orleans Is
High School, Philpot received
11 :7
:2
41M
1
his Bachelor of Science degree 7
with high distinction from the
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
University of Kentucky. LexMrs. Anna Turner of Hardin
ington, in 1979.
has been dismissed from
Mr. Philpot is married to the Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Is there anything he can take
that would help him lead a
normal life without having
those attacks?
DEAR READER — It's
hard for parents of children
with medical problems to
avoid being overprotective_
The child with asthma is a
good example. No one wants
the child to have attacks, but
it still isn't good for the child
to grow up thinking he can't
do this or he can't do that
because of a medical problem. At school this often
becomes a problem for the
child, the parent and the
teacher who supervises athletic activity_
No one rule applies to all
cases but if the child is normal otherwise and has mild
asthma, there usually are a
number of sports he can do.
Baseball or softball is a good
example. Apparently, the
asthmatic would have to vigorously exert two or three
minutes before the exercise
causes an attack. Softball
allows the participant to do
his thing and then rest before
he does it again. The exercise
that is most apt to cause an
attack is one that must be
sustained, like long distance
running.
Your boy may have asthma
on an allergic basis. If so,
your doctor may be able to
use allergy testing to identify
the offending agents. Avoiding
these agents is the best preventive treatment if that is
possible.
I am sending you The

Health Letter number 8-6,
Asthma, to give you more
detailed information Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper, P0. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
As I mentioned in The
Health Letter I am sending
you, about half of the children
with asthma will no longer
have it by the time they are
adults. If an infant has both
asthma and eczema in early
life, he is much more likely to
have asthma as an adult. Usually only 5 to 10 percent of
children who have asthma
will have severe asthma as an
adult.
Not all asthma is on an
allergic basis, Some people
have intrinsic asthma, They
have negative allergic skin
tests and have negative blood
tests that are usually positive
in allergic asthma. The intrinsic form usually starts in
adult life,
In the last few years
Cromolyn, inhaled in a
powder, has been used to prevent asthma attacks. It will
not abort an attack that has
already started but if used
regularly it can help prevent
attacks, including those
induced by exercise.
Parents of children with
asthma who are worried
about how much the child can
do will be wise to have a
mutual understanding with
the teacher, the doctor and
the child. It's a team effort.
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Announcing Celiso24:
/14,
Curd, bride-elect of
Ricky
Cunningham
1.1%
has selected her
pottery and
accessories from our
bridal registry.
Celisa and Ricky
will be married July
18, 1980.
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The engag
Renee Curd
Mrs. Bobby
nounced by
Shirlie Hugh
Miss Curd
School. She
— Concord anc
Charlie Tow
Mr. CUI11111
School, is pi
grandson of
and Mrs Ha)
The doubt
July 18, at
reception wi
Branch of th
All friends
the ceremon
will be sent.
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Ryan Pau
chosen by Mr
mond P. Me:
Puryear, Ten
boy, weighim
ounces, born

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

Wallpaper Sale

In Stock
PREPASTED—STRIPPABLE— WALLPAPER

si000
Per si9oo

$goo

STILL SEARCIIIND
FOR TUE RIM
WALLCOVERING?

This Week's Special

that !
Keith
decor

Thurs-Fri. & Sat.-19,20,21st

Wall Paint Sale — Interior & Exterior

VI&

Quick & Easy

soso

cQrltg

Dresser & Mirror, Poster Bed and Five
Drawer Chest.

Compare at'1069.95

Latex Enamel

$950

•

.

$ 1 1 6S

19.95

2 Gal. Pail Only $

SAYE RIG. PRICE S27.90

Fo

Reception
In charge of the reception
was Mrs. Velda Reynolds.
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Wednesday, June 18
Muday Shrine Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Masoruc
Lodge Hall, Highway 121 North_
Western Chapter of TVA
Retirees Association will meet
at the Brandon Spring Group
Camp in the Land Between the
Lakes,
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have golf with
Carolyn Caldwell as hostess
Harvest Sunday School and bridge with Beauton
Class of First Baptist Church Brandon as hostess at 9:30
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the a.m. Lunch will be served at
12 noon with Sara Hussung
church parlor.
and Jeanie Morgan as
Twilight Cabaret, Murray chairmen of the hostesses.
State group, will present a
Rangers and ttangerettes of
program at 8:30 p.m. at the
the Woodmen of the World will
old beach house area of Kenleave at 8 a.m, from the Murtucky Dam Village State
ray State football stadium to
Park.
spend the day at Opryland
Murray TOPS (take off USA, Nashville, Term., and
pounds sensibly) Club will
will return at 9 p.m. This is for
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health members only,ages 8 to 15.
Center.
Thursday,June 19
Murray Assembly No. 19
Murray Business and ProOrder of the Rainbow for Girls
fessional Women's Club will
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
meet at the Triangle
hall.
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. with
Men's Church Softball Reita Moody,
hospital
League will start play at 6 chaplain, to speak
on
p.m. at the City-County Park.
"Stress."
Youth Summer Music ProMartin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are gram of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 10 a.m.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Kiddie Day for preschool
Wednesday,June 18
Murray-Calloway County through sixth grade will be
Mental Health and Mental held at 11 a.m, at the Oaks
Retardation Board of Direc- Country Club with Jennifer
tors will meet at 3 p.m. at the Crouse, Susan Sammons, and
Marilyn Herndon in charge of
Center,702 Main Street.
arrangements. Each is asked
Performance of Twilight to bring a sack lunch with
Cabaret, Murray State drinks and dessert furnished.
musical group, will be at 8:30
Junior Golf will be held at 9
p.m. at the old beach house a.m. at the Murray Country
area of Kentucky Dam Village Club.
State Park.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Birthday party for all per- Country
Club with Joe Rexsons over 60 having birthdays
roat, Richard Knight, Clyde
in June will start at 11 a.m, at
Adkins, and Tim Miller in
the Douglas Center. Lunch
charge of the arrangements.
will be served at 12 noon.
"Last of the Red Hot
Activities by Hazel Senior Lovers," a comedy by Neil
Citizens will be held from 10 Simon, will be open at the
Murray State University
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center wall lunch served at Theatre at 8 p.m.
11:45 a.m.
Twilight Cabaret will be
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens presented at old beach area of
will meet at 1 p.m. at the Kentucky Dam Village State
center at St. John's Episcopal Park at 8:30 p.m. This is a
Murray State University outChurch.
door musical variety show. No
First United Methodist admission is charged.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Church Men will leave the
Order of the Eastern Star is
church parking lot at 4 p.m. to
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
go to Lakeshore Assembly for
at the lodge hall, located on
a special meeting there.
Highway 46t east of Almo.
Second round of the Queen
Douglas Center will be open
Bee Ladies Golf Tournament from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior Citizens.
will start at 9:30 a.m, at the
Lunch will be served at 12
Murray Country Club with
noon.
Evelyn Jones as hostess.
Tuesday, Jame 17
UAW Retirees of Local 1068,
Tappan Division, will have a
covered dish supper at 5.30
p.m at the First Christian
Church. This is open to all
UAW members, regardless of
what local a person was a
member
Sunday
Willing Work
School Class,'et,\c!.ing Spring
Baptist '72,t`c..n will meet at
the home of Carol Turner.
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Ili.ss Celisa Renee Curd
and Ricky IT Urne (:unningliani
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Cellos
Renee Curd to Ricky Wayne Cunningham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Cunningham of Dexter Route 1, has been announced by her parents, T. G. Curd, Jr., of Hazel and Mrs.
Shirlie Hughes of Murray.
Miss Curd will be a 1981 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is the granddaughter of T. G. Curd, Sr., of New
Concord and the late Thera Lee Curd, and of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Townsend of Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. Cunningham,a 1979 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently self employed as a farmer. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Cunningham and of Mr.
and Mrs Hayden Bogard, all of Dexter Route 1.
The double ring ceremony will be solemnized on Friday,
July 18, at 7:30 p.m. at the Ledbetter Baptist Church. A
reception will follow at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank, Murray.
All friends and relatives are cordially invited to attend both
the ceremony and the reception. Only out of town invitations
will be sent.

'47-.60r2744.
MERRELL BOY
Ryan Paul is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Raymond P. Merrell of Route 1,
Puryear, Term., for their baby
boy, weighing six pounds 8'1
ounces, born on Friday, June

6, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Judy Gayle Holley.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Merrell of Paris,
Term., and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Holley of Puryear,Term.

We're Happy
that Sally Matarazza bride-elect of
Keith Hopkins has chosen her
decorating accessories at:

r q ts

"

Mr.
Quick
CHARCOAL

THE TREASURE HOUSE
Soutliside Manor

Murray, Ky.

1895

Activities for the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Hazel Center with lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with Doris Rowland
of the Peoples Bank to speak
on Direct Deposits and other
banking services at 10:30
a.m., lunch at 11:30 a.m., and
table games at 12:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 16th
Street, Murray.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
With

Garlic Bread

99

Salad 40 I %Ira

Mary Kate Apperson of the
Mayfield Business and Prater
atonal Women's Club was •
special guest at the meeting of
the Murray B&PW Club held
Thursday, May 29, at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Apperson presented a
program on the "Emblem of
the B&PW Club." She said the
six symbolic features of the
emblem pin, worn by
members are as follows:
Nike — winged victory symbol of strength, progress,
triumph and freedom; scroll
symbolizing
faith,
achievements, ideals and
denoting obligation to the
future; ship of commerce,
symbol of growth and activity,
adventure in frendship and
economic
independence;
wand, symbolizing equality,
healing, cooperation, opportunities, power and harmony;
torch, symbol of light, leadership, wisdom, and principle;
golden circle, representing the
globe, an open circle to signify
unbroken harmony and
endless friendship.
The installation of the 1980-

Hamburger &
Chopped Steak
Special!
1/
2

81 officers was conducted by
Rubye Pool. They are Bobbie
Waters, president; Betty Lou
Hill, vice president; Kathy
Hodge, treasurer; Ola Mae
Roberts, recording secretary,
Madelle Talent, corresponding secretary.
The presidential gavel was
presented to the new president
by the outgoing president,
Jean Elkins. Penny Morgan,
Murray, and Esther Cain and
Mrs. Apperson, Mayfield,
were guests.
Karen Kips and Betty Riley,
members of the Salad Luncheon committee, said the
benefit luncheon for the support of the on-going cancer
project of the Murray Club
will be held Friday, June 27,
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
The Murray club will hold
its regular meeting on
Thursday, June 19, at 6:30
p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with Reita Moody,
chaplain at the Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, to
speak on "Stress."

Free Refills On Drinks

Free Refills
Or' Drinks

THE

44
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"Tell them what you're
going to tell them, tell them,
then tell them what you've
told them "
Air War
College.

IIP
j

registry.

Jan and Mickey
will be married July
26.

The Shon)case

SOUTH
4763
•A 5
•A 6
4 AK Ii 574

7534541
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Vulnerable North-South
Dealer East The bidding

In teaching communica- East
North
West
South
tion techniques. the Air Pass
2•
Pass
1 NT
Rdbl
Pass
Pass
Dbl
Force Staff and Command
3 NT
Pass
3+
School instructors used this Pass
Pass
Pass
dictum to emphasize. the Pass
importance of organized . Opening lead Diamond
repetition to ensure under- eight
standing. Through repetition, today's East helped ace, crossed to dummy's
declarer set a trap for West. club nine to cash the diaObviously, one must not mond queen and then led a
repeat what he has already challenging queen of hearts
East ducked, but South
fudged about.
South's one no trump refused to finesse and happiopening was a bit irregular ly ran off with "only- nine
and North's two diamonds tricks instead of 10
was a transfer to hearts.
East doubled to show diaBid with Coro
monds and to suggest a lead
South holds 6-17-B
and North's redouble asked
•7 6 3
South to bid descriptively.
•A 5
South showed his clubs and
•A 6
North bid the no trump
4 AK 08741
game.
East's need for a diamond South North
iw
lead was far from clear and 14
his ill-advised double
steered West away from his
ANSWER: Two clubs An
natural lead in spades. With
underbid, but not quite strong
a spade lead the defense
enough to jump to three clubs
would score four quick
- -spades and West could wait
Send bridge question,to The Are
,
in comfort for his queen of PO Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
clubs to beat the game.
West's diamond eight was for repl),
won by dummy's king and
East repeated his unwise
message about diamonds by
signaling with a silly nine.
Declarer took full advantage of his opportunity and
instead of playing for clubs
to break, he boldly passed
dummy's jack for a losing
finesse (had he played three
rounds. East may have
awakened enough to signal
with the eight of spades).
Ron
West continued with a
diamond (wouldn't anyone')
and now declarer sprung the
3
4,
CV
trap. He won his diamond
11:9100
NORTH
6-17-A
101
%
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CENTRAL
CENTER

Bring A Friend
to Lunch Week
Buy the special meal of the day and get
the 2nd meal FREE

TUESDAY — Grilled Beef liver &
Onions, 2 vegetables,.corn bread or
rolls $1.89
WEDNESDAY — Spaghetti Dinner,
tossed salad, roll or 2 vegetables $1.99
THURSDAY -- Southern
Fried
Chicken, cole slaw and fries, rolls or
two vegetables $2.29
FRIDAY — Fried Clam Feast, slaw
and fries $2.39
Beverages Not Included in Meal Price.
New Hours: Mon.-Saturday 10:00-4:00
Closed Sunday
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We are pleased to
announce that Jon
Outland bride-elect
of Mickey McKeel has
selected
her flatware, chino, pottery
and crystal from OUT
complete
briool

ACES.RA G CORN JR
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For the Hawaiian and Vegetarian Special
at Pagliai's

vihe dratON relkie

$

Pr ,

Starting A t

GUEST SPEAKER — Mary Kate Apperson, right, of the
Mayfield Business and Professional Women's Club spoke
at the recent meeting of the Murray club. Rubye Pool
left, is chairman of the Emblem committee of the local
club.

.0/

•Q 9
CRAZY DAZE for high
•Q J 9 8 4
school students will be held at
•KQ5
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
4292
Public Library. For informaWEST
EAST
tion call 753-2288.
•K J 102
•A 8 5 4
Baptist Young Women of •7 6 3
•K 10 2
First Church will meet with •8 4 3
•J 109 7 2
4Q 5 3
•6
Becky Jones at 7 p.m.

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti & Salad '2

Wednesday Night
4 To 10 PM.

Speaker At Meeting
Of B&PW Club
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Kentucky Governor Jo:nue B. Nunn today announced that Calloway County
will receive 21.35 miles extra of
blacktop on county roads this year. He
said that the project will be in addition
to the regular county road aid allotment.
Deaths reported include Mrs. L P.
Grugette.
Calloway County has the highest
percentage of its population enrolled in
higher education than any county in
Kentucky, acccordmg to figures released by Dwain McIntosh, public information director at Murray State University.
Cathy Lockhart, Kathryn Hardie, and
Gary Lee Potts of Calloway County
High School attended the Clean Teens
Environmental Camp Out held at the
Nathan Bedford Forest State Park at
Eva,Tenn.
Quartermiler Tommy Turner and the
Murray State University Mile Relay
team will run in the NCAA Track Meet
this weekend at Drake University, Des
Moines,Iowa.

EDITOR JAL

Housing Subsidy:
Reform Candidate
The goal of the Housing and
Community Development Act
of 1974, like myriad other programs of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, was to ensure suitable
housing for the poor.
One of the more modest features of the act was the Section
8 rental subsidy, which called
for an expenditure the first year
of a mere $42 million.
But the fiscal 1981 budget
calls for a Section 8 commitment of $31.9 billion for projects
envisioned as far as 40 years in
the -future. The annual outlay
for the new program has a
ceiling of $1.58 billion — but the
long-term obligation since the
initial contract in 1974 now totals $130 billion.
The need to aid the poor is
real. Rent controls in some
areas, declining construction
activity, condominium conversions and building abandonments have combined to create
a housing shortage for the 26
million American families dependent upon rental units.
And Section 8 programs have
housed many low-income, elderly and handicapped people
comfortably and economically.
The program, however, is
vulnerable to waste.
Some buildings certified as
eligible for the Section 8 subsidy
feature air cdnditiorking, concrete and glass construction,
greenhouses and swimming
pools — at luxury prices.
The tenants do not pay the
market price. Qualified families pay only 15 percent to 25

percent of their gross income
for rent and utilities. The taxpayers, through HUD, pay the
balance.
And the definition of low-income family is loose. A family
of four in New York City with
income of more than $17,000
annually can be entitled to
$6,000 in rental assistance.
The General Accounting Office has discovered, too, that
there is little effort to prevent
duplication of subsidy payments. HUD assistance often is
piled upon other programs to
maintain beneficiaries under
living standards beyond the
reach of many taxpayers who
foot the bill.
Moreover, some developers
accept HUD loans and rental
payments, then repay the loans,
evict the tenants and convert
the property to other use. The
HUD loan contracts are not
effective against such conversions.
Section 8 is a government
program with compassionate
goals — but with typical invitation to extravagance and misuse. It is worth saving.
Eligibility standards — both
for qualifying buildings and
tenants should be tightened.
Contracts with developers
should insist upon clearly defined time limits and rental
terms. An effective system for
verifying developer and tenant
compliance with regulations
must be established.
Section 8 largesse is justified
only when it is directed to the
truly poor.

acs's

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

$100 Bonus in 1890 Spurred Crew
To Quick Finish On Rail Bridge
although only 27 years old at the time,
was the contractor in charge of the construction of the railroad bridge just
southeast of town and across Clark's
River.
They heard him tell the story many
times of how the railroad people gave
him 8100 with which to hire more men
and wagons so the work on the bridge
could be speeded up and completed in
time for that inaugural train ride I
wrote about a week or so ago.
The job already was on schedule, and
the 8100 was more or less a bonus to
help meet the stepped-up completion
date.
While in Murray at work on the
bridge, Mr. Ybungerman, who lived in
Lexington, Tenn., lived in the home of a
Whitnell family near where Gene & Jo's
Flowers is today. In 1940, when he came
back to Murray to visit some 50 years
laterThe showed his son and daughterin-law the house and from there was
able to locate and visit with some of the
Whitnell family.

Dick Orr's clippings the other day
about the 1890 train ride from Paducah
to Hazel brought an interesting
response from Mrs. Al Youngerman,
16Z3 Locust.
Her husband, Al, is a retired farmer,
and his father, Martin Youngerinan,
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.

Letter To The Editor

601A1F1F

IT'S Beht-lk

Prayers And Support
Dear Editor:
Last Saturday at about 4:00 p.m. our
/
2
pastor's son Nathanial) who was 21
years old was accidentally run over by
a car. From that time Christian people
of all denominations all over the country were praying for Nathan and his
family. You could see the effect of the
prayers on Bro. Darrell Ramsey and
his wife Patti as they have had supernatural peace through it all.
Many people came to the hospital to
encourage and pray. Nathan had three
cardiac arrests and was brought back
to life each time. At 9:15 the doctor informed us they had done everything
they could but they could not bring him
back from the fourth cardiac arrest. At
this time, Bro. Darrell took Patti's hand
and said, '"The Lord gives and the Lord
takes away."
Darrell, Patti, and a local pastor
went back to the operating room to see
Nathan. I went to make phone calls.
When I got back someone told me Dar-

Capitol Ideas
WASHINGTON (AP)— House
Republicans are needling House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill by getting
off a round of short blasts at Democrats
almost every day the House is in session.
They're making use of a House rule
allowing members to speak for one
minute at the beginning of each day's
session on any subject they choose.
And, as might be expected, the subject the Republicans are choosing the
most is a litany of reasons why President Carter and the Democratic congressional majority should be replaced.
Usually four or five Republicans
speak in rapid succession. O'Neill, increasingly irritated by having to begin
each day listening to what a lousy job
he and Carter are doing, has dubbed the
GOP speakers "the white sheet gang."
He claims that's because they don't
make up their own speechs, but read
prepared texts from white sheets of
paper handed them by GOP staff
speech-writers.
The Republicans claim they've only
refined what O'Neill and other
Democratic leaders did when
Republican presidents Richard M. Nixon and Gerald R. Ford were in the
White House.
One of O'Neill's major irritants is
Rep. Robert E. Bauman, R-Md., one of
the most frequent Democrat-baiters
among the minority ranks.
"Carter got out the old mud bucket
and threw the first mudball of the campaign by calling Ronald Reagan a

rell wanted me back there with them. I
did not want to go as I figured there
would be a look of pain on Nathan's
face. But I went back there and you
could feel God's comforting presence in
a mighty way. Nathan had a supernatural look of peace on his face. I knew
Jesus came for Nathan in person.
Darrell and Patti were so strong. We
all held hands around Nathan and Darrell prayed to God thanking him for letting him keep Nathan for 21
/
2 years and
praising God that Nathan went home to
Jesus.
The next morning Darrell got up in
front of the church and radiated the
peace of God as he spoke of the supernatural peace and strength God had
given him and Patti. Darre/L urged
others to give their lives to the Lord so
they too could have inner peace and enjoy eternal Life like Nathan. We have
already seen fruit from Nathan's life
but I believe we will see much more
fruit as the community sees the power
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
demagogue," Bauman said recently.
Bauman said he was curious and
looked up demagogue in a dictionary
only to find the word's original meaning
to be: "A leader or orator in ancient
times who championed the cause of the
common people."
Thus, Bauman, said: "May the best
demagogue win in November — in the
ancient sense and best sense of the
word ..."
O'Neill found his own ancient word
for Etaiunan's speech.
Massachusetts
"Stupid," the
Democrat said to himself in a soft voice
that was picked by his microphone and
amplified throughout the House
chamber.
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of prayer and unity among Christians.
I would like to see you get this inner
peace and joy. Please call me if you
would like to take part of this abundant
life and receive Jesus as your personal
Savior. Thank you Christians for all
your prayers and support.
Mark Randall
P.O. Box 1013
753-9786
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The Story Of

—379

Calloway
County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Cowgirl, Mt

44444
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Murray Independent School Board held open house for the new
Arts Building at Murray High School campus on South 9th Street
Aug. 24, 1958, accommodating the

expanding student

enrollment

with provisions for an industrial arts department, band
music, and spare classroom.

and vocal

Cost of the structure was $100,000.

Another expansion was the construction of a three-story addition
to the Houston-McDevitt Clinic on

North 5th Street

at

Walnut.

The $73,000 accommodation would provide offices for the enlarging
medical staff.

While the Clinic was expanding, Ezell School

of

Beauty Culture was moving from the congested court square to a
new location on North 4th Street.

Ed Fenton was prettying up the

Ashcraft Building next to the new City Hall on South 5th Street for
a Firestone store with a grand opening

celebration

October 30.

Generalissimo of finance for the Firestone store appointed by Fentcn
was the

popular

Hugh

Eddie

Wilson

with

the title

of

budget

manager.
Business was springing from
town,

every

nook and

cranny

of the

while the telephone company put into high gear a modern

flash system of direct communication without the interacting central, thus Southern Bell installed and had in operation a $1 million
plant direct dial central office at North 7th and Olive streets.
observance

of

the

upgrading

Southern

Bell

Company

In

staged

a

He died in 1947 at the age of 84.
+4—t-+
Along back about the first of the year,
they came along with a campaign at
our church, First Baptist, designed to
get as many people as possible to read
the Bible all the way through during the
year 1980. We are asked to sign pledge
cards to do this.
Most of the members signed the
cards,among them Dr.0. C. Wells, now
in his 93rd year and who still goes
regularly to his optometry office on
North 6th Street to practice his profession of testing people's eyes and
prescribing corrective glasses,
something he has been doing for the
past 66 years.
Reading his Bible through is nothing
new to Dr. Wells.
When he turned in his pledge card, he
noted on it that he already had read the
Old Testament through 37 times and the
New Testament in its entirety 82 times.
++++
My good friend over at Mayfield, Ray
Edwards, who publishes The Mayfield
Messenger, watched with special interest this past weekend as Jack
Nicklaus won the U. S. Open for the 4th
time.
Back in March, Ray was in Jacksonville, Fla., when the pros were getting
ready to play the Tournament Players
Championship on the 7,000-yard
Sawgrass layout.
Before the big tournament, they had
a pro-am tournament, an affair in
which one of the touring pros plays
along with a foursome of amateurs in a
best ball tournament.
After he had been put into a foursome, Ray had the privilege of drawing
the name of the professional who would
play with them, and he came up with
Nicklau.r's name out of the 144 in the
pot.
The Golden Bear was then teamed
with Ray and former Mayfieldian Dr.
John (Jack) M. Reed and a couple of
Floridians. Reed now lives in Jacksonvine.
Nicklaus fired an even-par round in
the one-day event, and Reed posted a
75. The team finished with an 11-underpar 61 for the pro-am competition, but
out of the prize range, being seven
strokes off the pace.
"It was the thrill of a lifetime," Ray
said of the opportunity to compete with
the man who is regarded as the greatest
golfer of all time. "He (Nicklaus) was
really a pleasure to be with. He was
kind and considerate, and very personable and talkative. But, he also was
very serious about his game.
"It was somewhat disconcerting,
though, with a big gallery following us
around, but we managed to stay calm
and we hit the ball pretty well."
The Jacksonville tournament included 143 of the pro golfers who had performed the best on the Professional
Golf Association tour during the
previous 12 months.
The evening Ray drew Nicklaus'
name it was done at a big Sunday night
dinner at which singer Andy Williams
and Louisville comedian Foster Brooks
provided the entertainment.

Thoughts
In Season

bountiful banquet at the Woman's Club House for company and
local notables, including less distinguished publicists like newspaper
editors and radio broadcasters.

Four thousand Bell Tel subscribers

no longer could harass an overworked "central" for they didn
'
t even
have jobs as a result of the technological upgrading, but subscribers
were happy as kids with the new gadget.
Belatedly, Douglass High School was enriched with a $20,000
appropriation

5

20 Years Ago

needed for two classrooms, wider range of studies,

and improvement to the grounds when citizens generously approved
an increase of 5-15 cents per hundred

dollars referendum.

The

sudden outburst of generosity was an apparent early bird

ventiot idea of the recent Supreme Court decision
gation, but admittedly a waste of time, money and
credible foresight.
To Be Contintsed

circumoutlawing segreeffort in lacking

By Ken Wolf
Feelings of guilt over faults or inadequacies, real or imagined, are common
to most men. Since few healthy people
can or should) live entirely guilt-free
lives, this distinction between "true"
and "false" guilt might be comforting:
"false guilt" is that which comes
as a result of the judgments and
suggestions of men. "True guilt"
is that which results from divine
judgments.
This distinction, found in the work,
Guilt and Grace (1958) by the French
Protestant theologian Paul Tournier, is
most useful to those who have learned
how to separate the judgments of men
from those of God

Joe Dick of the Bank of Murray was
named as president of Group One of the
Kentucky Bankers Association at a
meeting held last weekend at Paducah.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Annie
Smotherman Cooper,72.
0. B. Boone, Jr., was commissioned
as a second lieutenant in the Infantry of
the U.S. Army Reserve. He served two
years on active duty and now participates in the Reserve.
Frank E. Shroat, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff Shroat, Sr., received his B. S.
degree in pharmacy at the University
of Tennessee College of Pharmacy,
Memphis, where he was a member of
Rho Chi national honorary fraternity.
He is now employed in Murray.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Grey Walker and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. H. Foster.
Glinda McNutt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Buddy McNutt, received her state
homemaker degree at the Kentucky
Future Homemakers of America
meeting at Morehead.She is a graduate
of Murray College High School and is
now enrolled at Murray State.
Cadet Werter Lewis Drake III, son of
Mr.and Mrs. Robert O. Miller, Murray,
was awarded the Gold Wreath for
ROTC achievement at the Columbia
Military Academy,Columbia, Tenn,

3() I ears Ago
The Liberty Bell symbolizing the Independence Bond Drive will arrive in
Murray at 4 p.m. on June 19 and will remain on the square for inspection by
persons for the rest of the day, according to W. Z. Carter, Murray, who is
chairman of arrangements for the visit
here.
Miss Julia Fuqua, member of the
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America and
president of the Paducah District FHA,
will leave June 20 to attend the national
FHA convention at Kansas City. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Fuqua.
The annual union revival of the
Presbyterian and Methodist Churches
of Dexter will start June 18 at the
Methodist Church with the Rev. R. C.
Mitchell of Owingsville, Ind., as
speaker.
"Harry Douglas of Johnson Appliance made the commitment to us
that he believed that home and office
air conditioning would become as
popularly accepted as the home
freezer. We believe him,"from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
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Bible Thought
Choose you this day whom ye will
serve. — Joshua 24:15.
Each day we have a choice of
service between our idols or the
living, loving God.

Today In History

The natural
In "Queens
pattern. Si)
decorating

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 17, the 169th
day of 1980. There are 197 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1972,
a break-in was discovered at the
Democratic Party headquarters in
Washington's Watergate complex —
the first hint of the scandal that would
topple the Nixon administration.
On this date:
In 1579, Sir Francis Drake landed on
the coast of California and claimed it
for England.
In 1775, the British defeated
American revolutionaries in the battle
of Bunker Hill.
Ten years ago, President Richard
Nixon appealed to business and labor to
keep the lid on inflation by using
restraint in contract negotiations.
Five years ago, the people of the Northern Marianas Islands voted to
become American citizens and turn the
string of Pacific Islands into a U.S.
commonwealth.
Last year, on the eve of the signing of
the Salt II Treaty in Vienna, President
Carter and Soviet President Brezhnev
exchanged toasts, and warnings about
non-compliance.
Today's birthday: Entertainer Dean
Martin is 63.
Thought for today: Only the young
die good — Oliver Herford 0563-1935)
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

HO's11.561'

UPON ENTERING THE FOYER OF THIS contemporary two-story home,a visitor gets
a dramatic view of a private garden toward the rear. This is accomlished by the use of a
glass wall toward the back. The second floor features three bedrooms_ Plan HA1156Y has
1,927 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to York and Schenke, 226 Seventh Street. Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
•

The Building Corner
Bathroom Fix-Up
By Roy Harmon
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The bathroom is one of the
most overlooked rooms in the
home when it comes to fixing
up.
- There are so many products
on the market today to increase the beauty, function
and upkeep that there seems
to be no reason for not making
it look as pleasant as possible.
Sinks come in every size, color
and shape. There are procelain, plastic, china, manmade marble etc. There are
counter tops for the vanity of
plastic, marble, tile etc.
Vanities come in all sizes and
materials. The same goes for
tubs, they come in a wide
range of materials and sizes.
I often tell you to seek a professional remodeler for your
remodeling. I am not speaking
of a professional carpenter,
plumber, electrician or such
but a remodeler. There are excellent tradesman doing their
work in this field but most

don't have any conception of
what is involved the total job.
The professional remodeler
an
excellent
may
be
tradesman or not. He must
know to put the different parts
of the work in their place at
the proper time.
A very popular look in
homes today is old fashioned
look. Fixtures that are
replica's of by-gone days
together with some stained
glass and other items that
blend into the mood have gained in popularity.
Other very popular items,
are the sauna, whirlpool, etc.
One manufacturer has on the
market what is called a
Habitat. It supplies your suntan and steam bath or a cornbination of these in cycles. The
whirlpool provides a very
relaxing and tension relieving
environment. The massaging
action of the water just seems

'If

smilingly pointed out, are expected to male their own beds.
A second staircase permits a
door in the hallway to close off
this area for privacy Portholetype windows are on the side of
the hall that faces the courtyard
Dr Huang has skillfully
blended the role of traditional

Chinese housewife with her career as head of a biology department. Despite frequent professional trips, both domestic
and foreign, she has no outside
household help A gourmet cook
of her native dishes, she enter•
tains a constant stream of Viahors, many of them dignitaries
in the educational and scientific

field Delectablea. SitCh as Peking duck, are always in order.
And the vegetables are likely to
have come from the garden
cultivated by this former resident of Nanking, where she
lived in equally high style. Her
father was a college president
P. C., on the medical staff of
Johns Hopkins, does the yard-

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Trost, winch he said enabled
him Is essaiiiss exercise with
thought, "le ass two to three
haws it takes me to movi the
laws(ha sass a hand mower,.
1 can get in a lot of thinking "
in the heart of a big city, the
Huangs have found a way to
produce an atmosphere of se.
reruty and graciousness

Phone
753-2571

Come In And Register For
Convertible Elite
Upright Vacuum
Sells for $149.95
New quick and clean top fill
bag... non collapsible zip close
vinyl outer bag. Edge cleaning 8
4 position handle, furniture
guard, headlight,

Poulan Saw
Sells for $149.95
•Automatic oiling
•100% bearing construction
•Extra quiet muffler
•All position carburetor
•Sprocket, nosebar and, chrome cutting
chain

07717 .n7 0711 LAWN & GARDEN TOOLS
QUALITY GARDEN TOOLS

&7TRUEE477,Vg

GARDEN
HOE

BOW
RAKE

Round-Point
SHOVEL

All purpose. Steel blade has
sharp cutting edge. Fired
ash handle.
PG62

Forged steel head has fourteen TA" curved teeth, 54"
ash handle.
P814

Strong hollowback blade s
8-5/8-X12-, 47" ash han
die.
HELR

t

corn ye will

The natural look and feel of ceramic tile has been recreated
In "Oueensbury. Mannington Mills newest resilient sheet
pattern. Six earthtone colors and modest upkeep enables
decorating with Oueensbury- in any area of the home.
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Hardwoods are harder than
softwoods — but not always.
Softwoods are softer than
hardwoods — but not always.
Actually, hardwonils come
from trees that have broad
leaves which generally shed
sometime during the year. Softwoods come from evergreens
that keep their foliage all year.
Unless the do-it-yourselfer
performs special jobs where
hardwoods like mahogany and
oak are required, he will usually be working with softwoods.
These include the popular pines
and firs, of which there are
many varieties.
One of the first things a novice purchaser should know is
that the so-called nominal sizes
indicate sizes before the lumber
was dried and planed. The ac-
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to relieves achs and pains of
the days work quickly.
Another popular item, not
necessarily in the bathroom,
is the hot tub. A very relaxing
place to spend a half-hour.
As you can see the eye appeal of the bath is limited only
by your desires and budget.
It's more than just a
necessary place in the house
any more. As people put more
into the cost of a home more
eye appeal and luxury are
demanded.
Remember that in the
bathroom remodeling or new
home building the planning is
as important as the
tradesman doing the installing. So plan and design there are certain things in the
plumbing codes to be taken into account as the plans- take
form. Make sure all plumbing
is inspected by the plumbing
inspector. Its for your safety
and health!

By CORINNE OFETCH
BALTIMORE AP — Fur
many working couples, the ability to achieve the benefits of
suburbia within the heart of a
Large urban center creates an
ideal life style.
A Chinese couple has refined
this way of life to a high degree. Five minutes by car -- a
bit longer on foot when the
weather is good — and they are
on the campus of Johns Hopkins University, where both are
professors.
Ru-cluh and P. C. Huang he
prefers to be called by the initials) live in a striking 12-room
white stucco house on a threequarter-acre lot. The house,
shaped like a square "U" and
with an inner courtyard dominated by a large mulberry tree,
was the intriguing creation of a
French architect in 1947 and
has the feel of a Mediterranean
villa. A flagstone walk is
flanked by tall shrubbery. The
courtyard is bounded on one
side by a loggia that is perfect
for entertaining in the summer
months, with three beautiful
brass lanterns covering the loggia lights.
The impression of tastefulness is carried through to
the inside. An arched doorway
opens into a spacious marblefloored foyer highlighted by a
two-story skylight and balcony.
To the immediate - right of the
foyer is a staircase leading to
that balcony and the upstairs
bedrooms. Six steps down are
the first-floor rooms. The living
room, to the left, forms a rough
rectangle, with the wall at one
end in a bowed effect. A large
fireplace, built-in bookcases
and French doors provide an
appropriate background for the
overall appearance of refinement.
In the 26-foot by 20-foot living
room, the furniture shows a
mixture of discernment and enterprise. Chinese antiques, including a Sung Dynasty finger
bowl more than 1,000 years old
and furnishings of rare woods
and fabrics, are comfortable
neighbors with slip-covered
couches purchased in thrift
shops. Books abound, with
many on Oriental art, some on
modern art, and a handsomely
bound set of antique volumes
on herb medicine.
A marble fireplace and a
large bay window are focal
points in the dining room. To
the side is a book-lined card
room often used for informal
dining. All the requirements for
efficient cooking are in the eatin kitchen, remodeled in 1979,
five years after the Huangs
purchased the house.
Between the kitchen and the
dining room is a vanishing
treasure — a pantry large
enough to have shelves and
drawers on one side and a sink
on the other. What used to be a
"mald's room" and two bathrooms complete the first floor.
There are six rooms upstairs,
three of them bedrooms and
three what might be called
study-bedrooms. Two of the former are occupied by the
couple's teenage children, a
boy and a girl, when they are
home from their universities.
The other second-floor rooms
are in almost continuous use by
visiting students, relatives and
colleagues. Guests, Dr. Huang
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teal sizes are a bit smaller. In
many cases, this has no effect
on a project, but in some it is
important to know the real
sizes for measuring purposes. A
nominal sized 2 by 4 is not 2
inches by 4 inches, but 11
/
2
inches by 31
/
2 inches. A 2 by 6
is 11
/
2 inches by 51
/
2 inches. And
so on. In board lumber, such as
is used for shelving, a 1 by 6 is
really Nths by 51
/
2 inches; a 1
/
2 inches, and
by 8 is Nths by 71
similarly down the line.
Plywood is technically not
called lumber, but is real wood,
Layers of which are pressed and
glued together. Unlike lumber,
its stated dimensions are its actual dimensions. A sheet of plywood half-an-inch thick and 4
feet by 8 feet is just that.
It's a waste of money to buy
lumber or plywood that is too
good for its purpose. Use the
less expensive grades whenever
possible. Those with defects are
suitable where they won't be
seen or where appearance isn't
important. With plywood, for
instance, you can buy a sheet
that has one side of excellent
quality and one not so good,
permitting its use where only
one side will be seen.
Outdoors, use lumber that is
pressure-treated or one, such
as redwood heartwood or Western red cedar, that resists insects and decay. If you have
none of these, apply a woo4_.
preservative to what you do
have, remembering that soaking the wood in the liquid is
preferable to brushing it, although brushing it with a preservative is better than doing
nothing at all. If you intend to
use plywood outside, get the exterior grade, which is formulated to withstand inclement
weather and big temperature
changes.
If your neighborhood lumberyard has someone there who
will take the trouble to help you
make the proper selections, you
have found a dealer you should
patronize regularly. But, if possible, try to do your shopping
and ask your questions on a
slow day Of during hours when
he isn't too busy.

( Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N J. 07666
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Summer Baseball

Braves, Indians Win In
Junior Babe Ruth Games
In a pair of Junior Babe
Ruth League games last night,
the Braves rallied to beat the
Giants, 6-4, and the Indians
outtut the Dodgers, 10-7
For the Braves, Mark Boggess pitched all nine innings,
including the extra three, and
struckout 11 batters while
allowing su hits.
The Braves sent the game
into extra innings when Miles
Barnett scored on Ron Fry's
single. Then, in the top of the
ninth, Boggess reached base
on an error and was forced by
David McCuiston.
McCuLston then moved to second on Steve McDougal's

single before a passed ball
moved up both runners. Tim
Brown then singled in the two
go ahead runs. McDouga1-1
had a triple and two singles for
the game.
For the Indians, David Whitten pitched a complete game,
striking out six batters,for the
win.
Keith Houston and Ronnie
Bryant each had two singles
while Randy Cantrell added a
double to the attack.
For the Dodgers, Wade
Smith and Gary Galloway
each had three his in four trips
to the plate while Mark
Mayfield had two doubles.

Yanks, Reds Take Wins
In Kentucky League
In the Kentucky League last
night, the Yanks and Reds
won a pair of close games,
defeating the Cubs and Astros,
10-8 and 7-6, respectively. .
For the Yanks, Fred Jones
pitched all five innings and
struckout eight batters. The
hitting was led by Terry McCallon, who had two hits and
two runs batted in, and by
Kevin Hawkins, who triple
and had two runs batted in.
The Cubs were led by Brett
Christensen, who had three his
and scored two runs, and by
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Jeff Summerville, who doubled and drove in four runs.
The Reds' victory came in
the bottom of the sixth inning
when Brad Pritchett, who had
pitched the first four innings
and struckout five, singled in
Jason Sims, who had reached
base on an error, with the winning run.
Pritchett had two RBI for
the game.
For the Astros, Bengie
Bogart had two hits, including
a double, while Rick Smith
and Shea Ellis had two hits
apiece.

Pirates, Cubs Beat Cards, Astros
The Pirates and the Cubs
were winners in a pair of Little
League games last night, with
the Cards and Astros falling
by scores of 7-3 and 7-6,
respectively.
In the Pirates' win, Jimmy
Kelly was the winning pitcher,
striking out nine batters while
allowing just three hits.
Jimmy Brannon had two
doubles and two runs batted in
while Ed Hendon had a double
and two RBI for the winners.
Kelly added two hits to the attack.

For the Cards, Chack
Adams was the top hitter with
a double and a triple.
The Pirates and Cards both
had records of 4-2 before last
night's games.
In the Cubs' win, Bobby
Peeples was the winning pitcher in relief of Allen Hargess,
who had pitched the first five
innings.
In the bottom of the sixth inning, the Cubs scored both the
tying and winning runs on errors. Hargess, who had two
doubles and two runs batted

Twins, Yanks Win Easily Yanks, Giants Take Wins
In Park League games last
night, the Twins bombed the
Cubs, 16-6, and the Yanks
shelled the Dodgers,20-4.
For the losing Cubs, Chad
Turner and Scott Gordon had
two hits. The Twins were led
by Bruce Thurman, with three
hits; Mickey Hill, with two

Mc
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YOU'RE OUT is the call by second base umpire Rick Lampkin as Pirate second
baseman Ed Hendon trots across the base for the force on Tony Byee(13)in a 7-3 tittle
League win over the Cards. Jimmy Brannon(9) watches the play.

hits, including a triple; and
Cynthia Garland who had two
doubles.
For the Yanks, Craig
Schwettman had an inside the
park home run and a double
while Andy Rickman had a
double and a triple. Bill Fandrick had two hits for the
Dodgers.

In the T-Ball League last
night, the Yanks battered the
Astros, 47-17, and Giants beat
the Mets,32-27.
For the Yanks, Chris
Garland had a home run and
three triples while Shane
Knight had two home runs and
a triple.

Russ Atkins had two triples
and, a double and Jason
Modglin had two home runs
for the Astros.
The Giants were led by
Michael Carr with two home
runs while Blaine Donaldson
had two doubles and a triple.
Ashley Haak paced the Mets
with a home run and a thole.

By

in, scored the tying run while
Jeff Clendenon scorer the
game-winner.
For the Astros, Chuck Baker
double and had one run batted
In,

Phils Get By
Orioles In
Lone Game
Just one game was completed in the 13-Year-Old
League last night, with the
Phils getting by the Orioles by
an 8-6 score.
Chris Starks, the winning
pitcher for the Phils, had a triple, double and,single to pace
the hitting. Tim Stalls added a
triple.
For the Orioles, Dwayne
Gammons had three hits, also
hitting for everything but a
home run. Todd Ross added
two singles.

OFFERING WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT — Second baseman Greg Futrell returns
the ball to pitcher Chuck Adams after an out. Futrell later was brought in to relieve
staff Photos By Davod Hibbdts
Adams.

As All-Star Votes Keep Coming In
Lopes Appears To Be Logical Choice

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The votes keep pouring in
and on the night of July 8 at
Dodger Stadium in Los
Angeles, the second baseman
for the National League All
Star team will be Davey Lopes
of the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Lopes now has 1,047,577
votes, the first player in the
All Star election to go over the
The second best in the world is 1 million mark this season. He
is a runaway choice at his
in American colleges. Then
position, leading runnerup
come the Yugoslays, Chinese
and Russians.. This series will Dave Cash of San Diego by a
mere 800,000 or so computer
be better competition for the
card votes.
kids."
Lopes is a logical choice and
a good one. The hometown
Dodger fans wiP love the idea
of having hir .nere in the
ed a letter from Weaver and a
starting lineup. r3ut there is an
copy of the Mercer transcript
interesting wrinkle attached
on file at UNM that showed
to his lopsided election.
Logan credited with 51 hours
Because of the absence of
of college work.
high caliber competition at seBeach also testified about
cond base in the National
attempts made by former
League,there is no race in the
UNM assistant basketball
balloting at that position.
coach Manny Goldstein to
Lopes is getting most of the
have seven professors at
votes and is becoming a
Mercer change grades they
distinct threat to win the
had given Logan.
trophy given to the leading
He said Goldstein was "able
vote-getter in the fan
to convince all seven to
balloting. The award is sponchange to improve the
sored by Gillette.
grades."
It has been claimed in each
But Beach said that seemed
of the last three seasons by
like "an unusually large
Rod Carew of the California
number" to him and he refusAngels, who has been the peoed to process the grade
ple's choice ever since Comchanges. He said he turned the
missioner Bowie Kuhn returnmatter over to another Mercer
ed the vote to the fans in 1970.
official and an investigation
In 10 years of fan voting, not
was conducted.
counting this season, Carew
It was determined that two
received 72,853,45.3 total votes,
of the grade changes were
more than any player in either
legitimate and five were not,
league. For consistency,
he said.
however, not even Carew

Olympic Team Would Rather Play USSR
By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Members of the U.S. Olympic
basketball team would rather
be playing the Soviet Union or
Yugoslavia, but they agree it's
more profitable to be going
against National Basketball
Association All-Stars.
"It is out of my control
whether we go to Moscow or
not," said Coach Dave Gavitt
after his young, collegeoriented Olympians beat the
NBA stars 97-84 Monday night
before 2,811 fans at the
Forum. The game was the
first of five exhibitions being
staged in various sites around
the nation.
"We are proud to wear
'USA' on our shirts," Gavitt
said. -This is a nice chance to
prove we are a good team."
The United States is boycotting the Olympics in Moscow,
protesting Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan.
There will be no chance to defend the gold medal won in
1976 by the American basketball Learn at Montreal.
Danny Vranes, who will be a
senior at Utah next fall, said:
"Our dream is to be in the
pros. The feeling is different

than the Olympic goal. The
On Friday the game will be team in Greensboro, N.C., on
spirit of the Olympics can't in Seattle, on Sunday in New June 29.
compare to playing with these York and on Monday in InCommenting on his squad,
NBA guys...lt means more to dianapolis. A final game for Gavitt said: "There is no
us. Our goal is to show we can the US. team will be against question the NBA has the
members of the 1976 Olympic finest basketball in the world.
play in the NBA."
Mark Aguirre of DePaul,
whose 15 points for the Olympians were second only to the
18 by LaSalle's Michael
By JIM McELROY
woman jury had been seated
Brooks, said: "I like this type
Associated Press Writesand attorneys gave their openof basketball, but I would love
ROSWELL, N.M. (AP) — ing statements.
to play the Russians anyplace, Robert Weaver, dean of adWeaver and Donald A.
anywhere, anytime.. In a missions and records at the Beach, registrar at Mercer
playground, in Red Square. University of New Mexico, County Community College in
I'd even let them call the was to return to the witness Trenton, N.J., testified about
shots!"
stand today to be cross- alleged transcript doctoring to
The Olympians built a 46-38 examined in the federal court make Logan eligible.
halftime lead,increased it to a trial of former UNM basketWeaver said that Logan was
15-point margin and were tied ball Coaeh Norm Ellenberger. admitted to NM by the College
at 65-65 and 6747 before pullEllenberger's trial on five of Arts and Sciences on
ing out to win.
counts of mail fraud, one academic probation on the
San Antonio's George Ger- count of wire fraud and one basis of a junior college
vin led the pros with 18 points. count of interstate travel in transcript allegedly from
Kermit Washington of aid of racketeering began here Mercer that showed Logan
Portland scored 15 and John Monday.
with 51 credit hours.
Lucas of Golden State 14.
The indictments are related
Beach testified prior to
Phil Smith, also of Golden to a scandal involving phony Weaver. Under questioning by
State, said of the Olympians, academic transcripts for Lobo assistant U.S. Attorney Rick
"They're talented, en- athletes and center on the Smith, Beach told the jury
thusiastic and a team to be handling of transcripts for two that records at Mercer showed
reckoned with. But you know former UNM basketball that when Logan transferred
some of us were playing out of players — Andre Logan and to New Mexico in the fall of
position."
1978, he had earned 48 credit
Craig Gilbert.
Next outing will be WednesWeaver was one of two hours.
day in Phoenix against a dif- witnesses who testified MonHowever, Beach said that in
ferent group of All-Stars.
day after a six-man, six- late December 1979 he receiv-

Weaver Returns To Witness Stand

umpire's chair with his
racket
Schoenfield was beaten 6-1,
6-1 by Chris Lewis of New
Zealand. In the second set, he
hit an underhanded serve into
the bottom of the net and on
another point he made no effort to return serve. Umpire
Bill Kempffer said he intended
Waits, a 6-3, 6-4 laser to Cliff to report Schoenfield to the
Letcher of Australia, shat- Grand Prix supervisor for
tered a water bottle near the lack ofeffort.
In other matches, Thomas
Koch of Brazil defeated Bernie Mittel of South Africa,6-2,
6-3, while Phil Dent of
Australia beat Bill Maze, 64,
CHARCOAL
34,3-0.
X•
EASTBOURNE, Engnland
(AP) — Martina Navratilova
beat Betty Ann Dent 6-2, 6-3 in
•

TENNIS
SURBITON, England (AP)
— Butch Walls and Howard
Schoenfield faced possible
disciplinary action after making controversial first-round
exits in the $50,000 Surrey
Grass Courts Cliampionships.
•

\\\„,•• ,///
Mr.rauick

the first round of a $125,000
tournament.
In other matches, Terry
Holladay upset Kathy Jordan,
14, 7-6, 6-4 Betty Stove of the
Netherlands beat Ann
Kiyomura, 6-7, 6-1, 6-2; Tracy
Austin scored a 6-3, 6-4 win
over Christianne Jollisant of
Switzerland; and Anne Hobbs
topped Bettina Runge,6-4, 7-6.
BRISTOL, England (API —
Romania defeated Britain in
the European semifinal Davis
Cup 3-2 when [lie Nastase beat
John Feaver 7-6,14,24,2-6,64 in the rain-delayed singles
match.
GOLF
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) —
Mart Hayes sank a 10-foot

putt for a birdie on the final
hole to tie Larry Ziegler at 67
for the championship of the
VIP ProAm Golf Tournament.
Jim Simons finished one
stroke back at 68 while Fuzzy
Zoeller and J.C. Snead each
came in at 69.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Mike
Easier of the Pittsburgh
Pirates, who batted .619 with
13 hits in 21 at bets for the
week and hit for the cycle on
June 12, was named National
League Player of the Week.
NEW YORK (AP) — Toby
Harrah of the Cleveland Indians and Reggie Jackson of
the New York Yankees shared
the American League Player
of the Week sward.

Harrah hit .524 with 11 hits
in 21 times at bat, including
four doubles, a triple and a
home run. Jackson batted .419
on 13-for-31 with three
doubles, five home runs, and
13 RBIs.
FOOTBALL
SAN FRANCISCO (AP( —
The California Supreme Court
ruled in favor of the Oakland
Raiders and against the city of
Oakland in the case involving
the city's attempt to take over
the NFL team under powers of
eminent domain.
The Supreme Court denied
Oakland's petition for a hearing and an application for a
stay of the lower court decision.

American League seems to
become spellbound at All Star
Games.
Since 1959, there have been
23 contests played in this
series and the Nationals have
won 20. They are 16-1 since
1962 and take an eight-game
winning streak and an overall
edge of 31-18 with one tie into
the 1980 contest.
Will the trend continue? It's
entirely possible, simply
because the NL players seem
to get more excited at these
games. Getting the fans excited, however, has been no
problem at all.
When Commissioner Kuhn
returned the All Star vote to
the fans in 1970 and Gillette
agreed to underwrite the costs
of America's largest nonpolitical election, it was an
enlightened decision. The All
Star game is, after all, an exhibition that belongs to the
fans. Who better then to vote
for the teams than those same
fans?
Over the first decade since
Kuhn gave the vote back to
them, more than 71 million
ballots were cast, proving that
the fans certainly participate
in the election. That is as
baseball wants it. But just participating isn't enough. The
vote is important and before
you cast it, think about the
choices. Take a look at the box
scores and statistics and then
vote for the players who've
earned that vote with their
performances this season.
You have until June 25 to
vote for the All Star teams.
Choose carefully, especially
for the AL, which needs some
help.

-VALUABLE COUPON

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press

could top Cincinnati catcher
Johnny Bench,the only player
with more than 1 million votes
in every year that the fans
have voted.
Carew has been a starter
every year for the AL, at second base from 1970-75 and at
first base since 1976. He is a
remarkable player and is entirely likely to start at first
base for the AL stars again
this year.
But Carew has more competition at first base in the AL
than Lopes does at second in
the NL. Do you vote for Carew
or Tony Perez of Boston, who
went into Monday night's action tied for the AL runs batted
in lead? Do you vote for Carew
or Milwaukee's Cecil Cooper,
batting .332 and also among
the AL RBI leaders. Do you
vote for Carew or John
Mayberry of Toronto with his
dozen home runs.
The choice is certainly more
difficult there than it is at second base in the NL, where
Lopes is an easy selection.
And because there's more
competition facing Carew,
Lopes could carry off the highvote trophy.
Playing in a huge visibility,
huge population center like
Los Angeles certainly doesn't
hurt Lopes' vote appeal. But
Carew has proven that a
player can work in a smaller
city and still attract broadbased fan support. Until last
season, Carew played in Minnesota and the twin cities of
Minneapolis-St. Paul alone
could not account for the barrels full of votes cast for him.
Even with Carew in its
lineup every year, the

BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Nancy
Lieberman, who led Old Dominion to two straight national
college championships, was
chosen by the Dallas
Diamonds to start the
Women's Professional Basketball League's 1980 draft.
The Chicago Hustle then
selected Lieberman's teammate,center Inge Nissen. Colorado, picking third, selected
Rosie Walker of Stephen
F.Austin.
1,06 ANGELES(AP) — The
U.S. Olympic basketball team
opened a five-game series
against NBA All-Star teams
with a 97-84 victory. LaSalle's
Michael Brooks led the Olympians with ill points.

FAMILY NIGHT
EACH TUESDAY
$2.00 Off Large
$1.00 Off Madium
Eat In Only
After you enjoy Family Night at Pizza Hut,
give us this coupon and we'll give you
another one worth $2.00 off your next
visit to...
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Blyleven Ignores Boos To Pitch Pirates Past Reds, 5-3

Lines

A CLASSIC MATCHUP has given boxing fans plenty to talk about for several months
as Sugar Ray Leonard (left) and Roberto Duran prepare for their lightweight championship match this Friday in Montreal. The fight is being billed as one of the
most
evenly matched, with Leonard's quickness on his feet and in his jabs going against
Duran's endurance and strength.
ASS011d trd Press Photo
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By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA ( AP) — Marvis
Frazier says he no longer feels
any pressure about being the
son of former world
heavyweight champion Joe
Frazier.
"I feel I've established
myself as my own fighter,"
the 19-year-old Philadelphia
boxer said Monday night after
outpointing Mitch Green of
New York in a heavyweight
\quarterfinal match of the U.S.
Olympic Boxing Trials.
"I have to do my job
anyway," Frazier said. "He
can't get in there and do it for
me."
Frazier, the 1980 AAU
champion, and Green landed
combinations throughout the
action-packed fight. The
former champion was among
a sparse crowd of 2,000 watching the tournament that will
decide the makeup of an
Olympic squad that will not be
participating in the Summer
Games at Moscow.
"It was a war," the young
Frazier said. "I was a little
tight. I hope on Thursday I'll
be a little better."
He may have to be, facing a
tough semifinal foe — the

Army's James Broad, the
armed forces champion from
Broad scored the first
knockout of the trials when he
sent Freddy Guzman of Ft.
Worth, Texas, to the canvas
twice in the first minute of the
opening round and then finished him off with a left-right
combination at 1:18 of the
opening round.
In other heavyweight bouts,
Golden Gloves champion
Michael Arms of Madison,
Wis., outpointed Joe Ballard
of Lynchburg, Va., and Chris
McDonald of Tiverton, R. I.,
eliminated Curtis Jackson of
Santa Monica, Calif.
Frazier had to share the
night's spotlight with Robin
Blake of Levelland, Texas,
who scored a mild upset victory over AAU and Golden
Gloves champion Melvin Paul
of New Orleans in a
lightweight bout.
Blake, in his first bout since
undergoing ankle surgery in
March, used his 6-inch height
advantage to score the
unanimous victory.
"I was a little sloppy, but
Melvin Paul is a very good
fighter," said Blake, who

By KEN RAPPOPOR T
AP Sports Writer
They booed Bert Blyleven in
Pittsburgh Monday night.
But if it hurt anyone, it
might have been the Cincinnati Reds
Seemingly oblivious to a
generally negative hometown
crowd, the beleagured Pirate
right-hander pitched one of his
strongest games of the season
to help Pittsburgh beat the
Reds 5-3.
Pitching through jeers and
occasional cheers, Blyleven
scattered nine hits before
needing relief help with one
out in the eighth.
The dramatic reaction, of
course, was pointed at
Blyleven's row with Manager
Chuck Tanner which led to the
pitcher leaving the club on
April M. Blyleven was upset
because he felt that Tanner
didn't show any faith in him.
The pitcher rejoined the
Pirates on May 9.
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ing to seek a fifth gold medal
at Los Angeles in 1984.
He will be 47 then. Should he
succeed — and don't be quick
to doubt the possibility — it
would be one of the sports
miracles of the age.
"Competition is very interesting," says Oerter.
"Every time you go into the
arena with thousands watching, you put yourself on the
line. It affects people different
ways.
"Me? I don't particularly
enjoy the years of discipline
and preparation but, once the
event starts, I am fascinated
by it. I put myself in a sort of
isolation booth, shutting out
everything around me. Then I
try to muster every ounce of
strength, knowledge and skill
at my command to produce
that one mighty effort.
"I thrive on it."
The "Al Oerter Story" is one
of the most fascinating in big
time sports — the raw, 20year-old collegian who barely
made the U.S. Olympic team
in 1956 yet went on to beat
world record holder Fortune
Gordien in the discus at
Melbourne.
Always the underdog, he
competed against men with
superior records at Rome in
1960, Tokyo in 1964 and Mexico
City in 1968, each time winding
up on the top tier of the awards
ceremony with a beribboned
gold medal draped around his
neck.
"He's all heart and guts,"
said Walter Payton, the U. S.
Olympic coach, after Oerter
heaved the discus 212 feet, 64
inches — five feet farther than
he had ever thrown in his life
— to beat out world record
holder Jay Silvester in Mexico
City in 1968.
He is being profiled by Cappy Productions Sunday June
29 over the NBC network.
He !rent into temporary

NI Roundup

resumed training only two
weeks ago.
Blake's semifinal test will
be against Frankie Randall of
Morristown, Tenn., who outpointed Delia Palacious of
Benivades, Texas. Other
lightweight winners were
armed forces champion Joe
Manley of the Army and
Detroit and Arnold Wells of
Davison, Mo. Manley advanced over Vincent Releford of
Ft. Worth, Texas, and Wells
over Henry Hughes of Bedford
Heights,Ohio.
Jerome Coffee of Nashville,
Tenn., winner of the last two
Golden Gloves crowns, and
Richard Sandoval of Pomona,
Calif., appeared headed for a
By ED scHuYLER JR.
showdown in the 112-pound
Al'Sports Writer
class. Sandoval won easily
over Barry Houseman of Van"I don't want to lose
couver, Wash., and Coffee had
because I've been there
a tougher time in outpointing
before," said John Tate
armed forces champion
several days before his first
George Killian of the Marines
heavyweight championship
and Ft. Payne, Ala.
defense.
Golden Gloves winner
But he did lose the World
James Shuler of Philadelphia
Boxing Association title to
headed the 156-pound winners
Mike Weaver last March 30,
by outpointing Alfred Mays of
and now he is somewhere he's
St. Louis to earn a shot against
been before — in Montreal.
AAU
champion
Donald
Tate fought in Montreal four
Bowers of Jackson, Tenn.
years ago in the Olympic
Bowers had a bye.
Games, and he had a chance
at lasting fame when he fought
double gold medalist Teofilo
Stevenson of Cuba.
But Tate was knocked out in
the first round and was cast in
the shadows of such U.S.
teammates as Sugar Ray
retirement after the Mexico Leonard, Howard Davis and
City Games, skipping both the Brothers Spinks.
Munich and Montreal, but had
Friday p_ight in Olympic
his interest revived in 1972.
Stadium, Tate will again fight
Oerter felt he was ready for
in the shadow of Leonard, who
the 1980 Games but then came
will defend the World Boxing
the boycott. He was disapCouncil welterweight champointed — as were most U. S.
pion against Roberto Duran in
Olympians — but not bitter.
what is one of the most an-

Al Roundup

beat the California Angels 5-2
and the Minnesota Twins
blanked the Toronto Blue Jays
4-0.
Cliff Johnson's infield hit
with the bases loaded tied the
score in the seventh inning
and Rick Manning followed
with a two-run single.
Rangers 8, Royals 3
The Rangers, held scoreless
on four hits through eight innings, launched their ninthinning rally on a leadoff single
by Pat Putnam. One out later,
Wills singled and, with two
out, Richie Zisk singled Putnam home with the first run.
Rusty Staub's RBI single
chased
loser
Dan
Quisenberry. Jim Norris and
Sundberg
tagged
Gary
Christenson for run-scoring

'Been There Before'

Tate Does Not Want To Lose
ticipated matches in years.
Tate, just a little less than
three-months
ago
a
heavyweight champion with
multimillion-dollar fight with
Muhammad Ali in the making,
will fight Trevor Berbick in a
scheduled 10-rounder.

The Berbick fight will show
how much the loss to Weaver
affected Tate's confidence. It
is a pressure fight for Big
John.
Tate, whose record is 20-1,
reacted well under extreme
out-of-ring pressure when he
beat South African Kallie
Berbick is the heavyweight
Knoetze in Bophuthatswana
champion of Canada and has
and when he won the vacant tishown a knockout punch
tle by beating South African
against other Canadians. But
Gerrie Coetzee in Pretoria
once in discussing the abilities
before 80,000-plus, mostly
of
other
Canadian
white South Africans.
heavyweights,
Geogre
But there are some people
Chuvalo, who fought All, Joe
who think the pressure of
Frazier and other top fighters,
making his first defense in his
said something to the effect
hometown of Knoxville, Tenn.,
that he could be Canadian
was too much for Tate. They
heavyweight champion after
feel he tried too hard to knock
he died.
out Weaver to please the
Tate should win. He must hometown fans, and that is
why he was exhausted in the
win. At his age, 25, and with
his
ability, another later rounds.
heavyweight title shot is not
"The crowd had nothing to
far away. A couple of wins do with the fight," says Tate.
would wipe out his loss to "What I had to do was live by
Weaver when he went into the my reputation as a boxer and
last round needing only to stay
go out there and fight and do
on his feet to keep the title. He
what my people told me to do.
was counted out with 45 I don't think the crowd had
seconds left in the fight.
anything to do with the fight."
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Transactions
By The Ammoniated Prete
BASEBALL
Amnia= League
KANSAS CITY ROYA 1 S Paced
George Brett, third baseman. on thy
ditablod lie
NEW YORK YANKEES Signed Clay
outatristlanson, gnaw Rady
fielder , end Darn, Holt, second
human
N.U.s!leaCer
HOUSTON ASTRO/ -Signed Jell

then sacrificed pinch-runner
Paul Dade to second to set the
stage for Smiths gamewinning hit
Rollie Fingers, 64, worked
two umings in relief to pick up
the victory, and Bob Shirley
pitched the final inning to earn
his fifth save at the season
Astres 2, Cabal
Terry Puhl drew a basesloaded walk to force in one run
in the seventh inning and pmchrunner Jeff Leonard scored
on a wild pitch to lead Houston
over Chicago.

Willie Hernandez had
retired 13 batters in a row and
had two out in the seventh
when Alab Ashby singled and
pinch-hitter Bruce Bochy
walked. Bill Caudill relieved
and walked both pinch-hitter
Rafael Laridestoy and Puhl to
Pinch-hitter Tim Flannery force in the tying run before
started the game-winning ral- reliever Doug Ovine uncorkly off reliever Jeff Reardon, 4- ed the wild pitch that allowed
3, with a single. Jim Richards Leonard to score from third
Padres 2, Mets 2
Ozzie Smith smashed three
hits and singled in the winning
run in the eighth inning as San
Diego ended a seven-game losing streak by beating New
York.

Catboat. tattier
RASEE701•1.1
Raceme Basketball Aseoclats•
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS -Signed
Habegger, malatant(awn,to•new
three-year contract
FOOTBALL
Natiamal Feetaa Lower
ATLANTA FALCONS- -Signed Buddy
curry.
SEATTL1 EICAHAITES Signed Tab
Ena,nagilligbak

hits and Tucker Ashford and
The As scored three runs in
Putnam connected off Rawly the first inning, starting with
Eastwick.
consecutive triples by Rickey
Tigers 8-3, Brewers 5-5
Henderson and Dwayne MurAl Cowens' RBI single with phy. who scored on a wild pittwo out in the ninth inning cap- ch. Dave Revering and Wayne
ped a two-run rally as Detroit Gross walked and Revering
won the opener. Cecil Cooper scored on a single by Mitchell
hit a two-run homer and Gor- Page. The A's made it 5-0 in
man Thomas had a solo shot the fourth on singles by Murfor the Brewers in the phy, Revering, Gross and
nightcap.
Tony Armas. Mickey Klutts
Detroit trailed 5-4 in the doubled a run across and
opener but tied the score when Revering added a two-run
Champ Summers doubled single in the fifth while
Klutts
home Kirk Gibson, who led off rapped another RBI double in
the ninth with a bunt single the eighth.
and was sacrificed to second.
Orioles 5, Angels 2
Cowens then singled home the
Terry Crowley's two-run
winning run.
single capped a three-run
In the second game, Reggie Baltimore first inning, Kiko
Cleveland, making his first Garcia singled two runs
start of the season, blanked across in the eighth and Jim
the Tigers on one hit until the Palmer and Tim Stoddard
eighth when Steve Kemp and combined for a six-hitter as
Richie Hebner homered.
Baltimore defeated California
Yankees 6, Mariners 3
for the seventh consecutive
Graig Nettles drove in three time in a regular-season
runs with two doubles and a game. The Orioles are 10-1
home run and Tommy John against the Angels counting
scattered 10 hits in eight inn- last year's playoffs.
ings to become the AL's first
Twine 4, Blue Jays O
nine-game winner. Nettles
Geoff Zahn scattered nine
rapped RBI doubles in the hits and pitched his third
first and fifth innings and shutout of the season in ending
homered in the seventh. Jim Minnesota's four-game losing
Spencer drove in two runs streak. The Twins scored in
with a single in the first and a the second inning on Pete
sacrifice fly in the fifth.
Mackanin's single. Glenn
A's II, Red Sox 8
Adams doubled a run home in
Oakland used a 16-hit attack the third and Minnesota
to end Boston's six-game win- scored its final two rims in the
ning streak despite two home seventh on singles by John
runs by Jim Rice and a three- Castino and Butch Wynegar, a
run shot by Fred Lynn in the double steal and Rick Sotield's
ninth.
RBI double.
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SPECIAL
STEAK'N
SIRLOIN • 47,-;4 • STUFF

$2.99 I $2.79
Includes All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
Baked Potato or Fries & Stockade Toast
• Kids' Menu Bents, OSIIV 99(

SIRLOIN STOCKADIMP

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
New York
38 n
644 —
Milwaukee
V X
.362
5.5
Cleveland
X 77
KIS
7
Balton
31 X
125
7
Baltimore
X 30
300
Hi
Tamar
311 a
9
1
Detroit
77 a
91h
at
WEST
Rama City
37 12
617
Chicago
29 X
7
KO
30 21
Ostend
465
Seat,
• 33
459
961
Tema
77 X
CO 10
MI.
34 34
CD 13
Caleorria
72 37
KC 15
Mimehys Gam
Datroll 153, Milmoikee 5.6
Pienmeola 4, Toronto 0
Balkan 5, California 2
Ogrivrat II. &ion I
ativeland 1, Chimp 3
New York 6, Settle 3
Tam 6, Kamm Oty 3
Tailors Game
Mtwara Sedan 141 a Toronto
t634'ate& 441, (ii)
California Ina 441 at Hallimore
(Mew 741. fit)
(akend Seougb
at Boston (Tanta
Ill, in)
641 aanainal
OEMs
(Walla 44), Oil
Smith (Honocult 74) la New Yet
T llodarmod 64), (
Milwaukee (Calcheall
Deena
i Morris 641, In)

with two runs in the third
Braves 6,Cardiasis
Chris Chambiiss drove in
five runs with a three-run
homer and two singles and
Dale Murphy scored three
Unica,leading Atlanta over St
Louis.
Both of Chambhas' singles
and his seventh homer of the
year came off Bob Forsch,54.
In addition, Chamblias contributed a double to a 11-hit attack, enabling Atlanta rightPander Tommy Boggs to gain
his third victory in five decisions.

Garland Continues Comeback With Second Win

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
and the Indians, trailed 3-0 at
AP Sports Writer
one point. But they rallied for
This is about two com- six runs in the ninth inning on
ebacks. The one by Wayne eight singles and cooled off the
Garland of the Cleveland In- Kansas City Royals 6-3.
dians is in its second year. The
one by the Texas Rangers took
only a couple of outs.
Garland, who underwent
rotator cuff surgery on his
right shoulder in May 1978, pitMeanwhile, the Detroit
ched his first complete game Tigers pulled a miniin more than a year Monday comeback with two runs in the
night, scattering nine hits as bottom of the ninth inning to
the Cleveland Indians made it nip Milwaukee 6-5 in the
five victories in a row by opener of a doubleheader. The
defeating the Chicago White Brewers took the nightcap 5-3.
Sox 5-3.
In other American League
"There's no doubt things are games, the New York
Yankees downed the Seattle
looking up. They're looking
Mariners 6-3, the Oakland A's
better than they did in the
outlasted. the Boston Red Sox
past," said Garland.
11-8, the Baltimore Orioles
The Rangers, like Garland

Oerter Is One Of Those Able
To Rise Above Stiffest Odds
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
There area few competitors
— precious few — who seem to
have been born under a
special star. They were ordained for the golden moment.
Jack
Nicklaus.
Reggie
Jackson. Al Oerter.
They are blessed with that
intangible quality that allows
them to rise to greater heights
when the pressure is the
weightiest, the challenge the
severest and the prize the
most coveted.
Nicklaus wins his fourth
U.S. Open golf title at age 40,
boosting his collection of major crowns to 18 (twice as
many as any.golfer who ever
lived) while historians are
preparing his tournament
obituary. Reggie, who has
never hit .300 in his career,
continues to blast ninth-inning
home runs for the Yankees to
pull baseball games out of the
fire.
Meanwhile, Al Oerter, winner of gold medals in the
discus in four consecutive
Olympic Games — an unprecedented feat — but
thwarted this year by the U.S.
boycott of Moscow, is prepar-

Philadelphia past Los
Angeles. After Bowe's
be was awarded second base
on a balk by loser Rick
Sutcliffe, 1-4. Trill° lo/lowed
with his two-base hit to right
center.
Reliever Ron Reed, 4-1,
earned the victory, pitching
only the Ilth inning. Tug
McGraw pitched the 12th to
pick up his sixth save of the
season.
Giants 5, Expos 1
Right-hander Ed Whitson
pitched a six-hitter to lead San
Blyleven left the game after Francisco over injury-riddled
giving up three straight Montreal. The Expos played
singles in the eighth, including without four injured regulars.
an RBI hit by Dan Driessen
Whitson yielded a leadoff
Kent Tekulve allowed another homer to Gary Carter, his 13th
RBI single, by Johnny Bench, of the season, in the second inbefore Grant Jackson came on ning before blanking the Exto gain his second save.
pos the rest of the way.
The Giants tied the game in
Phillies 3, Dodgers 2
Manny Trill° doubled home the bottom of the second off
Larry Bows from second base rookie Charlie Lea on Johnnie
with one out in the 12th inning LeMaster's RBI grounder.
to break a tie and send The Giants went ahead to stay
In other National League action, the Philadelphia Phtllies
edged the Los Angeles
Dodgers 3-2 in 12 innings; the
San Francisco Giants stopped
the Montreal Expos 5-1; the
Atlanta Braves took a 6-3 decision over the St. Louis Cardinals; the San Diego Padres
nipped the New York Mets 3-2
and the Houston Astros
defeated the Chicago Cubs 2-1.

RUNS Yoont, Milwaukee, 51. Wilson,
Kansas CIO, 47, Wills, Tema, 47, Randolph, Near York, 43 Henderson.
Oakland,43
RBI Peres, Began. 45. Ogilvie,
Milwaukee. 45, Atn1111. Oakland, 44.
Oliver, Texas, 44; Cooper, Milwaukee.
43
HITS Wilson, Rams city, M; Yoga,
Miheraukee, 71; Bumbry, Baltimore, 77;
Burleson , Boston. 73; M ur ra y,
Baltimore. 72
DOUBLES Mormon, Cuomo, 21.
Yount, Milwaukee, ID; Garcia. Toronto,
17, Carta, C•liforela, III, Oliver. Texas,
It
TRIPLES Greta. Toronto, 8; Bunbry,, Baltimore. 5, Brett, Lamas city, S.
'Tied altb 4
HOME RUNS Ogilvie. Milwaukee,
II, Jackem New York, 13, Rem
Balton, 13. Thames, Milwaukee. 12,
Mayberry, Toronto, 11, Vela, Toronto.
12, Rudi,California, 12
STOLEN
Henderson,
BASES
°Mast M. Wilma Karam City. 77.
Cm(Soattk, 19, will,. Texas, 11, Bum
TNT, 80111Sneee. 17, Randolph, New
York,17
PTTCHING 16 Dacialane
Fanner
Chicago, SI, 133, 2.46; John, New Yolk.
3(7, Gera, Ramat Qty. 44,
IMO, 1.17, Rainey, Baton,74,.77I,
4.34;
Cakhadt, mammies,64 .714,3.13; Dolma adage.64, 716,1 72. Abbott,Seattle, 6-3, 7/11, 1.82; Stone, Baltimore. 7-3.
710, 4112
STROLFAIUTS Guidry, Now York,90
Banniaor, Seattle. 47, Norris, Oakland.
N. WNW* Kamm Qty, 1111, Barker
Clamiggillisi
t Keough. Oakland, 1.1
M atte*
.63

•
•
•
•
•
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Our quality will Mow pm omit back
Bel Air Shopping Center
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Major League Leaders
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1125 at bay Molitor.
Milwaukee, .310; Orta, Cleveland, 344.
Summers, Detroit, 341, Brett, Kansas
City, 377, Cooper. Milwaukee, 332
Murphy,Oakland, 332.

•
•
•

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (120 a bac Hernandex,
St Loris. .342; &lath, Los Angeles, 335;
Henderson, New York, 331. Cries
Houston,.334. Retta,St Lam. 330
RUNS Schmidt, Philatiatem, IS;
Hernandet, St Louis. 43, Rom,
Philadeplua, IS, Templeton, St Loris,
38; Collins. ancinnoti, M. Gres", ancanal, M
RBI Hendrick. SiLows, 51. Schmelt.
Phibildelphla 50; Garvey. Lao Angeles,
45; Smith. Los Angeles, 43, Leman,
Ptaladetpka. 39

New 1979 Scout Terra pick-up, V-8 engine,
A/T, PS,, P.R. Locking hubs, tie down rails,
Midas package, sun roof, bucket seats.
List

5 11,417"

3220"
8,197"

Discount
Special Price

FIRS' Templeton. Stleuis, 79, HerMaim,St Lana 77. Reitz, SLLaue, 7E;
Chamblee Atlanta, 70, crus. nosmon,
70
DOUBLES Stearns, New York. 19;
Ram, Philadelphia 19. Chanters
Atlanta IS, Hernandez, SILLoue, 17;
KnigM, Cincinnati, II
TRIPLES Monne Pittsburgh, 6,
Scott, Montreal. 4, Lenore, Montreal,
4. Trill°, Philadelphui, 4, McBride,
Philadelphia, 4. Herr, St Leda 1;
Engin. Cincinnati. 4. Lendestoy,
Houston,4
HOKE RUNS Schmidt, Ptilladalphia.
30, Latilail. Ptiedelphia, 15, Baker,
Lai Angola. 14, Carter. Mantras& 13;
Hendrick. St Leas, is, Garvey. Las
Angelet. 13
STOLEN BASES Lenore, Montreal,
X. Moreno. Pittsburgh. 34. Cahn,CM
rumen. 34. Scott, Montreal. It, LIM,
Ian Miele*, 19

Trucks-TrailersBuses, Inc.
U.S. 641 Sea* Meeray, K y. 12071
110.0www.

PITCHING 16 i34s-10orat Bibby, Pittsburgh, 7.1. CS, 321, Rama Loa
Angela, 7.1. 875, 2.33, Carlton,
PNiadelphia, 11-1, 0411, 1.76; Bahman,
Montreal, SI, 433, 1.10; Blue.sw,Free[UM 5-1. ilk 14/I %kb,ian Angelea,
7-2, 714, In, Pesten, Cincinnott, $3.
277. 192, Ruined Harem 44, Tr.

Parts mai Services
Available

is
STRIKEOUTS, Carle" Pkilleildfale,
1111; Ward, Hallea, 1111; HMO.
Heagoo, 7I; BITIolot MOM" 711
Nekro7Atanta,34

RAVENS

R• 15021 753

372

1500.626

Oa
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High Prices Don't Have
To Ruin Plans For
Family Vacations

Second Step Of Selection Of
Convention Delegates To Star

if I
tt ‘
dividuals and offering lowBy SY RAMSEY
10 persons will by vying fur excepttunally well in nt:sVal
cost rooms and a family atn•ne •ma
modattons and seating for the
Associated Press Writer
every district delegate slot.
""-ne,
moaphere. Betty R. RandFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Brian Lunde, a state national convention, which is
beck, the bead of Tourist
Next Saturday the second step Democratic official, declined scheduled Aug. 11 to Aug. 14 in
House Associates, Inc., which
will start in picking Ken- to predict the outcome of the New York City.
publishes a guide to tourist
Lunde said the Kentuckians,
tucky's 50 delegates to the district voting, saying that
homes, said prices average
Democratic national conven- would be mtefering with the as will the Minnesota delega.
00,00ose•r
$20 a room per night. "They
tion, will be staying at the
tion.
voting Saturday.
are at least 30 percent less
Representatives elected at
Only the five so-called ad- Grand Hyatt Hotel in Manhatthan any hotel or motel in the
county conventions last Satur- dons to be chosen by the 34 tan, 12 blocks from Madison
vicinity," she said.
day throughout the state will delegates June 28 are fairly Square Garden where the conThe "Guide to Guest Houses
vote on some 300 candidates certain, for they must come vention will be held.
and Tourist Homes, USA,"
who want to become delegates from party or electLs1 officials.
The Grand Hyatt has not
covers facilities in 38 states. It
and who have expressed the
Top state leaders who don't opened yet, but will be by concosts $3.50 and is available
required preference for either
make that list of five also can vention time.
tram
Tourist
House
President Carter or Sen. Ed- be pretty sure the central
Also, the Kentucky
Associates, Inc., R.D. 2, Box
ward Kennedy.
committee, which now is delegates have obtained
355A, Greentown, Pa., 18426.
Thirty-four such delegates dominated by the administra- seating directly in
front of the
You can save even more
will be chosen in the seven tion of Gov. John Y. Brown podium,only five
rows back.
money by trading your home
congressional districts.
Jr., will select them the same
Lunde said the state group
for someone else's. Check forThen, on Saturday, June 28, day.
could have gotten immediatemal house-swapping guides or
The Kentucky delegation ly in front, but members
the remaining 16 will be
local newspaper and
elected — five by the 34 this year appears to be doing would have to crane
their
magazine advertisements for
delegates and 11 by the new
necks because the podium is
a family willing to let you live
state central executive comContract
too high.
in their home while they live in
mittee.
The delegation seating
yours.
All of this procedure is aimselection was supposed to
Look for low-cost motels and
ed at lining up 38 Carter and 12
have been determined by
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
family plans. Don't pay for exKennedy delegates, pledged to
drawings.
tras you don't need. One lowthose candidates only on the A contract between the U.S.
government and the private
cost chain — Day Inns of
first ballot, in a proportional
America — said that the comdivision of last May's company that wants to build a
coal refinery at Newman in
pany's average rate for a
presidential primary outwestern Daviess County is exsingle room is $18.88, with a
come.
pected to be ready for signing
charge of $3 or $4 for each exThe
district
conventions will
SUMMER INTERNS — First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard poses with his sumtra adult and $1 for each child.
be held throughout the state sometime in July, says Tom
mer interns, both residents of Murray. They are, from left, Billy Dean Bailey,
Peacock of International Coal
Bill Moran of the Phoenix,
and this is the breakdown:
Steam clean your own
Congressman Hubbard, and Kelly Williams.
Refining Co.
Ariz.-based Ramada Inn chain
Of six delegates in the 1st,
carpets the way
The plant, estimated to cost
said the company's average
Carter has five; of five in the
about $1.5 billion, would be
professionals
room costs $34.77 this year, up
2nd, Carter has four; of four in
built almost entirely with
14 percent from $29.76 last
the 3rd, Carter has three; of
do
... but at
federal funds to demonstrate
year. Moran said, however,
five in the 4th, Carter has
a
fraction
of
feasibility
the
a
process
of
that almost half of the infour; of three in the 5th,
called solvent-refined coal.
the cost.
crease in the average room
Carter has two; of five in the
It would be the largest
rate was due to refurbishing.
6th, Carter has four; and of six
synthetic-fuels plant ever built Rent for only
Summer is still the favorite
JOHANNESBURG, South deluding themselves" if they that black students learn in the 7th, Carter has four.
in the United States and would
season for family vacations. Africa (API — At least 35 think young militants among a Afrikaans, the language of the
The district meetings all
$8UP
da
ery
produce low-sulfur boiler fuel,
BURNSIDE, Ky. AP) — The Travel Industry Associa- black and colored South black population of 19 million Dutch settlers.
will be held at 2 p.m. local
synthetic petroleum and ($12 00 overnight)
tion
says
will
64
continue
to
percent
of
accept
all
inferior
Africans
—
including
children
The
violence
times,
body
Burnside
The
of a
with the 1st at Kenspread to other
youth
chemical feedstocks from
black townships and raged un- tucky Dam Village State
has been recovered from Lake family holiday trips come as young as 7 — were wounded status.
between
"It
may
May
get
to
and
a
point
where
when
September
police
opened
fire
with
til February 1977. Blacks com- Park, the 2nd at the cour- coal.
Cumberland about nine hours
Peacock said that at one
after he dove from a when the children are out of shotguns on mobs of looters it will be a grave disadvantage prise 70 percent, and persons thouse at Elizabethtown, the
and demonstrators hurling to have a white skin," he said.
of mixed race nerly 10 percent 3rd at the University of point in the contract negotiahouseboat into 60 feet of school,
Tutu's wife and daughter of the 26 million persons in Louisville, the 4th at the Na- tions it appeared a delay
Al Kudrle of the American stones and firebombs on the
water, authorities said.
would develop over the last
According to family Hotel and Motel Association fourth anniversary of the had to flee their car in Soweto, South Africa.
tional Guard Armory at Carmajor issue involving some
the sprawling black ghetto
bloody Soweto riots.
By the time the violence rollton, the 5th at the armory
members, Ricky Alton, 17, said it is hard to measure the
Scores of buses and, police outside Johannesburg, after subsided in February of 1977, at Somerset, the 6th at state accounting and allocating prowas on the boat with other impact of inflation and recesBIG
cedures. But the differences
members of a church group sion on vacation planning. vehicles were also set afire or police fired a tear gas can- at least 575 people had been Democratic headquarters
were ironed out by officials
JOHNS
CARPET
Sunday afternoon. He had "It's going to vary," he said. stoned as violence erupted nister inside their car, Mrs. killed according to the govern- here and the 7th at Johnson
from the U.S. Department of
CLEANING
Monday in black and colored, Tutu told reporters. Neither
Glendale & 1216
ment. Black journalists said Central High School at Paintworn a life preserver most of "Places within easy driving
Energy and International Coal
RENTAL
of
major or mixed race, areas woman was injured.
753-9616
more than 700 were slain, sv ille.
the day, but removed it before distance
CENTER
during
a
last
meeting
week,
he
A ban on free entry into
most of them black.
jumping into the water to get a metropolitan areas) will pro- throughout white-ruled South
On the average, more than
Allinn=1=11
said,
Soweto by local and foreign
Africa.
rubber raft that was floating bably do pretty well."
Police reported 20 persons journalists began today. The
nearby.
wounded near Johannesburg, police commissioner, Gen.
voo.
,,,,NN•••••NAt
He did not emerge from the
"...X.....woftx
REMOVE RUST
afro.
,4,
‘,04
Geldenhuys, said
vmh•••••••••
water, witnesses said.
Van
To remove rust from most of them in the mixed Mike
••"'
‘‘
‘
,
‘
henceforth
"0•
only
race
a
township
"select"
of Noordgezicht
His body was recovered scissors, let them stand in amAWV•%%Vt.•..%?••
about 1 a.m. EDT Monday by monia for a few minutes and where mobs looted a grocery group of reporters would be
allowed
to
cover
store
the unrest,
and a meat market.
the Pulaski County rescue then wipe them off with a a
•
•
A spokeswoman at Johan- and then only under police
squad.
paper towel.
•
escort.
nesburg's Coronationville
Geldenhuys said, "certain
Hospital, where some of the
injured were treated, said pressmen, especially those
I
•
children as young as 7 and 10 a tached to foreign news media
•
were among the injured. She and television networks, are
openly inciting black youths in
said others were in their 20s.
•
Authorities said the other 15 Soweto and other parts of the
Phone °
•
wounded were hit during country." The Foreign Cor•
Located in the Holiday Inn
'
502/753
5986
fighting in black townships respondents' Association
Hwy. 641 South
near Bloemfontein, the capital denied the charge and
Murray, Kentucky 42071
of the Orange Free State 230 challenged Geldenhuys to •
miles southwest of Johan- name the accused.
Four years ago, violent nanesburg, when mobs threw
THIS WEEK MON.-SAT.
gasoline bombs and stones at tionwide riots against racial
Luncheon Buffet Special
segregation began in Soweto,
police.
In contrast to the automatic a ghetto of nearly 2 million,
3 Meats Vegetable. Bread. Dessert
rifles police used to kill hun- when the government decreed
dreds of demonstrators four
$
years ago, police fired birdshot
from
shotguns
Monday
Sunday Buffet
8 lb. to 12 lb.
lb
and aimed low to minimize the
4 Meats Vegetables Dessert & Solod Bar
chance of fatalities when the
mobs refused to disperse. The
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
shotgun fire was preceded by
After two months of declining
tear gas barrages.
5 Lb. or more
unemployment rates, Ken"I've never felt more
$1
tucky's jobless rate rose 0.1
frightened for our country
percent
to
6.3 percent last
Includes Biscuits, Gravy or Toast
than lam now," said Anglican
lb.
$1.34 lb.
month.
Your Choice:
Bishop Desmond Tutu, a proThe national rate was 7 perrninent black advocate of non1 EGG ANY STYLE
cent.
violent change in South
Choice of Bacon or Sausage
Robert MacDonald, the
Africa's racial segregation
chief labor market analyst for
Or
policies. "If we go on as we
the Department for Human
- 3 EGG FLUFFY OMELETTE PLAIN
are going on, we are going to
Resources, said Monday the
have
a
bloodbath."
No Substitutes At All
number of unemployed in
Tutu, secretary-general of
Kentucky increased by 1,800 in
the South African Council of
May, bringing the total
Churches, warned that the nanumber of jobless to 100,300.
tion's 4.4 million whites "are
He said unemployment
usually decreases in May
611.41;11111:1111.',114114g1M,',1[1:11111:WINNIIITM:,1[C1111:11:1[4;1411il because of seasonal hiring and
the fact that it has risen inper lb
stead "indicates unemployment throughout the state has
not peaked for the year."
MacDonald said joblcss increases have been especially
large for workers in con"94
struction and durable goods
ewe
manufacturing.
Also, he said, job growth in
this state is not keeping pace
with the number of new persons entering the labor force.
The Most Accurate Wheel Alignment Available
He estimated one-fourth of
the unemployed last month
were those trying unsuccessfully to get jobs for the
7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
To introdocs this aligswasitt systems we ors
first time — most from the
tiros
7:00-12:00 Sat.
la stock at a special reduced rots new Are lows 3t state's school systems.
There has been a decline of
31,000 non-farm jobs since May
Ws also bats c000pottwit•d wheel boloncing. j
1979, MacDonald said, and
most of this is due to the reces1105 Pogue
Memgy,Ky.
VIIMOS"""*..46
753-1489'
•
‘%%‘‘‘‘‘‘‘%•U‘‘
'•'•%.%%%•Wit'Vekts%•.%•.~..t,%%
sion's effect an manufactur4.16‘
‘
'4%••%%%••%%%
ing, construction and trade industries
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Travel costs are rising
faster than the overall rate of
inflation these days, but you
don't have to let high prices
ruin your family's vacation.
House swapping, tourist
homes and low-cost motels offer an alternative to traditional and increasingly expenjuve accommodations. Airline
bargain fares and fly-drive
packages cut transportation
bills if you are willing to tailor
your plans to the camers' promotions.
According to the Travel InAssociation of
dustry
America, the travel price section of the Consumer Price Inincluding
dex
—
transportation, lodging, food
away from home and entertainment expenses — went up
24.8 percent from April 1979 to
April 1980. The overall index
rose 14.7 percent in the same
period. Industry spokesmen
blame higher fuel prices and
labor costs for the higher
prices and say that ratesduring the rest of the year will
rise at a much slower pace.
The $100-a-night room is not
uncommon in many of the
country's major cities, but
bargain hunters can find
much cheaper accomoda[ions.
A growing number of
travelers are timing to tourist
homes, operated by in-
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At Least 35 Wounded When
Police Open Fire On Mobs

Youth's Body
Recovered
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Ground Beef

225 Lb...325Lb.

Carroll Tire(I Wheel
Alignment
The First In This Area With
Infra-Red Wheel Alignment

I

Sides Of Choice Beef $1 30
Guaranteed Tender
I

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd St.
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Ruling Removes Barrier To Genetic Engineering

Df
Star

By WARREN E. LEARN
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) — The
Supreme Court ruling that
forma of life created in a
laboratory may be patented
just like any other product has
removed a major barrier to

ill in accom
!kiting for the
ion, which is
to Aug. 14 in

Court Awards Woman
Less Than Demanded

Kentuckians,
ota delegatying at the
l in Manhatom Madison
here the cond.
(Eat has not
ill be by conKentucky
obtained
front of the
rows back.
state group
I immediateit members
crane their
e podium is

DRAMATIZES PICTURE — Ieff Haymes, Boston,
representing Columbia Pictures, rides "Ruthie," a I2-yearold dromedary from Benson's Wild Animal Farm of Hudson, N.H., in Boston's Copley Square to publicize the
opening of "Wholly Moses" in Boston. In the background
is the John Hancock building.

an seating
upposed to
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widespread industrial use of
genetic engineering
Monday's 5-4 decision, written by Cud Justice Warren E.
Burger,said a living organism
is covered by the federal patent law's definition of
"manufacture" of inventions

IAP1a5erphol,0

Officials Say Heroin Use
Declining In Army
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
BONN, West Germany AP I
— Despite recent arrests, Army officials claim heroin use
among the 200,000 American
troops in West Germany is
declining and only 2 percent of
them qualify as frequent hard
drug users.
Investigators also believe
the percentage of GIs using
"soft" drugs such as marijuana and hashish is much
higher and more difficult to
• detect. The impact on combat
readiness remains unclear.
Rex Gribble, a spokesman
for U.S. Army, Europe headquarters in Heidelberg, said a
study conducted in January,
February and March found
heroin abuse had decreased
by 50 percent from the
previous sixrnonth period.
Gribble also said urine tests

ku & 12th
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Why pay 500/0
more for a
copier than
you need to!

The new—and very reliable—
A B Dick 990 plain paper copier compares to equipment cost.
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conducted without warning in
600 company-sized units this
year found 2.5 percent of the
troops abusing hard drugs. By
comparison, the newspaper
Stars and Stripes reported
urine tests conducted on 3,200
troops in the summer of 1978
showed 4.2 percent used
heroin or similar drugs.
Urine tests are ineffective in
detecting soft drug users or
those who may try heroin or
cocaine occasionally. Military
officials concede the number
of soft drug or "recreational"
users is probably higher. The
Army defines a "frequent
user" as one who takes drugs
at least five times a week.
The scope of the problem
was revealed by a U.S. Army
Europe Public Opinion Survey
made last July. Soldiers
selected at random were asked to fill out a questionnaire
anonymously.
Eight percent admitted using hard drugs at least once
and 20 percent said they smoked hashish or marijuana at
east once a month.
Two years ago a congressional task force which toured
units in West Germany
estimated that 80 to 90 percent
in some units used hashish frequently.
The issue of drug use within
America's largest overseas
military command surfaced
again this month with the arrest of almost 150 soldiers
after undercover investigations in Hanau and
Nuremberg.
At least 50 of those arrested
face court martial for serious
drug offenses, such as use of
hard drugs or selling drugs.
Most of the others were found
with small amounts of hashish
and marijuana and probably
will receive fines or other nonjudicial punishment, officials
said.
The arrests were part of a
campaign begun in November
1978 to curb mounting drug
abuse, which had been increasing following a two-year
decline.

FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
(AP) — Pinky Henderson said
her wealthy live-in lour — an
Avon cosmetics heir — promised to take care of her
forever. But a judge, ruling
"hyperbole is the language of
lovers," awarded her less
than 3 percent of what she
demanded.
"Such language alone cannot be said to form the basis of
any contractual obligation,"
said Browarti County Circuit
Judge Miette K. Bornstein.
"What pallor the courts would
cast on courtship if they were
to hold otherwise."
The decision
Monday
awarded $167,000 to Rosemary
"Pinky" Henderson, who had
sued A. Douglas Henderson
for nearly ;6 irillliop. Ms.
Henderson, 40, had contended
the 34-year-old cosmetics heir
should be held to an alleged
promise he made during their
five-year romance to take
care of her forever.
The judge ruled Ms. Henderson had not met the burden of
proof to reap the financial
rewards of a "life-pooling arrangement."
Ms. Henderson, the former
Rosemary Lepera, adopted
Henderson's name after they
began their relationship in
1971. According to court
testimony, the couple
presented themselves as husband and wife.
"Hyperbole is the language
of lovers," the judge ruled.
"Adults have learned to view
such language as being simply
momentarily expressive of intense and immediate emotion
and desire."
The judge's award included
$58,947 for breach of an escrow
agreement. Henderson had
placed 1,000 shares of Avon
stock in escrow for Ms.
Henderson
with
the
understanding it would go to
her if their relationship ended
and she was not to blame, the
judge said.
Another $50,000 was awarded for Ms. Henderson's personal property disposed of
after she filed suit in 1978, according to the ruling.
The remainder of the
award, the judge said,
represented half the net equity
in Marablue Farms, a
thoroughbred breeding farm
the couple developed together.
"It was implied that this
was a joint effort and that the
parties were to share the profits from this enterprise," she
said.
"I'm thrilled that we won
but disappointed in the

amount," Ms. Henderson said
in a telephone interview from
San Mareno, Calif., where she
Lives with two children from a
previous marriage. "I think it
might be a first step for
women when promises are
broken."
Henderson's attorney, Paul
Antmori of Tampa, said his
client was "elated" by the outcome. Henderson was not
available for comment.
The couple met in October
1971 when Ms. Henderson was
working as a hostess at a
restaurant Henderson owned.
In June 1972, they and Ms.
Henderson's children moved
into a home in Parkland, a
small community near Fort
Lauderdale. She received an
allowance of as much as $6,000
a month, according to
testimony.
A year and a half later, at
Ms. Henderson's instigation,
the couple went into
thoroughbred horse breeding.
By the time their relationship
ended in August 1976, court
documents indicate, Ms.
Henderson was being paid
$50,000 per year and 10 percent
of the track winnings for her
role in mini the horse farm.

or discoveries
Industry and university
researchers predicted the ruling will spur an upsurge in
genetic engineering work.
Those wishing to exploit the
techniques have complained
that the inability to protect
biologial
products
and
organisms discouraged
research because profits could
not be assured to cover costs.
Without patent protection,
industry must try to keep the
organisms as trade secrets.
This keeps others from seeing
the work and perhaps building
upon it and prevents a company from licensing a product
for others to produce.
Thomas Kiley, a vice president of the San Franciscobased genetic research firm
Genentech Inc., said the ruling is particularly important
to smaller companies -who
can be protected by patents so
that they can enter fields such
as pharmaceuticals which
have been dominated by large
firms."
Irving Johnson, vice president for research at Eli Lilly di
Co., the nation's largest pharmaceutical manufacturer,
said industry prefers to patent
products instead of keeping
them as trade secrets.
But he said the full impact of
the ruling will depend upon
further interpretations by the
patent office and the courts.
"For instance, will a patent
apply to only one species of
organism at a time or will it
include other organisms
developed from that parent
organism?" he said.
Most of the research in ques-

tion involves recombinant
DNA technology This involves taking the basic
material of heredity — deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA —
and transferring it from one
species of organism to
another, usually bacteria, to
create organisms not found in
nature.
So far, this "gene splitting"
has yielded bacteria that
make medically useful but
hard-tofind human products

such as insulin, growth hormone, antiviral interferon and
others.
Scientist.. also are trying to
create organisms for other
areas such as agriculture and
pollution control, including
food plants that take nutrients
from the air and do not require
fertilizer.
The People's Business Commission, a Washington-based,
non-profit public interest
group that filed a brief in the

case, denounced the ruling as
a dark "turning point in
human history " It said the
dectson lays the groundwork
for corporations to own the
process of life.
Burger's
opinion
acknowledged the potential
adverse applications of
genetic engineering, but he
said granting or denying
patents is unlikely to end
either the research or the
risks.

HEAD-LINES
Hair Design Studio
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER

NOW OPEN
DESIGNERS:
RENEE BOLEN
DENNIS MILLS
(Formerly of The Hair House)

JACKIE MILLS
We are professional cosmetologists and we wish to satisfy you by
providing personalized consultation and hair designing. We will
consider it a pleasure and a privilege to serve you in the most
professional way possible. We will be open Mon. thru Sat. Call us
now for an appointment at 753-0882.

CALLED DELTA
The mouth of a river is called a delta because its
triangular shape resembles
the fourth letter of the Greek
alphabet.
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Health Insurance First Interest
Among Elderly In Kentucky
In a recent survey done by
Attorney
Kentucky
the
General's Office, DIVI.35011 of
Consumer Protection, health
insurance was found to be the
No. 1 area of consumer interest among Kentucky's
elderly
For those individuals who
want more health coverage
than is provided with
Medicare, private health insurance is available. The
elderly, with increasing
medical needs and more frequent hospitalizations, need to
understand health insurance.
The protection health insurance supplies you and your
family is twofold It protects
you against the loss of income
due to disability; and it protects you against the high
costs of hospitalization,
surgery and other medical

care
There are two basic health
insurance plans an individual
can have. A group of people
are insured under one policy
in a group plan This type
policy may be offered by
employers, labor unions or
professional groups. When you
leave the job or organization,
you will generally lose the
group insurance coverage
unless the insurer gives you
the option to continue your
coverage individually by taking over the premium
payments. One advantage of
group insurance is the
premiums are lower.
The other insurance plan is
an individual plan. This policy
is obtained directly from an
insurance company. Individual plans are designed so
they fit the particular needs of

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

a person or family. With individual insurance plans, it is
important to know the provisions for renewing the policy.
Policies state the terms for
renewing the contract.
There are five baste types of
health insurance. It is wise to
be aware of these and how
they relate to your personal
needs before deciding on a
policy.
Disability income insurance
is designed to replace earnings lost because of disability.
Policies generally require a
person to be totally disabled
before benefits are paid. Some

'Cleopatra' Naps
On Couch Eating
Sandwiches

Company Purchases
Site In Georgetown

may also pay benefits if an individual is partially disabled.
Hospital Insurance provides
benefits for hospital ciwe.
There are usually two typeset
service: (1) daily room sod
board, routine nursing services and minor medical supplies; (2) additional related
services - lab tests, x-rays,
drugs, operating room fees,
etc. These services are called
miscellaneous expenses.
Surgical insurance helps
pay for the cost of operations,
surgeon fees and related services. Surgical insurance is
usually sold in conjunction
with a hospitalization policy.
Physician insurance is
generally sold as yet another
addition to hospital and
surgical insurance. It helps
you pay for a specified
number of in-hospital visits.
Some policies provide benefits
for home and office visits.
Major Medical insurance is
the fifth basic type of health
insurance. Major medical insurance protects you against
serious and prolonged illnesses. It helps pay for
almost all types of care and
treatment prescribed by
physicians in and out of
hospitals. Generally such care
or treatment must be related
to the diagnosis and treatment
of disease rather than preventive medical care.
If you need additional information on health insurance,
please write to the Office of
Attorney General, Division of
Consumer Protection,
Frankfort,Ky. 40601.

AT HEARING — Dr. Tom Wagner, tell, assistant
professor of Department 'of Human Development and
Learning, Murray State University, recently was one of a
select group of American Personnel and Guidance
Association leaders at an education appropriations
briefing in Washington, D. C. The briefing was conducted
by APGA staff members Patrick J. McDonough and Mary
Stenberg. Following the association deliberations, Dr.
Wagner met with Congressmen William HatcI4r and Carl
Perkins to voice his concerns regarding future funding of
guidance and counselor programs.
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More Kentuckians Die
In Less Road Accidents
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FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Kearney and Trecker Corp. a
Milwaukee-based manufacturing company, has announced the purchase of a 13-acre
site in Georgetown for construction of an 63,500 squarefoot manufacturing facility.
The plant will be located near
KY 1962, the Lemon Mill
Road.
George Marakas, Kearney
and Trecker president, said
the plant will be operated by
Georgetown Manufacturing
Co. which has been established as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Kearney and
Trecker. The new plant will be
used to assemble machine
components for the aerospace,
agriculture and construction
industries, he said.
Selection of the Georgetown
site was made possible in part
through the efforts of the Kentucky Department of Commerce. Marakas said f
selection was made foll
of
a comprehensive(
several possible locations
recommended by the department and was based on "labor
availability as well as various
economic factors."
The plant will employ about
250 people when it is in production.
State Commerce Commissioner Jack Segell said the announcement by Kearney and
Trecker "was another example of the cooperative efforts
between state government
and community leaders."
In addition to site recommendations, the Commerce
Department's division of Industrial Development took
company representatives to a

number of possible site locations for on-site inspections
The new Georgetown plant
is part of a $19 million expansion program begun earlier
this year at Kearney and
Trecker, a subsidiary of Cross
and Trecker Corp. with headquarters in Bloomfield Hills,
Mich.
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Nurses Class
To Be Conducted
At Vocational Center
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A class for licensed practical nurses to be conducted by
the Murray Area Vocational
Center has been approved and
funded, according to Mrs.
Pauline Browning, manager
Manpower Services,
of
formerly the Employment
Service.
The tentative starting date
for the class is Aug. 4. This is
the 12th class of this type to be
held in Murray and will accommodate 20 trainees. The
course meets 35 hours per
week for 48 weeks. Training
and transportation allowances
are paid to trainees provided
they meet the eligibility requirements.
This training is funded
under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training
Act(CETA) of 1973 and is administered by the Department
of Education, Region One,
with the recommendation and
endorsement of the Regional
Manpower Task Force.
All interested persons
should contact the local Manpower Services office.

state police by nearly 400 statt
and local law enforcement
agencies.
For the first time since 1975
when the uniform traffic accident reporting program was
begun, the number of miles
driven on Kentucky highways
declined.
Five thousand fewer accidents were reported last
year compared with 1978.
However, there were 12 more
fatalities and 349 more injuries reported.
"Unsafe speed was a
predominate factor in fatal accidents last year," State
Police Commissioner Kenneth
E. Brandenburgh said. "This
report underscores the need
for our anti-speeding program
in Kentucky."
The state police are current
ly conducting a program called, 55-Please, designed to
reduce the number of fatal accidents by increasing the en- By Abigail Van Buren
forcement of the 55 mph speed
limit. To date 79 fewer
fatalities have occurred this "I
year compared with the same
period last year.
Brandenburgh said he was
DEAR ABBY: Was I ever glad to see that letter in your
concerned about the driving
column about the girl who would never say yes or no — she
Kentuckians,
of
habits
always said, "I don't care."
especially during the summer
I had a very good friend who did the same thing. No
season. According to the anmatter what I asked her, she'd say,"I don't care." It used to
nual traffic accident report, 51
just drive me up a wall.
percent of all fatal accidents
Once I asked her if she wanted a cup of coffee, and she
between
occurred
last year
gave me the same old, wishy-washy "I don't care," 80 I said,
I don't care either. Do you want a cup of coffee, or
"Well,
June and October.
don't you?"
Male drivers between the
It was as though a light had turned on in her head. She
ages of 15 and 24 were responsaid, very positively, "Yes, I would like a cup." I gave her a
sible for the largest number of
big hug and congratulated her.
fatal and other injury acThen she said she realized how stupid she must have
cidents last year. Nearly
sounded all those years saying "I don't care." She admitted
three-fourths of the fatal acthat she was just shy and afraid she'd come across as too
cidents happened on state and
bold or eager.
Abby, print this for all those people who need to know that
U.S. two-lane roads last year
it's important to be positive and assertive. I have another
and involved local residents.
friend who, when I ask how he is, always says,"All right —
The largest number of acI guess." Next time he "guesses- how he is, I'm going to tell
cidents involved two-car collihim to find out for sure and let me know.
sions, according to the report.
DEBBIE
perof
number
the
half
Nearly
coltwo-car
in
sons killed were
DEAR DEBBIE: Much to my surprise, many readers
lisions.
wrote to inform me that in certain parts of the
Fatal accidents occurred
country, "I don't care" means "Yes." Read on:
most frequently on Friday and
DEAR ABBY: I can tell by your answer to that man
Saturday at midnight, 3 p.m.
whose girlfriend answered every question with "I don't
and 5 p.m. The fewest fatal accare" that you have never been to southern Indiana.
cidents occurred between 4
The country children in Hoosier territory are taught to
a.m. and 6 a.m.
say, "I don't care," — meaning, "I don't mind if I do." In
In addition to unsafe speed, other words, "Yes."
driver inattention and failure
When we retired down here, a farm boy did some lawn
to yield right of way were mawork for me, and when I asked him if he'd like a cold drink,
he replied, "I don't care." I was puzzled and looked at my
jor contributing factors to
husband. He said,"Go ahead and give it to him — he means
fatal and injury accidents.
Drinking was the next largest
factor.
DEAR ABBY: I am at the end of my rope! I have a 7-yearThe report also revealed:
old daughter who talks constantly! She's a good student, but
—Adair, Cumberland and
at least two or three times a week I get a call from her
Trimble counties reported no
teacher telling me that my child talked all day and
fatalities last year.
disrupted the class.
If the teacher isn't calling, she's writing me notes. Abby, I
—Jefferson County led the
hate to punish my daughter for talking because I truly
list for most fatalities with 111
persons killed. Fayette, believe she can't help herself. This child talks from the
minute she opens her eyes in the morning until she closes
Henderson, Warren, Daviess
them at night. What's a mother to do?
and Pulaski counties each
MOTOR MOUTH'S MOTHER
reported more than 15
fatalities.
could be a compuldaughter
DEAR MOTHER: Your
—The Fourth of July had the sive talker. Have her evaluated by a child psychiatrist or psychologist. If she's compulsive she can be
highest number of fatalities
helped by therapy. Compulsive behavior of any kind
per day of any holiday. An
should not be ignored.
average of five persons died
each day of the Fourth of July
DEAR ABBY: Shame on you for using that old joke about
weekend last year.
the nun who had a sex change operation. It represents a
—137 pedestrians were kill- shocking departure from your use of original material. I
ed last year, most under the
thought you had more resistance.
Let me tell you another one: Question: "Why does
age of 14.
electricity shock people?" Answer:"Because it doesn't know
—69 mopeds were involved
itself."
in accidents last year com- how to conduct
ELECTRONICS PRO IN DENVER
peted with 19 in 1978.
— Motorcycle registrations
CONFIDENTIAL TO BORN AGAIN IN ATHENS.
increased 2 percent, but fatal GA.: No one said it better than Harry Emerson
motorinvolving
accidents
Fosdick: "Vital religion is like good music. It needs
cycles increased 18 percent.
no defense, only rendition. A wrangling controversy
acin support of religion is as if the members of the
— Most motorcycle
should beat the folks over the head with
orchestra
cidents happened between 4
their violins to prove that the music is beautiful."
p.m. and 7p.m
Copies on me repori t.ai Je
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
obtained by writing Capt. the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
James Mayes, Traffic "What Every Teen-ager Ought To Know." Send 82
Records, Kentucky State and a long, stamped (2/4 cents), self-addies•ed enPollee, State Office Building, velope to: Abby, Teen Booklet,' 132 Laliky Drive.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Frankfort, Ky. 40801.
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FOR REMITS 410
19. Farm Equipment

Bible facts Free Store for the FatmaltClub tractor and equip- We buy and sell used air
conditioners and air comneedy 759-4600
ment Call 4741355
pressors Dill Electric. 753Spring Clearance!' All steel 9104 or 753-1551
,r; Ask us reboot our comclear span buildings 30148x12
plete resume service,
30. Business Rental
for $361200 • 40x48x14 for
Fe including photos and
$449600 • 48x72x14 for For rent Body shop or garage
printing.
$659400 • 60)(125)(16 for Call 753-5618. 411 miles from
CARTER STUDIO ; $1544700 FOB factory Murray on 641 North
Call collect 9 am to 8 pm
304Allsia% 753-8298
614/294-2675.
Mini
•s
While the supply lasts, Torque
Warehouse
Gard supreme engine oil at $24
FOR SALE
Storage Space
a case A complete line of John
Deere oil and air filters for your
For Rent
135 mm, F2.8,
John Deere equipment. A new
telephoto lens. Call
753-4758
automobile
and
truck
item,
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
engine oil filters G &Y Farm
Center, Hwy 641 South, 759- 1000 Square feet in Southside
Display and sale your art and 4440
Shopping Center Call 753. Ask your father, son They once did busi
6612 or 753-5200
crafts at a local business. For 22. Musical
ness with him."
information call 753-4821.
New and used Baldwin piano 31. Want To Rent
43. Real Estate
38. Pets-Supplies
For rent 1 bedroom furnished and organs Lonardo Piano Co Apartment wanted
for MSU
apartment, partial utilities across'Irom the Post Office, student and possibly room- For sale Regtstered
American
LOCATION, LOCATION, Here s
paid. No pets. Call 753-9741.
Paris, TN
mate Can afford $100 per Eskimo Spitz puppies and AKC
a home within walking distan
cp of MSU that offers income
month. Call 767-4318 after 4 German Shepherd puppies
24. Miscellaneous
5. Lost and Found
potential too, The main living
pm
502-554-2153
Found Mixed breed, female, Extra nice wheel chair. 16"
area includes living room
white with camel spots, young, wide with newmatic tires like Wanted one or two bedroom 41. Pubic Sale
dining area 3 bedrooms and a
apartment, furnished or unfurden with fireplace_ There s
and small dog Found in yawl- new. Call 753-0834
sale,
yard
nished with all the amenities, Community
also a basement aporiment
ty of Parker Ford. Has on a
with separate kitchen and
Friday
and
Saturday,
starting August 15 or Sept 1 Thursday.
thin, black collar, but no tags.
33 MM
bath that should rent for
DepresCall Dr Dave Singh, 762-4188 June 19, 20, and 21st.
Has been in area for 3 days or
Minolta
5125 monthly. Located or
sion glass, antique furniture,
or 759-4407
more. Call 759-4809
917 N. 16t0 St on a nicely
NI-nwstk is
C.B. equipment, clothes, toys,
32.
Apts.
For
Rent
wooded rustic • acre lots
6. Help Wanted
bicycles, levis, something for
Range fader wita 45i5ne lens
Asking 554,900
All electric efficiency apart- everyone. 2'ri miles east of HarEarn 350.00/hundred secur- case. Cal 753-1916.
JOHN SMITH
ment, available July 1st. No din on Highway 80.
ing, stuffing Envelopes. Free
pets. $120 per month, $120
detals, reply "Homeworkers
Four
party
yard
sale
at
Stella
in
and
deposit. Call 753-9829.
,,
512". Box 94485. Schaum- For sale Solar heaters
Stella Trailer Court. Thursday,
storage rods for any size area.
burg, IL 60194.
Friday, and Saturday.
pm.
Call 759-1201 after 5
FOR
RENT
Full time day babysitter needed
mower,
riding
hp
new
8
Like
Nice furnished apartfur summer. My home 2 small
Five party yard sale. Friday and
Saturday, located on 94 East at
ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
children. Must have references. $200 Call 492-8264.
753-7411
Phone 753-1632 before 5 pm. 26. TV-Radio
& B Market.
college girls. Summer
AROL ND THE CLOCK
"grandmother" to care for 2 New 19 inch G.E. color ty., exand fall semester, with
Do you want to sell your properchildren ages
years, in cellent condition, need to sell,
swimming
pool
Having a yard sale?
ty this summer? We have
our home. Monday, Tuesday, $300 or best offer Call 753privilege. Call 753Then pickup your free
several out-of-state buyers lookWednesday, and Friday, 8 until 9271.
5865 days or 753-5108
yard sale signs from
ing for property in the Calloway
1 -30 pm, plus occassional
after
6
p.m.
and
of
Homes
on
the
Gallery
Sales
Home
County area. For more informaafternoons. Must have own 27. Mobile
Sunday.
641
office
on
Highway
tion on these prospective
transportation. (Located in 1974 Atlantic mobile home, 2
N. in The Village Shopbuyers for your property, call
Canterbury Estates.) 753-9452. bedroom, gas. partially furnishping
Center
just
apartment
near
Furnished
753-0186. Strout Realty, 1912
Ned someone to keep 3 year ed, with one acre lot. Reduced
from
the
Call
753•
across
downtown
Murray.
Coldwater Road.
old and infant, in my home. price. Call 759-1078 after 5
4109.
Boston Tea Party.
Monday-Friday. 8:00-5:00. pm.
Established business in good
JOHN SMITH location. Limited low interest
References required. Phone Cheap used double wide For rent: One bedroom apart753-0612.
ment. 753-9240
financing available_ Consider
trailer. Call 753-7342.
Restaurant help wanted at
trade for real estate, farm land,
apartbedroom
Furnished
2
rental property, etc. Call 753Gallimore's Restaurant in Nice 2 bedroom mobile home, ment, all utilties paid except
large beautiful lot. $90. 753Hazel. Call 492-8962.
4109.
month. Call
per
electric.
$125
8216 after 5 pm.
753-8119.
Wanted: Lady to sit with elderly
lady two weeks. Call 759-1658. 12k50 Two bedroom mobile For rent- Quality 2 bedroom
753-7411
home, all electric. $2700. 753duplex, heat pump, wall-to9.Situation Wanted
AROUND TI-IL CLOCK
0246.
dishwasher.
carpet,
wall
Want to do painting. 10 years
Mob. Home Rents refrigerator, garbage disposal,
experience. Also yard mowing. 28.
Yard sale, Thursday and Friday,
For rent: 12x55 trailer in Stella washer and dryer. 753-5791.
Call 436-2166.
* BOYD-MAJORS
Trailer Park. No pets. Call 753- New duplex, Northwood Sub- if rains will be held following
REAL ESTATE
10. Bus. Opportunity 2493.
division, has central heat Thursday and Friday 204
753-8080
Cash loan never repay - write Furnished mobile home, close pump, central vacuum system. South 15th. 8 AM til 3.
Protessrona
I Services
for free details: 1617 Farmer, to Hamlin. Christian couple or intercom. Call 753-8024 or Garage Sale, June 17, 18, 7
,wilh Thr Friendlr Tourit''
Murray. KY 42071.
single. Couple $60 per month, 753-8130
miles from Murray on Hwy 121
single $75. Call 435-4193.
14. Want To Buy
IN LOVELY
Small apartment on Bloodnver S. Dishes, toys Barbie dolls
CANTERBURY
Buying gold rings sterling 12x65, central air, furnished, lake, one bedroom Gall 436- Mesc.
3 - BR,, 2 bath B.V.
silver, Kennedy halves 1965- available July 1st. Call 759- 2427.
Yard Sale, 107 S 15th, Tuesday
Many quality features,
1970 U.S silver coins Top 1987.
Two bedroom apartment, 2 and Wedesday, Jun 17 -18. 7
prices 527-9139
Nice and clean 2 bedroom blocks from Univers ty. Deposit am till dark.
living-dining room,
trailer, central air and heat. No required, no pets. See at 1636
breakfast nook off kit15. Articles For Sale
43. Real Estate
pets. Families only. $50
chen. Large recreaFor sale Size 7 formal for wed- deposit, $150 per month. 753- West Olive.
tion room with
ding $10 Call 753-7737
Two bedroom duplex on private
STROUT REALTY, INC.
2377.
fireplace, sewing
wr.,
Deposit
1.6•Frn INK* Ito,
$150.
no
pets.
road,
16. Home Furnishings Trailers for rent, couples only. Call 753-8848 before 8 pm
h•rt.
room. Central gas
Redwood frames for 5 pieces of See Brandon Dill at Dill's
FARMS HOMES
heat, double oven
33. Rooms for Rent
BUSINESSES
lawn furniture $50, table ten- Trailer Court.
range, draperies inRECREATIONAL
LACE AND
nis table top. $30, wrought
cluded. Private patio
bedroom trailer, 142 miles Furnished room for rent, one
PROPERTY
iron lawn chair with black Two
with redwood fence.
from city limits, $150 per block from MSU. Living room,
Offices
needed!
listings
cover, $5 753-7792
Double Garage. In
month and deposit. 753-4699. kitchen, and laundry facilities.
Coast to Coast Buyers from
19. Farm Equipment 29. Heating-Cooling
Wall-to-wall carpet, air60's.
Everywhere ''tree'' Catoglog
conditioned. Boys only. $50 per
MUST SELL NOW' All steel
HOLD
Street Realty
Joe I Immo Inolaor
farm buildings 40x72x14, 17000 BTU Fedders Air Condi- month. Call 759-4538.
EVERYTHING
sell
condition,
will
tioner,
good
753-0186
$5,695 Call collect (513) 2781112 Coldvr04,Cd
LUXURY PLUS
34. Houses For Rent
Morro, 11,
Anytime
cheap. Call 753-2402.
4821
INCOME
For sale or rent: Brand new luxIn this modern 2 BR.,
ury condominium units for Cannibal Casserole! Price
MD INVITATION
2 Bath B.V. home,
those who want the best in chewed to the bone! You'll
Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Public Schools
fireplace,
newly
comfort and efficiency. Each know its a good buy when you
Board of Education at the office of the Board, Poplar at 9th Street
Murray, Kentucky, until 1200, noon C. D. T.. Thursday, June 26
unit equipped with energy sav- see this convenient 3 bedroom
redecorated, bath di
complete
Run
required
to
1980 for the furnishing of all materials
ing heat pump and wall-to-wall brick home. Priced at $33,000.
kitchen completely
ning Track Resurfacing for Murray High School. Murray. Kentucky
carpet. Separate dining room. Call 753-1492, Century 21
renovated, and still
At the appointed tune and place all proposals will be opened and
Kitchen has lots of cabinets - Loretta lobs Realtors, and ask
have income from an
read
dishwasher - refrigerator - for Glenda.
efficiency
apt.
The work consists of the following,
built-in oven and surface cookSeparate entrance or
Resurfacing ond line painting of existing running track for Murray
ing unit - double sink with garHigh School. Murroy, Kentucky.
use as 3 B.R. if you
Perigees & Thornton
bage disposal. Large living
Specifications will be On file at the office of the Board of
prefer. Well landlesereme
Conroom with fireplace. Three
Education; the Architects; at the plan rooms of Nashville
scaped lawn, covered
tractors Association; F. W. Dodge, Nashville and Memphis.
bedrooms with large closets.
Real Estate
patio, carport. In the
to
bids
and
ond
all
reject
any
to
the
right
reserves
Owner
The
Automatic washer and dryer.
Square
Court
swhoe
40's.
waive any inform:1101os therein,
Concrete patio You must see
Kinstecky
Alluirrey,
to appreciate the beautiful
753-4451
753-8080
shade trees and the large lot.
Only 2 blocks from the Univeri PER TEAR POTENTIAL DEPENDING UPON EXPERIENCE!
sity. Shown by appointment only. 753-5791.
MANAGERS
Hoene window cleaning, no job too large or .4411,
Two bedroom furnished all
reasonable rates, inured and experienced. Call 759-1176
electric home, 50 feet from
NATIONAL COMPANY NOW LOCATING IN campus. No pets. $200 per
day or night.
month, $200 deposit. Call 753PADUCAH, HAS OPENINGS FOR TWO AREA
9829.
MANAGERS TO SUPERVISE AND MANAGE
bedroom unfurnished
SALES FORCE IN MURRAY AND SURROUNDING Two
house, near campus, $185 per
AREAS.
month. Call 753-3293.
TO MARKET A VERY UNIQUE CRIME Two bedroom brick with utility.
PREVENTION EQUIPMENT AND ALARM Washer, dryer, range,
a/c furnished
SYSTEM. ALSO TO MARKET COMMERCIAL refrigerator,
Garden. Married couples only
AND INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTS FOR ENERGY 8 miles SE of Murray
MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT, -WHICH WILL References, deposit required.
An excellent small business
MAKE MANY OF YOU MILLIONAIRES IN THE Call 492-8594.

I

1

,1;161

$25,000 - $50,000

WATSON'S
FISH MARKET

'80's," ACCORDING TO THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL.

e, drugs and
ew booklet:
w." Send $2
Idressed enRisky Drive.

CALL

ARN TERRY, JR.
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW
I-502-443-0121
UNITED ENERGY CORP. OF KENTUCKY

is

ormem.mamanneivenemm--

AVAIL ABLE

37. Livestock-Su ppies
For sate • Registered Duroc
boars and gilts. S.R. Stephenson, Dresden, TN, (901) 3642670.

38. Pets-Supplies
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes All breeds and
ages Professional instructor
436 2858

43. Real Estate

43 Real Estate

29. Heating-Cooling

Is for soul

Well established wholesale and retail
market, includes all equipment and supplies needed for business. Purchaser
will need to relocate market. For more
information stop by at

216 South 12th St.

HOME AND
75 ACRES
Just a short distance
from town we have a
very nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath country home.
Located on 75 acres, of
which 8.5 are (good
tillable
farmland.
Owner would consider
financing part. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for real service in
real estate.
ENERGY
EFFICIENT
Inspect
this
3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home with central gas
heat. Insulation at R19, total utility bills
average $70 month.
Sliding glass doors
open from family
room on Southside into
a patio. Large eat-in
kitchen and attractive
decor
throughout.
Home located at 1709
Melrose. Inunediate
possession at $57,900.
Phone Kopperud Realty for ell the details.
Extra nice foitz.le4room country home, 21
/
2 rrilles south of
Murray on 144 acre lot. Mid
$30's. For your viewing call
Spann Realty Associates, 7537724
3 BR, 2 bath brick home
in Sherwood Forest. Has
central gas heat, central air, free-standing
fireplace. Coll for more
info Murray-Callowoy
Co. Realty 753-8146
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING
3 BR
brick
on
Keeneland. Must see
this one as it has had
lots of TLC. Priced in
mid 40's. Coll MurrayCalloway Co. Realty
753-8146
iiww,Ilifeed 753 1043
le* thedenner 751 4413
1661•• 74•4•4=6 753 7476
Looemak4r. AssOloont
7511374

ICI
MURRAY CALLOWAY
COUNTY REALTY
(502)753-8146
304 N. I 2th St.
Murray, Ky, 42071
Panicky Patsy rushed into our
office looking for a fully furnished A-frame on water front
lot.. Now we've found her
house, but we can't find her
Panicky Patsy, if you see this
ad, call Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors at 753-1492.

LARGE
FAMILY HOME
A beautifully landscaped acre with a
very
private
backyard. This well
built house has two
enclosed porches, a
very large basement
with game room that
has outside entrance.
Five bedrooms in this
two story house with
central gas hot water
heat. Two fireplaces,
hardwood floors and
storage everywhere
Located at 406 S. 6th
Street and priced at
$50,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty. We are members of
Multiple Listing Service.
FISHERMAN'S
PARADISE
Beautifully wooded
waterfront lot in nice
location fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Also
included is quality 2boat covered boat
dock, and 2 bedroom
mobile home with
large covered front
wooden deck. Get
ready for summer
relaxing days ahead
by checking out this
good buy. $24,500_
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, for
courteous, competent,
Real Estate Service!

Streak into our office' Get the
bare facts on this PI story. 5
bedroom, 2 bath home family
roam. 10 closets. 30)60 shop
All on 3 acre lot Just reduced
over $8000 Owner anxious to
sell Call Chuck and let him
reveal this home to you 7531492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors

52-.teats and Rotors
15 foot Alum Runabout with
Mercury motor and trailer
$300 Call 1535603
1980 Alumnicratt 16' comrner
cial on boat with Evinrude 35
and trailer. complete Phone
753-2756

1975 Ebbtide lake master ski
boat with 1978 Evenrude 70
hp motor on good trailer with
44. Lots For Sale
new tires. $2 600 Can be seen
Approximately 14.: acre lot with 847 miles out Penny road or
well and septic tank, in coon call 489-2820
try, $2750 753-0246
35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer
38 Wooded acres in Whiskey sedan cruiser Generator air
Ridge, $4000 753-0579
depth, shower pressure water
314-748-5561 office. 314-471.
46. Homes For Sale
8188 home.
By owner 9 room, 6 acre Loan
available, interest free until
1982 Near South Marshall, For sale. Two sailboats. One 12
wheel chair perfect, no steps. ft. Catamaran. Aquacat and
Modern ranch style. 2/10 mile one 11 ft strofoam hull. Call
Fenced after 3 pm, 753-5994.
blacktop frontage
pasture 20% down. $41,000 14' Jon boat, motor, and
Call 354-8467
trailer 492-8661
For sale. Owner transferred.
Two year old, brick ranch, 2
-(
-T/iff
s eret/
2
acres, 4 miles east of city, 21
bath, fireplace, central heat
KIN'S LAWNMOWER •
and air. heap pump. low 560's.
7185. 4th St.
pm.
R.built engines end lawn.
Call 753-7976 after 4
mowers
539.95 and up *ill
Home for sale by owner. 3
exchange. Hours 8,30 to 4
bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, wall-toMeaday Mini Saturday, 753wall carpeting and drapes_
1400.
Built-in stove, dishwasher, and
disposal. Utility room. outside Air-conditioning and refrigerastorage, and attic. Carport, tion, service work on all
patio, and large fenced yard. brands. Used air-conditioners
Shown by appointment only. and refrigerators for sale. Bill
Call 759-4089. Owner has Rollins, 753-0762.
classes at MSU so please return
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelcall if there is no answer.
ing
and
maintenance.
Three bedroom brick home, 2 References Guaranteed work
baths, large kitchen with built- Free estimates Call 753-8948
ins, family room with fireplace,
after 5 pm.
central heat and air, city
1719 Atchisons Painting Service in
schools. $58,500
tenor and exterior, paperhangMagnolia Drive. 759-1508.
ing. Also general house repair.
c -----es
.
-fil
ot47
Free estimates. References fur1972 Honda 350 street bike, nished. All work guaranteed.
excellent condition, less than Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
5000 miles. Asking $600. Call All areas of home repair,
753-6527.
remodeling, and renovation.
1979 Yamaha XS-11 Special, Call 759-1543.
1800 miles, like new, $3200. Bulldozing, backhoe work and
Call 492-8507 before 6 pm.
septic systems. Call 437-4533
1979 Yamaha 400. S1300. Call or 354-8161 after 8 pm.
436-2689.

48. Auto. Services
For sale Set 15 inch Rally
wheels for Chevrolet truck, set
of 15 inch Rally wheels for
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck;
one 711x15 new trailer tire, 6
Ply.; one 10-15 LT. all terrain
tire, new; one 10-15 LT. B.F.
Goodrich all terrain tire, used;
one B.F Goodrich 700015 L.T.,
new tires: one Goodyear hi
miler 700x15 L.T. used tire.
Phone 753-7393.

Will Haul
Slabs and
Sawdust.
Call 435-4115

53. SOIVICOS Offered
K & K Stump Remosal Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps'? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
roofs sealed and underpinning Aluminum or fiberglass
Also patio awnings and car
Ports single or double lack
Glover 753-1873 after 6 pm
Blacktopping
Mitchell
driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating 753-1537
DON ROBINSON
& SON
Painting Contractors
arity Work•Reasanoble Pnc•s
753-1333
Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning shaping, complete removal and more. Call
BORERS TREE SERVICE for protessional tree care. 753-8536.
Need any gravel, white rock, or
dirt? Call Custom Backhoe
Wade Herndon. owner. 7537565 Also will do all types of
backhoe work.
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential Farm
buildings etc. Free estimates.
759-1987
Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 753-7337 or 4374617.
Roofing, all types, free
estimates Call 759-4512 or
759-1859 nights. All work
guaranteed.
S & S Painting Co., custom
painting since 1975. Free
estimates. 759-4020.
Tractor work, bushhogging.
plowing, discing, blade work,
gardens. Free estimates. Call
753-7400 or 753-2632.
Tree work, complete removal,
topping or pruning. Experienced. Reasonable rates. Call 7530211.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026
Will wash and wax and hand
buff any and all cars, trucks.
S25. For more information call
753-2696
Willie's interior & Exterior
Painting, 12 years experience
For free estimates call 759,
1867 after 5 pm.

Carpet
cleaning,
free
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827
Clint and Dave's Odd lobs -Will
do odd jobs, including trimm49. Used Cars
ing and cutting down trees,
1973 Buick Estate wagon, 3 carpentry, construction, and
seater, loaded, one owner yard work. Free estimates, low
S895. 753-8096.
prices Inquire at 209 Walnut
1970 Chevrolet Impalla. Call Street, Murray. anytime
753-1978 after 4pm.
Concrete and block work. Block
A.
se
With the
For sale: 1973 Lincoln. White garages, basements, driveways,
price of gas why drive /
leather upholstery. stereo, tape walks, patios, steps free
deck, all power, trailer hitch. estimates. Charles Barnett, "t• 25 miles when better
services are available
Good condition throughout, ex- 753-5476
cept for dented fender, $950. Complete lawn service also do r at home Hours Mon.Phone 753-7846 or 753-1222. any odd jobs Reasonable rates '7 Fri 9-5 Sat. 9-Noon.
•
•
1974 Ford Pinto Runabout, Phone 753-9624 or 753-8378
f
CARTER STUDIO
45000 actual miles, one owner, Driveways and parking areas
304 Main
753-11298 h
very good condition. Call
white rocked and graded Free
435-4150.
estimates Have rip-rap, pea
For sale. 1979 VW Rabbit. 4- gravel, lime, one ton and up Will mow yards and haul brush,
Call 753-4921
door. Call 759-1021.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429_
Will do plumbing, air1976 Gran Prix, extra clean,
conditioning, painting, carpenCOURTNEY SMALL
electric sun-roof, windows. factry, concrete, and roofing. 753ENGINE REPAIR
tory mags. AM-FM tape 7532211 or 753-9600.
7987
Mowers Tillers Chamsaws
Fast Service Guaranteed
56. Free Column
1979 Gran Prix, loaded,
work Will pickup and deliver
12,800 miles. $5995 Call 1Free kittens' Housebroken
753-4064.
247-5757
436-5502
mem..
1971 Monte Carlo, automatic,
11ORNIIICKLE BARBER SNOP
power steering, power brakes,
3111 Walmeif Street
and air, low mileage car with
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW OFFICE MORS:
tilt wheel and stereo $850.
So turdav 7 30 til 5 00
1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door,
Monday-Friday 7
automatic, power and air
Irks of
$900 Phone 354-6217
PRICE SHAVE 75'
NAMCIIIT 51.23
1966 h. needs motor work,
five 6 lug 15" wheels for
Chevrolet. drill press, heavy duty floor model Call 753-5913
after 6 pm
dria
11 SO.16
1973 Dodge 0-100. sliding rear
window, white spoke wheels.
automatic, AM-FM cassette.
Call 759-4813
1972 Dodge truck. Also Clare
Timothy hay, big bales. Call
492-8497
1969 Ford F-250, 4-speed with
topper and tool box Can be
seen at 206 lrvan Avenue.
1970 Jeep truck with topper
$1800. Call 753-5889
Jeep C1-5, 1973. V-8, excellent.
$2595. Cadillac, 1975, super,
excellent, $2995. Will consider
trade for pickup truck Cap
after 6 pm, 753-2594

.ampe51 is
Pop-up tent camper, all canvas
top, good condition. $300
759-1153

es•r•

TERMITES

Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefassional Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites they rouse the
damage next to fire. Have your home treated 11,
253-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years experience
Home owned and o rated
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Deaths & Funerals

George Mauzy Dies
Sunday With Rites
Being Held Today

Jlaile

Robert A. Arnett
Dies Monday With
Funeral Wednesday

George Mauzy of Murray
Robert A. Arnett, a retired
Route 6 died Sunday at 8.15 employee of the Kentucky
p.m. at his home He was 76 Highway Department, died
Monday at 6:30 a.m at his
years of age.
Born March 10, 1904, in Ken- home on Mayfield Route 5.
Mr Arnett, 83, is survived
tucky, he was the son of the
late James R. Mauzy and by his wife, Mrs. Vera Burnett
Lae Adams Mauzy.
Arnett; one brother, James T.
Survivors include two Arnett, Mayfield; several
daughters, Mrs. Glenda nieces and nephews.
Garner, Murray Route 6, and
The funeral will be held
Mrs. Pauline Wallace, Wednesday at 2 p.m at the
Paducah; one son, James R. chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Mauzy, Murray; one step Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Grif- Steve Cavitt officiating.
fin, Princeton; three step sons
Serving as pallbearers will
— Ernie Collins, Benton, Cul be nephews and burial will
Collins, Princeton, and follow in the Farmington
Collins, West Cemetery.
George
Frankfort, Ill.: one brother.
Friends may call at the
Morrison Mauzy, Paducah.
funeral home.
Also surviving are 13 grandchildren and eight great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home,
GAINESVILLE, Fla. i API
Benton, with 0. D. McKendree
— Shannon Stephenson. the
officiating. Burial will follow first Gainesville policeman
in the Maple Springs ever killed in the line of duty,
Cemetery
was shot by a fellow officer
who did not know Stephenson
had reported to a disturbance
call, authorities say.
State Attorney Eugene
Whitworth said he had assigned an investigator to look into
Local.funeral services for the shooting and a report on
Master Nathan Ramsey, 2, the incident should be comwere held Monday at 10 a.m. pleted by Wednesday.
at the First Assembly of God,
At that time, Whitworth
Murray, with the Rev. Carey said, the name .of the officer
Puckett officiating and Mrs. who fired the shot would be
Puckett as organist.
released and a decision would
The body was then
be made whether to file
Tufts
transferred to the
charges in connection with
Funeral Home, Park and Stephenson's death.
Riverside. Loveland, Ohio,
Authorities said Monday the
where . services will also be officer was distraught and
held Wednesday at 10 a.m.
under a physician's care.
Interment will follow in the
Union Cemetery at Loveland.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of local arrangements.
Master Ramsey died SaturSHEFLMAN OAKS, Calif.
day at 9:05 p.m. at the
AP) — Comedian Richard
County
Murray-Calloway
Pryor underwent surgery toHospital after having sustainday to remove burned skin
ed injuries when hit by car
that covers the upper half of
Saturday about 3:30 p.m. on
his body and has caused him
North Ninth Street. Murray.
to contract pneumonia,
The little boy, born Jan. 10.
hospital officials said.
1978, in Murray. is survived by
Dr. Jack Grossman, one of
his parents, the Rev. and Mrs.
the specialists treating Pryor
Darrell Ramsey, his sister,
at Sherman Oaks Community
Bethany. and his brother, DarHospital, said the surgery is
rell. Jr., all of 1810 Sherry
Lane, Murray; grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ramsey
Prices of stocks of local mterest sill
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Put- am CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan
teet. all of Loveland. Ohio.
Corp , of Murray.

Officer Shot
By Other Officer

Nathan Ramsey's
Rites Conducted
At First Assembly

AWARDED PLAQUE — Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller Was awarded a plaque in appreciation of his assisting the Wendell Foster Cerebral
Palsy Home of Owensboro in its programs for caring for
cerebral palsy children. Robert Mobley, who for two
years was Miller's administrative assistant, is director of
the Center. The Parents Club and Board of Directors of
the center recognized Miller's contribution to the center
over the past two years for the work he has done to assist
these handicapped children in being able to obtain new
additions to the buildings, renovating old buildings,
qualifying residents for reimbursement under state and
federal programs, and in recommending Mobley to the
Board as Director for the director's job. Miller was awarded a 10 by 15-inch wooden plaque with a brass picture
of a child in a wheel( hair. The center has made tremendous progress in the past two years and is one of the only
private homes of its type in Kentucky.
(Photo tis Beth Harper)

Documentary To Air
HOUSTON AP — "Choosing Suicide," the documentary
of a woman's decision to kill
herself, was broadcast on
public television despite a
last-minute lawsuit contending the broadcast could lead
to more suicides.
The program was shown on

Hog Market
Federa,state Market News Service
June 17. IMO
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Fteceipts Act 546 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts $1 2541 50 lower Sows $2 )342.50
lower
P5 50-3575 few 50.00
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
$35 25-35 50
US 2 300-240 lbs
834 25-35 25
US 2-3 240-250 Itis
US 2-4 280-50 lbs
Sews
125 00-2600
US 1-2 770450 lbs
V24 00-25 00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$25 00-26 CO
.1 450-500 lbs
$26 0027 60
X0450 lbs.
$22 00-24.00
,LI300-5001bs
Boars over 300 20 0021 03 under 300
18 00-20 00
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Industrial Average
Air Products
Amencan Motors
Ashland
American Telephone .....
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublein
M
Jenco
K-mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy,

—1 28
40+4
544 unc
304 one
64-4
244,4
11%-4
17+4
674-.4
48Sea.
16A4-4
13+4
42ss-4
144-4
304+4
,
44
3
59/
4b, 72s4a
71,
22-ss one
33+4
36sa-.4
5'4
15°.b, 16saa

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. i

Western Kentucky University.
All of the recommendations will be
presented to the full council at its July
16 meeting.
The committee also gave tenaUve approval to a master's of science in operations research at UK, but postponed
proposed
on
recommendations
master's degree's in accounting at
Western and Murray State University.
Previously, requirements for what
constituted a master's degree program
had been left up to each university.
The council approved minimum requirements for a master's degree last
fall and will now consider the statewide
inventory and the recommended
method of registering approved programs.
The new requirements set a standard
for all master's programs as to the
number of credit hours required in the
specific field.
Staff member Ron Mann said degree

WASHINGTON — Arguing that the
Waterway
Tennessee-Tombigbee
should get a closer look before it gets
any more money, a bipartisan group of
congressmen will try to block new
funds for the barge-canal project.
Rep. Joe Pritchard, R-Wash., leader
of the effort, said he thinks Tuesday's
vote will be the first recorded House
vote in the past half-dozen years on the
controversial construction project.
"We think it's time — before any
more money is appropriated — Congress get the facts out," he said at a
news conference Monday.
Pritchard said he does not necessarily support killing the project
altogether, but he wants congressional
hearings to look at a number of issues,
including the validity of Corps of
Engineers' statistics used to justify the

Woman Delivers
Own Granddaughter

expensive undertaking.
In addition to reporters, Monday's
audience was dotted with representatives of the railroad industry and the
environmental movement, both opponents of the project, usually called
Term-Tom.
Branded by critics as the biggest
water project in the nation's history',
the canal would link the Tennessee
River with the Tombigbee to the south,
shortening the barge route to the Gulf of
Mexico.
For western Kentucky,the new water
route would lop almost 400 miles off the
trip to the gulf.
The dollar estimates have steadily increased. Currently, the corps is saying
the waterway will cost $1.9 billion by
the time it's finished.
However, Pritchard and other critics

Money Market Certificate

June Rate

Compounded Daily

Effective Annual Yield 9.963%
Substanhat Interest Penalty
For tarty Certificate Withdrawal
,
11041,
s.
IOW

MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

1

Milt Mlle lb 0.111411.1111; MAO lb
20 ebilli.a; been ever 1111b111.1111411.11;
Sheep 35 untried early

claim the final price will be $3 billion
because of navigational work that will
have to be done on the Tombigbee to
make it suitable to handle the waterway traffic.
Prichard, from Seattle, is being joined by at least 10 other representatives
from districts scattered around the nation, though generally not the Deep
South, the area expected to benefit
most from the waterway. The one exception is Rep. Edward Stack,D-Fla.
The goal of the Pritchard group is to
eliminate the $58 million earmarked for
TennTom in the 1980 supplemental appropriations bill that comes up Tuesday
for floor action.
The bill adds to and subtracts from
money already appropriated to various
agencies for the current fiscal year,
which ends Sept. 30.

We have the largest inventory ev er - these are just a few of the
savings you'll find at Murray Lawn II Garden Center.

1E
SA1
Riding Mowers

$105"
5-hp Riding

John Deere Riding Mowers make quick work of
mowing chores. Choose a 5-hp model with 28-inch
cut or on 8-hp model with 30-inch cut and recoil or
electric start. An 8-hp model with 34-inch mower
and recoil start is also available. The 5-hp rider has
3-speed transmission - 8-hp riders. a 5-speed inline transmission that lets you shift on the go. All
hove cushioned seat, sturdy footrests.

Model 68
8 H.P. 34" Cut
Recoil Start

SAVE

,170"

Mower
Here's John Deere dependability at an
economical price. The 65 Rider features a
5-hp engine, 28-inch cutting width, and a
cutting height that adjusts from 1 to 3 inches, Three-speed transmission lets you
match speed to the job. Rock-and-pinion
steering
provides
excellent
maneuverability. Controls are color-coded
for easy identification. The 65 also has on
uncluttered operator's area and cushioned
seat for added comfort.

SAVE
$10000 8-hp Lawn Tractor

Curiosity Has Led Dan
Rather To Try Drugs

Slaughter steers a few choice 1071 lb
f390, good 1105-1120 lb 58 5040 00,
slaughter heifers a few choice 864 lb
62.80, good 700445 lb 55.00-58.213.
slaughter cows commercial 44 00-48 50,
utility 44 0048 00. high dressing and PO
boning individuals 48 25-49 50, cutter
41 004525. canner and cutter under 800
lb 34.5041 00, slaughter bulls yield grade
1-2 1135-1005 lb 58 25-50 75. yield grade 2935-15801b 53 25-57 50
Slaughter calves arid yealers choice
210-315 lb vealers 70 00415 00, a few
selected high choice and prime 88 0092 00, calves untested, feeder steers
inedium frame 1 55400 lb 69.0077 25.
50700 lb 70 00-7460, 700.435 lb 65 7,07050. 'hellion tonne 1-2 200-300 lb 82 OP
96 00, 130400 lb 71 0077 25, 400-500 lb
00-71 00. 5004130 lb 65 0070 00. large
frame 2 mostly holsteins 400500 lb 63 MU 00, 560.400 lb 63 0046 25. 600700 lb
61 0043 00. 70048.5 lb 57 0041 CO. heifers
medium frame 1 45500 lb 66 00-71 75,
500400 lb 80 00-4740 651700 lb SO 00
65 10. including 600 lb offerings at 65 IS.
medium frame 12200-400 lb 65 25-75 75,
400-5011 lb 63 0046 00. 500400 lb 54 00
60 00, stock cows medium frame 1-2 029110015 43 25-49 00
Hogs 1000, compared to Monday's
Mane harrow, and gilt, 1 5 lower, 1-2
215-240 It, 37 537 25 US 2 210-250 lb
36 5047 OD, 3-3 215410 lb 36 00-36 50, 3
250.1100 lb 11.01031.110; sows steady. LLS
2 WIrilliklUittilkjilerat lb 771,_

Mann said more than 450 master
degree programs were reviewed and
more than 100 would be recommended
for non-registration. He said the final
inventory is still being refined based on
last-minute comments from the universities.
The committee agreed to recommend
the inventory with any changes the
staff felt were necessary'.
The Master's of Arts in Teaching
MAT I would provide a greater concentration of study in a particular
discipline than the Master's of Education.

"Stock Reduction Sale"

The John Deere 108 lawn Tractor comes
equipped with a 30-inch mower, rugged 8hp engine and a 5-speed transmission with
on-the-go shift mounted on the right fender deck. The 108 has a triple-safety starting system - the gearshift must be in
neutral, the PTO disengaged and the key
used before the engine will start. You also
get color-coded controls and adjustable,
podded seat. Front blade, snow thrower,
reor bagger available,

Livestock Market

30 Month

programs would be considered fully
registered, or approved: preliminarily
registered; registered with review, or
denied registration
The committee later approved a fifth
category which would allow a uruversity to voluntarily suspend a program it
was having problems with.

Efforts Made To Block Funds

Public Broadcasting Service
affiliate KUHT-TV Monday
after a federal judge threw out
the lawsuit and refused to halt
the broadcast.
Dr. Thomas Welu, a Harris
County assistant medical examiner, filed for a temporary
restrairung order to stop the
nationwide broadcast less
than five hours before the program was to air.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -But U.S. District Judge John Patricia Lowe delivered her
V. Singleton said he failed to new granddaughter in
find federal jurisdiction in the downtown Louisville, just
aimed at removing as much of case.
short of University Hospital
the dead skin as possible.
"I'm not in the business of and just about a day ahead of
"Because Richard has imposing prior restraint on schedule.
third-degree burns all the way first amendment rights."
Mrs. Lowe left for the
around his upper body, the in- Singleton said.
hospital about 7 p.m. Sunday
jury acts as a leather tourniWelu, who later appeared in with her daughter-in-law, Sue
quet, restricting his breathing a local panel broadcast im- Polk Lowe, 26, from the
normaL coughing," mediately following the pro- younger
and
Mrs. Lowe's
Grossman told reporters Mon- gram, said he feared possible Louisville home. The baby,
day, explaining why Pryor ramifications of the documen- due Monday, would not wait.
had suffered pneumonia.
tary, which he called
The elder Mrs. Lowe, a
Pryor was injured in a freak "propaganda for suicide."
registered nurse at St. Mataccident at his Northridge
The hour-long film depicted thews Manor nursing home,
home June 9.
discussions between New pulled over and shouted to
Pryor's lawyer said last York artist Jo Roman, who passers-by to call police.
week that the comedian was had discovered she had
She said she and her 15burned when a glass of rum cancer, and friends who were year-old daughter, Laurin,
exploded and set his clothes told of her plans to commit delivered the baby in the back
afire. Police say that what ex- suicide.
seat of the car. The younger
ploded was ether being used to
The 62-year-old artist died Mrs. Lowe's 18-month-old
derivative
make a cocaine
June 10, 1979 after washing daughter, Laura, also was
called "free base."
down 35 Seconals with cham- present.
However, no ether and no pagne. Her death was not
A Louisville police car ardrugs were found in a search shown on the program, but her rived shortly after the baby
of Pryor's home, and no husband described her last did, and an officer donated a
charges will be filed, police hours of life.
shoelace to tie off the umsaid.
Some stations in Connec- bilical cord.
Grossman said that the ticut, Maine, Mississippi,
Mother and newborn were
pneumonia has forced the Ohio, Georgia, Tennessee, taken to University Hospital,
halting of the unique "hyper- Florida and Utah did not where they were reported in
baric chamber" treatment in broadcast the program.
good condition.
which Pryor is placed in a
pressurized -tank designed to
pump extra oxygen into his
blood and speed healing.
Asked about Pryor's
chances for survival, one
specialist said, "We've had
AP) —
"I've never been asocial user
NEW YORK
patients who've been burned
of any of these things, but my
Newsman Dan Rather, who
over larger areas of their body
will succeed Walter' Cronkite curiosity has carried me into a
who have lived, and we have
as CBS News' top anchorman, lot of interesting areas."
had people who have been
The 48-year-old reporter
says he has tried heroin,
burned to a lesser extent that
marijuana and
said that the heroin incident
smoked
died. The will to live has a lot
"knows a fair amount about occurred in 1955 or 1956.
to do with it."
"I had someone at the
LSD."
Houston police station shoot
Rather told a Ladies' Home
me with heroin so I could do a
Journal interviewer that
LOUISVILIE, Ky. 'API - USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
curiosity has led him to try il- story about it. The experience
1500, compared to Monday's close
was a special kind of hell. I
licit drugs.
slaughter steers and heifers too few for
"As a reporter — and I don't came out understanding full
an accurate price test, cowl i 00 lower.
bulls steady to firm, slaughter calves
well how one could be addicted
want to say that that's the only
untested. coolers fully steady, feeders
context — I've tried to 'smack' and quickly," he
3 00-4 00 higher. however weights under
everything," Rather said. said.
500 lb not fully tested

Pr or Under oes
To Remove Burned Skin

Stock Market

A state
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API
Council on Higher Education committee has endorsed a staff proposal for
statewide criteria for master's degree
programs at Kentucky's public universities
The proposal, and an accompanying
inventory of approved and nonapproved degree programs, is part of a
systematic review of graduate level
courses at the public institutions of
higher learning.
The Council approved guidelines for
doctoral programs last July. The staff
then began a full-scale review of the
master level programs. Undergraduate
programs will be reviewed neit.
The Academic Affairs Committee
Monday' also endorsed lifting an eightyear-old moratorium on new master's
degree programs and voted to recommend approval of new master's
degrees in teaching at the University of
Kentucky and computer science at

.

-

JOHN DEERE
17 H.P.
48" Cut
Twin Cylinder

'79 GMC VAN
with Midas conversion. approximately 900 moles.
Reduced to $9800
"
0,04-1,roo,ce GM P00%
Ohl SMAL/TY
SINCE -PAM
wan.

-1-

GM

00XTh51.
DWAINTTYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
641-South

/mew amlaw

753-2617

lribw wow

Mower
Powerful 19.9-hp engine . .
power steering . hydrostatic drive

SAVE

$359"

SAVE OVER

5750"
OUT THEY GO AT
10% OVER COST

Well Trade For Your Old Mower
Bank Rate
Financing
Free
Parking

208 E. Main

JOHN DEERE

JOHN DEERE

urray Lawn &
Garden Center

•
Service

753-3361
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We owe them
a special thanks
for making
wholesome and
nutritious dairy
products an
important part
of our way of life
...and a strong
contribution to
this community's
growing economy.
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Dairy Ranks Second In U.S. In Food Industries
Every year the approximately 200,000 commercial dairy farms in the U.S.
"grow" a crop so large,
valuable, and efficiently
produced that the dairy industry ranks second among
all food industries in value
of sales. It is one of the top
ten manufacturing industries, and its cull cows
contribute substantially to
the value of the number one
food industry, meat.
The dairy industry's products, milk, butter, cheese,
ice cream, cottage cheese,
sour cream and yogurt, are
nutritionally as well as
economically valuable.
Dairy foods contribute
about 75 percent of the
calcium in the nation's food
supply, almost all the
vitamin D,39 percent of the
riboflavin (vitamin B-2)
and 22 percent of the protein while providing only 11
percent of the calories.
A great deal of work and
care goes into making
these valuable foods
available to the public.
Most consumers know that
the milk on their tables is
pasteurized for their protection and homogenized
for their convenience, but
few are aware of exactly
how it is brought from
dairy cows in the field to
homes and restaurants
hundreds of miles away.
Milk is the product of a
specialized
highly
creature: the dairy cow.
She can make feed into edible human food more efficiently than any other farm
animal. Milk is actually
food for her young, but
because humans have
selectively bred dairy cattle for thousands of years,
the cow produces much
more milk than a calf
needs. A high-producing
cow converts one-third to
one-half of her feed
calories into milk calories,
while consuming forage
and agricultural byproducts that poultry and
swine cannot. Her manure
provides fertilizer to grow
the hay and feed grains she
eats, thus completing the
biological circle.
The average commercial
dairy herd size is 40-50
cows, although large
operations with hundreds
of cows are becoming more
common, especially in the
South and Southwest. The
dairy farmer must milk his
cows twice, sometimes
three times, a day, every
day, 385 days a year. If
milked in a barn, the cows
are secured in stalls, and
milking machines are
brought to then). If milked
In a milking parlor, a
Separate, specialized farm
building, the cows come to
the matinee in a sort of
milk assembly line. A
group of cows enters, their

udders are washed by the
farmers who stand in a
sunken middle section of
the parlor, and the milker
is attached. The machine
uses gentle suction to pull
the milk from the udder
and through a line to a
filter and storage container. After being milked,
the cows are released from
the machine and leave the
parlor through another
door while the next group
enters.
Milk Refrigerated;
Taken To
Dairy Every
Other Day
The accumulated milk is
stored in a large, sanitized,
refrigerated tank at 35
degrees to 39 degrees F. until the farm pickup truck
comes, usually every other
day. Milk has to be picked
up on schedule, even during blizzards, because the
farmer has nowhere to
store extra milk and would
have to dump his valuable
commodity should the
truck fail to arrive. The
truck driver collects milk
samples for quality testing
and measures the amount
of milk in the farmer's tank
so he (often she) will
receive correct payment.
Then the milk hauler hooks
his truck pipeline to the
farrner's bulk tank and
pumps the milk into the
truck tank.
There are 20,000 farm-toplant milk haulers in the
U.S., most of them independents who own their
own trucks and are paid by
the farmer, through the
processor or cooperative,
for transporting the milk.
are
Cooperatives
organizations of dairy
farmers who have Joined to
market their milk more efSome
ficiently.
cooperatives only sell milk
to processors who then sell
it to the public as fluid milk
and-or make it into
manufactured products
such as cheese. Other
cooperatives operate their
own dairy plants and sell
their fluid milk and dairy
to
products directly
superdistributors,
markets, restaurants and
consumers.
Sometimes milk on the
farm pickup truck is needed hundreds of miles away.
so it is quickly taken to a
receiving station where it
Is transferred to a large
transport tank along with
milk from several other
farm trucks. This tank,
pulled by a tractor, immediately moves the milk
to a distant processing
plant.
When the raw milk arrives at the dairy, it is
again examined for
temperature and quality,
samples are taken for
microbiological testing It

is pumped from trucks to a
huge, sterile holding tank
called a silo where it is kept
cold to prevent bacterial
growth and is agitated to
prevent separation. Raw
milk for fluid consumption
is processed within 24
hours of the time it is
received.
In the first processing
step insoluble suspended
particles, including body
cells from the cow, are
eemoved by passage
through a filter or centrifuge. Next some of the
butterfat is removed from
the milk in a separator.
The old-fashioned way of
separating butterfat is to
let the milk stand until the
cream rises to the top. The
continuous mechanical
separator was invented in
1875, leading to modern
machines which can produce milk of a uniform,
specific fat content (standardized Milk)
Milk directly from the
cow contains between 3.6
and 4.0 percent butterfat.
Since the standard for
whole milk calls for 3.25
percent butterfat, the processor needs to remove a
portion for use in fluid
cream and butter making.
Standardization pro-

duces the different kinds of
milk on the grocer's shelf whole, lowfat (2, 1.5, 1, or
0.5 percent butterfat) and
skim (less than 0.5 percent
butterfat).
Pasteurization Kills
Bacteria, Extends
Shelf Life
Next the milk is
pasteurized: heated to and
held at a temperature at
which bacteria causing
disease and milk deterioration are killed.
The milk is then
homogenized,that is all the
butterfat blobules are
broken down into tiny particles so the fat stays
distributed
uniformly
throughout the milk instead of rising to the top.
The milk is cooled and forced at high speeds through
restricted valves where the
pressure and turbulence
break the globules apart.
Then the milk is rapidly
cooled to below 40 degrees
F. and piped to the packaging line where automatic
dispensers fill sterilized
containers with the precise
amount, from multi-gallon
plastic bags-in-boxes for
restaurants to polyethylene
jugs and plastic-covered
cardboard cartons for
grocery stores to half-pint

Individual servings for
school cafeterias. The containers are mechanically
sealed, dated for freshness
and placed in cases which
are sent by forklift to
refrigerated storage. From
the cooler, the cases are
loaded on a truck, one of
the 20,000 that distribute
milk and milk products to
retail outlets, and are sent

to grocery
restaurants.

stores

and

The final steps, those involving the consumer, are
quite familiar. And as you
drink that next glass,
remember that a complex,
efficient dairy industry
brought the milk from the
cow to you in four days or
less.

June Celebrated As
Dairy Month Since 1937
America won its first battle for independence over
200 years ago. Today, we
continue to fight for independence. The shortage
and high price of oil is a
depressing reminder of
what happens to this country when we allow
ourselves to become dependent on foreign products
for our needs. Our suffering would be even greater
if we became, as a nation,
seriously short of food.
Just twenty-five years
ago there were almost two
million families milking
cows on farms throughout
the United States. Today
there are 200,000. And yet,

these 200,000 continue to
produce ample supplies of
milk to meet consumer
demands. However, many
economists are concerned
that one day a milk shortage could make us
dangerously dependent on
foreign producers for our
needs.
June Dairy Month is a
natural time to pause and
reflect on the significant
contributions to our health
and economy made by our
nation's dairy farm
families. For they are, indeed, modern day patriots,
who help keep our country
self-sufficient.

Fora limited time, if you purchase any
SNAPPER garden tractor at regular price,
you will receive your choice of a grass
cutting unit or a garden tool kit at no
extra charge. The 16 HP tractors use a
42" mower (retail $477)or a 48" mower
(retail $501), and the 18 HP tractors
use a 54" mower($643 retail). The garden
tool kit($499 retail) has a 12"
moldboard plow, disc harrow,
cultivator, middle buster, and
rear dozer blade.
SNAPPER garden tractors
were designed by agricultural
engineers with quality features
like on inline drive train for
efficient power transfer and
welded steel frames for
ruggedness. Another great
imiiismir
feature is the ability to
''quick change" attachments
so you take less time getting
ready and spend more time
getting the wad( done.
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Queen To Travel In Promoting Dairy Industry
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Jeannie Wilson, Fancy
Farm, will travel almost
10,000 miles this year promoting the dairy industry.
The 19-year-old sophomore
at Murray State University
won her title at the annual
American Dairy Association meeting in February of
this year.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James J. Wilson,
Jeannie lives on a 370-acre
dairy farm producing an
average of 15,500 pounds of
milk annually. A graduate
of Carlisle County High
School, she is advancing
her interest in food and
nutrition by majoring in
home economics at Murray
where she received a
scholarship.
An honor student, Miss
Wilson moves easily and
competently into the heavy
schedule of speaking
engagements for the dairy
industry. She was covaledictorian of her high
school out of a class of 96.
Other honors and awards
included Beth Club presi-

Business Leaders of
America. In addition to her
scholarship at Murray, she
was offered scholarships at
two other universities. She
was also a cheerleader for

three years.
In addition to her
scholastic achievements,
she has found time for
youth club work and to
serve as organist in her

church, and enjoys sewing
and making many of her
own clothes, cooking,
crafts, gardening, reading,
piano. . and . . . working
puzzles.

For information on booking Jeannie Wilson, contact
Mrs. Carolyn Beauchamp,
4304 South Park Road,
Louisville, Ky., 40219,
Phone 502-969-6800.

We salute the
iar er.
dair
Jeannie Wilson
dent, Science Club award,
the "1 DARE YOU"award,
Advanced Biology award,
Department
Business
award for highest 4-year
average, and was a
member of Future

Inflation '80s Key Word
Inflation has already
become the key word of the
'80's. Each homeowner,
businessman - every consumer - is aware of the
drain on available dollars.
In this period of rapidly
rising costs American consumers, more than ever,
are looking for good buys.
During June Dairy Month,
our friends in the dairy industry remind us economy
in the household budget, to
offset these inroads of inflation, does not necessarily mean forfeiting the
family's good health. They

encourage us to select
foods with an eye to balancing our food budgets as
well as our nutritional
needs.
The National Dairy
Council explains one way to
make wise nutritional food
choices is to eat foods daily
from each of the Four Food
Groups: milk, meat, grain,
and fruit-vegetable. This
wise eating should get us
the nutrients we need practically and economically.
That's food for thought
that sounds good to our
wallets and our health.

Foi

Thanks to the
Dairy Industry

Building Farm Income
Improving Business
and Boosting Our Local Economy

octor- of-

Bank of Murray

)
d

Kathy Stubblefield, of the Stubblefield jerseys and a
local school teacher, enjoys a break from the students by
feeding one of their many jersey calves.
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Jones' Departure
Sad Note To All
Area Dairymen
A sad note rings in each
dairyman's mind due to the
fact that Mr. and Mrs. L.V.
Jones are moving to
Bloomington, Indiana this
month. For approximately
twenty three years Mr. L.
V. has tested the dairy herd
in Calloway County who
are on DMA test. It is
always a pleasant time of
each month when we see
this man with so much
dignity and trueness drive
up to each of our dairy
barns. Many times we have

Erni
Grc

shared our excitement with
him and also he has had
times of sadness with us.
He has observed us grow in
the dairy business and
shown great interest in our
herds. Without his skills
and knowledge in DHIA
testing, we would be lost.
The dairy farmer never
had a better friend, we
wish you and your wife the
very best of luck in your
new home. Hats off and we
salute you on a job well
done!

L.V. Jones (left) and Larry McKinney discuss several
production records.

Mrs. Charles B. Stark presents L.V. Jones with his fins
check for DHIA testing. Jones has tested the Star-Lu Dairy
herd for over 18 years.
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Left — A.D.A. President J. C. Williams, Hodgenville, June
Dairy Month Chairman - It. Governor Martha Layne Collins;
Kentucky Dairy Princess Jeannie Wilson, Fancy Farm.

LT. GOVERNOR MARTHA LAYNE COLLINS, KENTUCKY'S JUNE DAIRY MONTH
CHAIRMAN ... KENTUCKY STATE DAIRY PRINCESS JEANNIE WILSON...
AND THE DAIRY FARM FAMILIES OF KENTUCKY INVITE YOU TO ENJOY THE

P.C.A. Proudly Salutes
The Dairy Farmer.

JUNE DAIRY MONTH FESTIVITIES IN THIS COUNTY.

American
Dairy Association

Whose standards and hard work do
so much for both the health and the
wealth of this community.
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Embryo Transfer Success
Growing In Industry
Embryo transfer
North
in
technology
America has become
successful in propagating
females to a point where
one cow can have up to 40
calves in one year. Forty
years ago, propagation of
great bulls was begun
through artificial insemination. Today, the
dairy industry owes much
of its improvement in
production to artificial
insemination and the
widespread use of outstanding bulls. Embryo
transfer is doing for the
brood cow what artificial
insemination did for the
dairy bull by giving her a
chance to have more illfluence as a contributor of
improved genetics. There
is no question that embryo
transfer has taken a permanent seat in agriculture
technology.
It is estimated that more
than 10,000 pregnancies
could result from embryo
transfer in 1978. Calloway

County has had two suc.7essful embryo transfer
seven
in
resulting
pregnancies, and a third
cow is waiting her turn for
this process. The star-lu
Holstein Farm is the first
farm in Calloway County in
the extreme west part of
the state to use this
technique. This is a very
expensive program that
has a great deal of risk for
the da,u-yman at this time.
Of course, no one can read
the crystal ball but embryo
transfer will definitely play
an important role in further improvement of dairy
and beef cattle.
Fresh embryos, and
some frozen embryos are
now being exported successfully. There is a strong
demand for top animals
and there are many advantages, especially
related to transportation
costs, in exporting embryos rather than individual animals.

With the wide spread use
of artificial insemination
and good management on
the part of dairymen there
are many outstanding cows
throughout the country.
Most dairymen have individual cows from which
they would like numerous
daughters to increase the
pace of herd progress.
Thus, embryo transfer will
be very important to the
future of the dairy industry.

(from left) Jerry, jay and Charles B. Stark are looking at the 10 embvro transplant claves.

Beat the high cost of money!

NO FINANCE
CHARGES

TO
MARCH 1,
1981

on selected Massey-Ferguson tractors.

Variations Always
Welcome To Keep
Sandwich Interest
Few foods are as American as barbecued beef, but
to keep the sandwich interesting, variations are always
welcome.
Grilled Cheese Ntexicana
is one of the infinite variations, using more cheese
than ground beef(12 ounces
of the dairy product to eight
ounces of beef) and a
South-of-the -Border flavor
accent with tomato paste
and chili powder.
Just how does one-half
pound of ground beef extend to make six sandwiches? Therein lies the
novel treatment: the sandwiches are triple-decker,
and the seasoned beef mixture is placed inside circles
cut in the middle slice of
bread. There's no need to
be concerned about heartiness or protein since the
cheese gives both.
It will also give a very
neat sandwich which is first
grilled, then baked Serve it
on a summer's day with a
crisp, chilled green salad
and ice -cold milk, and reap
( compliments aplenty.
GRILLED CHEESE
MEXICANA
6 servings
8 ounces ground chuck
1/2 cup finely chopped
celery
1/3 cup finely chopped
onion

COPY AVAILABLE

1/4 cup tomato paste
1 teaspoon chili powder
1/2 teaspoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
1/8 teaspoon garlic powder
18 slices white sandwich
bread
Butter, softened
12 slices (12 ounces)
Cheddar cheese
Cook ground chuck, celery
and onion in a large saucepan until meat is brown and
crumbly; drain off excess
fat. Stir in tomato paste and
seasonings. Cover and simmer 10 minutes, stirring occasionally. Meanwhile,
spread 12 slices of bread
with butter on one side only.
With a 2 1/2-inch round
cookie cutter, cut out centers from remaining slices
of bread. Preheat oven to
375°F. To assemble sandwiches, place 6 slices of
bread, buttered side down,
on cutting board. Cover
each with a slice of cheese.
Place bread slices with centers removed over cheese.
Spoon about 1 4 cup meat
mixture into center, spreading evenly. Cover with remaining cheese slices. Top
with another slice of bread,
buttered side up Brown
sandwiches on lightly buttered griddle oil both sides.
Place on cookie sheet. Bake
8 to 10 minutes. Serve immediately.

Buy the tractor you need now and pay NO
FINANCE CHARGES until March 1. 1981
when you finance with Massey-Ferguson
Credit Corporation.

We've got some equally attractive options.
such as BIG CASH REBATES or SPECIAL
13.75% annual percentage rate financing, too.
We'll give you all the details, but stop by soon
for the best selection.

SEE US NOW - OFFER ENDS AUGUST 1, 1980.

MF
Massey Ferguson

Stokes Tractor
&Implement
C

753-1319

o.

Industrial Road
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Dairy Farm Home

Local Ladies Offer Some
Of Their Own Dairy Recipes
t,or Dairy Day U. S. A.
Recipe Booklet, Free of
Charge, write to: Dairy
Day U. S. A. c/o Southeast
Dairy Association, P. 0.
Box 87247, Atlanta,
Georgia.
Some local recipes include:
Potatoes Au Gratin
8 T. butter
2 c. potato water
t. salt
8 c. cooked diced
potatoes
8 T.flour
2 c. milk
2 c. grated cheese - cheddar
1 c. buttered bread
crumbs.
Melt butter, add flour,
mixing until smooth. Add
potato water, milk and salt.
Cook til thick. Add cheese;
cook until dissolved. Mix
with potatoes. Pour into
large baking dish. Cover
with crumbs. Bake at 350
deg. until browned.
Joyce Tidwell
Cottage Cheese
Cupcakes
2
c. flour
t. soda
11
/
2 c. brown sugar, firmly packed
1 T.cream or milk)
1 c. chocolate chips
it. salt
/
1
2 c. shortening

1 egg, unbeaten
11
/
2 c. cream style cottage cheese
Stir together flour, salt,
soda. Blend shortening and
brown sugar and cream
well. Add egg and beat
well. Blend in cream-style
cottage cheese and cream.
Add dry ingredients
gradually. Mix. Stir in
chocolate chips. Divide into
24 paper lined muffin tins.
Bake at 350 deg. for 30-35
minutes. Frost with
powder sugar frosting.
Judy Stahler
Cocoanut Pie
11
/
2c. sugar
4 eggs
/
1
2c. butter
pinch salt
1 heaping T.flour
2,3 cup milk
/
1
2t. vanilla
I can cocoanut
Mix sugar and flour, add
egg yolks and butter.
Cream all together then
add milk, salt and vanilla.
Cook in saucepan until
thick. Put half of cocoanut
in pie filling and pour in a
baked crust. Put the remaining cocoanut on top of
the beaten egg whites and
brown in oven.
Frances McCuiston
Calloway Co.
Hello Dolly Bars
1. Mix 1 stick butter in

We Salute
The Dairy
Farmers
It's been a pleasure to work with the
Dairymen in our area. They know that good
nutrition pays. We wish them continued success all year long!

Livestock
Farmers
17th Mayfield, Ky.
N.

247-1382

Bobby Whitford
Manager

11"x14" pan
2. Mix in enough graham
cracker crumbs to make
/
2-2 cups)
crust(11
3. Layer - 12 oz. butterscotch chips, 12 oz.
chocolate chips, pecan
halves,coconut. ,
4. Pour can of Eagle
Brand condensed milk over
this.
5. Bake at 325 deg. until
brown.
6. Cool completely before
cutting.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield
Calloway Co.
Cheese Wilier,
2 sticks butter, melted
2 cups shredded cheddar,
sharp
2 cups self-rising flour
t. salt
t. cayenne pepper
Mix butter and cheese.
Mix dry ingredients, blend
well, let cool. Make in
small balls, bake at 300
deg.for 25 minutes.
Optional — a topping of
olives and/or nuts may be
used before baking. These
freeze well.
Beverly Shelton
Cheese Biscuits
1 cup biscuit mix
c. shredded cheddar
cheese
1 T. toasted sesame seed
optional)
1 T. butter
/
1
2 c. half & half.
Combine biscuit mix,
cheddar cheese, sesame
seed and half and half, stir
until dough clings
together; form into balls,
brush with butter. Bake 10
toll minutes at 400 deg. until slightly browned.
Biscuits may be used as a
topping for casserole.
Jean Cloar
Co. Ext. Agent
For Home Ec.
Chocolate Pie
1 cup sugar
44 cup flour
2squares chocolate
3 tablespoons butter
I 1,4 cups milk
1 egg, well beaten
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1-8 inch baked pie shell
In a double boiler mix
sugar and flour. Add
chocolate and butter. Combine milk and egg and add
to mixture. Cook over boiling water, stirring constantly. When mixture
thickens, remove from
heat, add vanilla extract
and stir well. Pour filling
Into baked pastry shell.
Mrs. Ed Collins

Homemakers Club Formed
A Homemakers Club has
recently been formed with
the help of Jean Cloar,
Calloway County Home
Economist. The club is
comprised of dairy farm
wives.
The primary interest of
the club will be planning
and promoting dairy
related activities. Some of
these include Dairy Day,
which is held in May for 3rd
graders from the city and
county schools, a public
relations dairy supper with

local businessmen, loan institutions and politicians
invited.
This year one activity we
have planned is a display
booth at the MurrayCalloway County Fair.
Dairy wives will be giving
away samples of ice cream
and possibly milk and
cheese.
In addition to these activites, we will be taking
lessons, as do the other
clubs, on topics that in-

terest us.
Two such subjects coming up this fall are on
clothing and drugs.
Our new officers are:
Melissa Stark, President,
Katie Letterman, VicePresident, Francis McCuiston, Cultural Arts
Chairman
We are looking forward
to a year filled with new
ideas, fun and cooperation,
and urge any dairy wife
who is interested to come
join us.

Adas Promotes Product
I am sure everyone has
at one time or another seen
the American Dairy
Association ad in the
newspaper on TV or radio,
but how many times have
you seen the word Ades.
Adas is short for American
Dairy Association Ladies
Auxiliary, they are a small
group striving to promote
their product "milk."
Some projects our Ades
organization has promoted
are: dairy day, this is for
the 3rd grade students in
both the county and city
school system showing
them just part of what it
takes to get milk on your
grocers shelf, we give
samples of butter churned
before their eyes, real
cheese not imitation and of
course a carton of fresh
milk.
Another promotional activity is free dairy product
samples such as cheese,
milk and ice cream. County
fair on Family Night. At

the Paducah Mall we have
a big 2 day promotion with
an ice cream eating contest, free cheese give
sways, free cup of milk or
magic cow and fried
cheese. This is a good 0P-

portunity for the Adas to
talk to the consumers.
You
have
heard
dynamite comes in small
packages, well this Ades
organization is dynamite
on
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Squash Casserole
2 cups mashed yellow
squash
2 Tbsps. butter
1 small onion chopped
1 can cream
of
mushroom soup
salt and pepper to taste
/
3
4 cup Cheddar cheese
bread crumbs for topping.
Slice squash and cool
with onions in water until
soft. Drain. Add butter,
mushroom soup and
cheese. Season with salt
and pepper. Pour into a
buttered casserole and top
with bread crumbs. Bake
at 350 degrees until done.
Jimmie Stubblefield
Cream Cheese
Salad
1 - 8 oz pkg cream
cheese
/
1
2 cup sugar
1 can crushed pineapple
t drained
/
3
4 c. nuts
2 T. powdered sugar
1 cool whip (med. size)
Have cream cheese at
room temperature. Whip
and add sugar, beat. Add
powdered sugar, beat
again. Stir in pineapple and
nuts. Fold in cool whip.
Lou Ellen Stark
Milk Punch
1 gallon milk
3-4 pkgs. of strawberry
Kool-Aid
cup of sugar for each
package Kool-Aid
zi gallon ice cream
12 oz. can 7-Up
In bottom of punch bowl,
combine Kool-aid and
sugar. Gradually add milk,
stirring all the while. Chill.
When ready to serve,spoon

ice cream on top of mixture, Add 7-Up and stir
slightly.
Baked Custard
4eggs beaten lightly
1j4 c. sugar
2% c. milk scalded
/
3
4t. salt
34
1 t. nutmeg
t. vanilla
Blend eggs, sugar and
salt together in a small
mixing bowl. Slowly stir in
hot milk. Add flavoring.
Pour into 11
/
2 qt. casserole
pan. Sprinkle wfth-hlittheg.
Bake in large baking pan of
hot water 45 to 50 minutes
in 350 deg. oven. Serve
chilled.6 servings.
Janice Wilson
South Cream
Beef Casserole
1 - 8 oz. pkg. med. noodles
1 lb. ground beef
2 T. butter
1 t. salt
• t. pepper
441 t. garlic salt
1 -8 oz. can tomato sauce
1 c. creamed cottage
cheese
1 c. sour cream
42 C. chopped green onion
zes c. shredded sharp
cheddar cheese.
Cook noodles by directions. Brown meat butter in
skillet, add salt, pepper,
garlic salt and tomato
sauce. Simmer 4 minutes.
Combine cottage cheese,
sour cream, onions and
noodles. Alternate noodles
and meat in casserole, top
with cheese. Bake at 350
deg.for 25 to 30 minutes.
Bette Tucker
Cheese Roll
1 - 8 oz. pkg. cream
cheese

"We Salute
The Dairy
Farmers For
A Job Well Done"
The dairy people provide es with
delicious, high quality dairy products oll
year hag—for coortenviag service and
dedkation to the welfare of ear cooaimalty...we say THANKS.

LAND BANK

1 - 8 oz. pkg. pimento
cheese
1 - 4 oz. pkg. shredded
cheddar cheese
11. onion flakes.
Mix ingredients together
and roll in waxed paper.
Serve with crackers.
Nita Galloway
Peach Cobbler
1 stick butter
1 c. flour
1 c. sugar
1 c. milk
1 large can peaches
Melt butter in sheet cake
pan. Combine other ingredients. Bake at 425 deg. until brown.
Marilyn McKinney
Amazing
Coconut Pie
2 cups milk
14 cups sugar
cup biscuit mix
4 eggs
zs cup butter
1½ teaspoon vanilla
1 cup coconut
Combine milk, sugar,
biscuit mix, eggs, butter
and vanilla in electric
blender. Cover and blend
on low speed for 3 minutes.
Pour into greased 9 inch pie
pan. Let stand about 5
minutes; then sprinkle
with coconut. Bake at 350
deg.for 40 minutes.
Melissa Stark
Jello Salad
1 pkg. orange jello t 6 ox.)
1 can mandarin oranges,
diced
2 cups cottage cheese,
softened
2 cups whipped cream
1 cup marshmallows
1 cup pecans
Dissolve jello in boiling
water. Add ice cubes and
stir until slightly thickened. Add remaining ingredients in order listed. While
chilling, may be stirred a
few times.
Katie Letterman
Dreamy Apricot
Salad
2 (3 oz. pkg apricot
gelatin
c. sugar
c. water
2 sm jars apricot baby
food
1 ( 14 ox.) can condensed
milk
1 (20 ox.) can crushed
pineapple
1 (8 oz.) pkg cream
cheese,soft
1½c. chopped nuts
Combine gelatin, sugar,
and water in small
saucepan: bring to boil,
stirring to dissolve sugar
and gelatin. Remove from
heat and stir in fruit, set
aside to cool.
Combine condensed milk
and cream cheese until
arnooth. Stir in gelatin mixture. Then nuts, pour into 9
cup mold, and chill until
Imogene Palmer

Southern Sweet
Cocolate Pie
(serves 10-12)
1 -4 oz. pkg. sweet cooking chocolate(German)
Ls c. butter
lzt c. evaporated milk
1½ c. sugar
3 T. cornstarch
t. salt
2 eggs
1 t. vanilla
143 c. coconut
c. pecans(chopped I
unbaked 10" pie shell
Mix chocolate and butter
in a saucepan,stir over low
heat till blended. Remove
from heat and add
evaporated milk.
In bowl mix sugar, cornstarch and salt - beat in
eggs and vanilla. Blend in
chocolate mixture gradually and pour in pie shell.
Combine coconut and
pecans and sprinkle over
filling. Bake at 375 deg. for
45-50 min. or until puffed
and browned (If it browns
too quickly, cover loosley
with aluminum foil ( cool at
least 4 hours. Serve with
whipped cream.
Kathy Stubblefield

Dairying, Not
Milking Cows,
Full-Time Job
By Imogene Palmer
Dairying, in my opinion,
is a skilled full-time
business. There is a difference in dairying and just
milking cows; but, either
way, it is hard, confining
work. The true dairyman
will show special interest
and understanding in his
cattle. This special interest
will bring my personal
rewards and a larger net
income.
I think a woman almost
has to take some degree of
interest in the business if
for no other reason than to
make the devoted hours
tolerable. Some wives give
moral support, others give
help during emergencies,
then there are the partner
wives who take a great
share of the respsonibility.
I
am
not
too
knowledgeable when it
comes
to
crops,
machinery, or balancing
rations. All those jobs
belong to my husband. I am
the one who talks to the
animals - yes, they do talk

back in their own way. We
understand what is expected of each other, and
they respond to me with
calmer dispositions and a
little extra milk.
My belief and philosophy
concerning our business is
the same as that of W. D.
Hoards, noted author and
farmer. "The rule to be
observed on this farm at all
times toward the cattle,
young and old, is that of
patience and kindness. A
person's usefulness in a
herd ceases at once when
he loses his temper and
bestows rough treatment.
People must be patient.
Cattle are not reasoning
beings. Remember that
this is the Home of
Mothers. Treat each cow as
a mother should be treated.
The giving of milk is a
function of motherhood;
rough treatment lessens
the flow. That injures me
as well as the cow."
With this philosophy, I
carry on daily making
what contribution I can to
the business.

would like to solute
the dairymen of Murray and
Calloway County thanks to
them we eat the foods necessary
for our nutritional will being

Located 94 East just outside of city limits
HOURS: 7:00-7:00 Monday thru Saturday
6 Days A Week

DAIRY SECTION
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Today's dairy farm is far from the one-man, one-man'spower operation it used to be. With electricity to help,
dairy farming is now more efficient, more productive
and more profitable.
We are proud to play a part in helping the dairy
farmer farm better electrically.
And we salute you for your continuing contribution
to America's industry, economy and strength.
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Activities Slated At 1980 Holstein Convention
By Martha &
Ed Zimmerman
The 95th Annual Convention of the Holstein
Association of America will
be held June 28 • July 2 in
Nashville, Term. Headquarters will be Opryland
Hotel. Members of the TennessPe Holstein Association are preparing for a
week of exciting activities
as they will host an
estimated 2500 Holstein
breeders and enthusiasts
from all across the United
States and around the
world.
Opryland Hotel, headquarters for all Holstein
events, is located at
Opryland USA on 358 acres,
ten miles from downtown
Nashville. The city of
Nashville is the capital of
Tennessee with a population of 500,000 plus. It is
located in the heart of fertile rolling hills of Tennessee, with 50 percent of
the United States population within 600 miles.
The Opryland Hotel has
good access from all areas
of the freeway systems serving Nashville.
The National Convention
of 1980 will be different, in

some aspects,from most of
the previous conventions.
Opryland Hotel located in
the outskirts of the city, is
not like any convention
hotel. There are five wings
going out from a spacious
lobby and each wing is only
three floors high. This
should help prevent
elevator congestion. The
hotel has 600 rooms with
more to be built in the near
future. Some of these
rooms had to be reserved
for tourists, therefore: we
had to reserve several
other motels to be used during the convention. There
will be courtesy hosts at the
airport to welcome guests
and help with luggage to
the bus. Several busses will
run at peak hours for
guests. These busses will
also make runs to Opryland
Park and the Grand Ole
Opry House.
The registration desk
will open for service Saturday morning, June 28, and
will be open daily during
the convention. There is a
large registration area, so
congestion should be at a
minimum.
The first event of the convention will be the Presi-

Larry and Marilyn McKinney were proudly named outstanding young cooperators this year for the Dairymen Incorporated.
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We Salute The
Fine Dairy People
Of This Area

Reamed Ave. Memry, Ky. 753-3404
Den Buz, lobby fileedor & Jerry Bunsen
levers of Wheat, Core end Soybeans
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dent's Reception, June 28,
at Opryland Hotel. Hours
are 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The
shortness of the reception
is because of the Grand Ole
Opry Show which will
begin at 9:30. Busses will
leave Opryland Hotel every
few. minutes, beginning at
8:30 to transport the many
ticket holders to the Opry
House. Busses will also
come from other motels to
the Opry House for persons
not attending the reception.
Early arrivals at the Opry
House will have time to
browse in the Roy Acuff
Museum,souvenir shops or
just enjoy the lovely flower
gardens. At 9:00 p.m. the
early Opry Show will be
finished and while guests
are exiting from certain
sections of the Opry House,
convention guests will be
entering through other sections. The late show will
begin at 9:30 and will end
around midnight. If for
some reason someone
needs to leave early, during the show, busses will be
in the parking lot to accommodate. We have only a
limited number of Opry
tickets, so get your order
form sent in early.
HOST DAY
Sunday, June 29, Host
Day, several events will be
offered. The Tennessee
Juniors are planning a
short inter-denominational
church service at Opryland
Hotel, at 9:30 a.m.
Everyone is invited to participate in this service.
Afterwards, everyone is
free to do as he chooses.
There is a delicious brunch
served in the Galleria at
Opryland Hotel from 10:30
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. This is
served on Sunday only.
The options for Sunday
are:
1. Opryland Park - 10:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. There
are 15 musical shows,
many rides and cafes to
suit everyone's fancy. The
price of a ticket entitles one
to take in everything in the
park except food and
souvenirs. It is impossible
to see everything in the
park in one day. A person
can have his hand
stamped, leave the park
and return later that same
day. Some guests may
want to take one of the
tours offered on Sunday,
then spend the rest of the
day in the park. The park is
really beautiful after dark.
Be sure to dress comfortably for the park. A ticket
can be used any of the convention days. There are
shows given by Opry stars
on the stage of the Opry
House at different hours
and this is covered with the
park ticket.
2. Discover Music City
Tour - 12:00 noon to 3:00
p.m. You will notice the
price for adults and
children Is different. On
this tour you will see the
homes of Minnie Pearl, Ed-

dy Arnold, Porter Waggoner, Tammy Wynette,
Waylon Jennings, Ronnie
Millsap, the late Tex Ritter
and Hank Williams, Sr. A
highlight will be a stop on
famous Music Row, where
the Country Music Hall of
Fame, Country Music Wax
Museum and other attractions are located. You will
tour the inside of a Modern
Recording Studio. The Parthenon, State Capital, Fort
Ryman
Nashboro,
Auditorium - the former
Grand Ole Opry House and the Governor's Mansion are all on this tour.
3. Walking Horse Farm
Tour - 12:00 noon departing
time. The ride is 100 miles
round trip and should take
about 4l-2 hours. Shadow
Valley Farm is a beautiful
walking horse farm. Two
world champions are stabled there. There will be a
training demonstration.
You will see some more of
beautiful
Tennessee's
scenery on this drive.
Monday, June 30. Buffet
breakfast will be served at
Opryland for any Holstein
guest. This will help get
everyone served before the

early sessions of the convention begin. Rachel's
Kitchen in the hotel is open
for breakfast, but cannot
accommodate everyone.
There are not any other
restaurants within walking
distance of Opryland Hotel.
Convention convenes on
Monday morning.
Ladles Day Program 12:00 noon. Limited to 520
ladies. There is a more
detailed article on this program elsewhere. There will
be humor,fashions, singing
and other goodies.
Tuesday, July 1 - Buffet
breakfast will be served

again. Early bird session,
then convention business.
Anyone not attending the
business sessions can take
advantage of 3 tours or use
their ticket to go to
Opryland - or go again even
if he has been to the park on
Sunday.
Tours are as follows:
1. Discover Music City
Tour - Departs 10:30 am.
This is the same tour as offered as No. 1 on Sunday.
Refer to information
printed earlier on this tour.
Notice different departure
time.

A country star from the Star-1u farms will appear on the
Opryland stage late in June.
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The health and prosperity of our community relies greatly
upon the Dairy industry. Our special thanks to local Dairy
farmers for their high standards and fine quality products.
The place where thousands are saving millions"
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Dwayne McKinney takes ahold a heifer.

Doug MciCinney stands next to a junior yearling heifer.

Future Of Dairy Industry
Lies In Hands Of The Youth
The future of the dairy industry like everything else
Iles in the hands of our
youth. To prepare our
youngsters for this great
task we have started a Jr.
Holstein Dairy Club. Officers of our club are Mike
Rogers Pres., Karen
McKinney Vice Pres.,
Amanda Shelton Sec-

Treas., Doug McKinney
Reporter, and Dwain
McKinney and Lisa
Howard State Meeting
Delgates. Mike Rogers is
also Vice President of the
State Holstein Dairy Club.
The year was started
with the discussion of the
pedegree of each members
animal learning the genetic

Congratulations
YOUR STANDARD OIL
DEALER

COPY AVAILABLE

background of the animal.
All work and no play is
not much fun so we try to
make sure to include plenty
of fun with pizza, skating
and popcorn parties. A
barbecue lunch will be
served after the District
Holstein Show at the county
fair to add to our fun.
With show season nearing fitting and grooming
their animals for the show
ring will soon be underway.
Grooming the animal is a
small part of what the
youngster must learn
before entering the show
ring and having his or her
animal under control at all
times are a few things we
will be working very hard
at in the next month.
Several youth will exhibit
their animals in local,
district, state and national
shows this year and now is
the time to begin preparing
the animals for this big
adventure. We have
several new members this
year so it is very important
that the members that
have had a lot of experience help thse of,/
members. If you,Aave
never seen an aninAl being
broke to lead itfrould be
worth your twE to }oft OS
one day. /
There is a lot of hard
work that goes on before an
animal Is ready to make
her first appearance in the
show ring but it all
becomes worth while when
you are awarded a ribbon,
trophy and some money

David letterman learns you can lead a heifer to water but you can't make
him drink.
•
"

Our
Congratiriations
to all the Dairy
People during
June Dairy Month

The Dairy Industry contributes much to building
this community's economy,improving local business
and farm income. And our local Dairymen & women
play an important role in seeing that all products are
processed and prepared under the best possible
conditions...supplying us with a variety of farm-fresh,
protein-packed foods every day.

Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO INC
Hwy 94E Phase 153 1215
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ALMO
Charles Blalock
Robert McKinney
Harley Barnett
Dan Galloway

KIMSEY
James Tucker
Edward Collins
Charles and Jerry Stark
Baron and David Palmer

MURRAY
Kieth and Tim Letterman
Fred and Harold Williams
Murray State University
LYNN GROVE
Larry McKinney
Larry Pritchard
Dennis Tidwell
Michael Shelton

HAZEL
Paul Henderson

NEW CONCORD
Jim Stahler
James Pat Wilson
Bill Stubblefield
W.D.and Glen McCuiston
Thomas Collins cleans the milk barn after the morning
milking. It's a job that is done until the afternoon milking
begins and then it's done all over again.
k

Eat, eat,
a herd eat.

$1,00000
REBATE
ON ALL CHEROKEES IN STOCK

• •, - •
•
4,•-

O°°
5O
REBATE

good
Sammy Burnett looks over some of his heifers on his dairy that are
prospects to add production to his herd.

ON ALL TRUCKS

"
$500

Twice a d
silo.

ON ALL CJS WITH SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Danny (left) and Brent Galloway enjoy time together in their favorite past.
time, the dairy. Danny and his wife Anita have a new dairy operation in the
Sitio community.

WE HONOR YOU,DAIRYMEN.
MM,1111.11r1
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ORANGE-ALMOND
SAUCE
Yield: 1 1/4 cups
1/4 cup sugar
2 teaspoons cornstarch
1 cup orange juice
1/4 cup orange marmalade
2 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup toasted slivered
almonds
Combine :mgar and corn.
starch in a 1-quart saucepan; gradually mix in orange
juice; then marmalade. Cook
over medium heat, stirring
constantly, until thickened.
Cook 2 additional minutes.
Remove from heat, add butter and stir until melted
Chill. Just before serving
add almonds.

During Our

GREAT AMERICAN
FREEDOM SALE
At

'I AMC

Fll Jeep

Cain's AMC, Jeep
And Renault Inc.
641 North

Are you havi
service you nef
If the answer
Advanced Ti
services to yet
possible
We are fully
the road or in tl

753-6448

• F-BEST COPY AVAIL
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Calloway County
Dairymen

A bull and some Jersey cows are out roaming in a field.

ing
ing

Eat, eat, eat. Many dairymen wonders about feed bill time each month why
a herd eats so much.

With a calf from the Stahler herd are (from left) David Roberts, Jimmy
Stahler, Judy Stahler, Jim Stabler and Jayson Stahler.

You
Are
Tops!

Twice a day, Jim Nunn can expect to see the dairy herd in one location, the
silo.

CLIP $ SAVI

44

ATTENTION
FARMERS &
TRUCKERS

-

,
..1,4171=Pflussilears
Are you having trouble getting the emergency in the field or on the road tire repair
service you need?
If the answer is yes, please call Advanced Tire & Auto Service.
Advanced Tire & Auto Service, Inc., BOB Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky. offers these
services to you and are dedicated to getting you back into production as quickly as
possible.
We are fully equipped to handle any type or size truck or farm equipment tires on
the road or in the field.

111 ADVANCED TIRE &
-AUTO SERVICE,INC.
IOU Coldweterld.-111111wroy, Ky. 753-7111

T COPY AVAILABLE

Dairymen, your
modern methods
and machinery have been a boost to the
industry..,and the community! Our thanks
and a hearty salute for a job well done!

Murray Electric
Co.

401 Olive St.

7S3-S312
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Agri-Business Largest U.S. Industrial Employer

Look At Milk, Dairy Prices

Total Annual U.S. Milk Production, 1969-1979
By P.L. Robinson
Pres., Dairymen,Inc.
If the average American
is asked the question,"Who
is the largest employer in
the U. S.?", the most common answers are the auto
industry or the government.
Both those answers were
incorrect. The nation's
largest employer has over
15 million employees and is
also the nation's leading industry with total assets of
$789 billion. That dollar
figure is almost equal to
the total assets of all the
stocks listed on the New
York Stock Exchange.
If you are wondering who
lam talking about, it is the
agri-business industry.
The key people in that industry are the 2,309,130
farmers, about 4 percent of
our total population. This is
in comparison to the
Revolutionary War Days
when 85 percent of the
population farmed the
land.
As more and more people
have turned to other ways
of making a living, the
number of farmers has
declined to the point that
today the could even be
classified as a job-related
minority group.

Our "agri-minority" and
its still dwindling numbers
should be stirring concerns
and interest for its problems and achievements,
but it really isn't.
For people to understand
the signficance of the role
of the American farmer,
they must know about the
efficiency and capacity of
today's farms.
No other country in the
world is blessed with the
soil and climate that we enjoy. Add to that our advanced botanical and
mechanical technologies
and we have the ability to
produce huge crops of high
protein and energy food.
It has been said that each
American farmer produces
enough food to feed 56 people, but the all out production capabilities for food in
the U.S. have been limited
by the monetary rules of
supply-demand. In other
words, our potential for
production has not yet been
challenged.
As the world population
explodes and more and
more countries find
themselves unable to meet
food demands, the role of
U.S. agriculture will be
becoming more and more
important.
It is this message that

every farmer today should
be communicating to our
government leaders and
the rest of the population.
For not only do we need to
get people to understand
the role agriculture plays
in today's economy, we
need to make them aware
of problems and concerns
that could affect the
American
farmers'
abilities to meet the
challenges of the future.
Keeping
American
agriculture a viable part of
our country's future is not
the immediate concern of
the other 96 percent of the
people in the U.S. it is more
likely that a good number
of these people are more
concerned about what they
prices of food
call the
today.
In a recent, Agriculture
CaY (March 20) ad, I saw a
very good explanation of
the high costs of food. It
was titled, ''Before you
complain about the cost of
food, remember it's a mixed bag."
The ad copy explained
that everything we buy at a
grocery store is not food,
but we all tend to lump
items such as toothpaste,
light bulbs, toilet paper and
soap powder into our
"food" budget. Which explains how you can spend
$30 on Tuesday and have
"nothing to eat in the
house' by Saturday,- said
the ad.
It also says that inflation

causes all of us to look for a
culprit. . . Yet in spite of
rising costs, the fact is,
food is cheaper in the U.S.
than anywhere -else in the
world. ''The average U. S.
family spends 17 percent of
its income for food. l'hat
compares with 31 percent
in England, 32 percent in
Japan and 27 percent in
Germany. And in some
countries people spend
everything they earn for
food and still go to bed
hungry," concludes the
ad's message.
It is things like this the
American farmer should
be saying to the other 96
percent of the population.
All of us need to become
spokesmen for our "agriminority" and speak up
loudly to maintain the
channels of understanding.
But even closer to home,
the 351,970 dairy farmers
are only 15 percent of this
"agri-minority." To look at
it in a little different light,
about 40 out of every 1000
people are farmers, but only six of those 40 farmers
are dairy farmers.
It is because of those
odds that we as dairy
farmers must learn all we
can about our total
business, from the farm to
the consumer.
We must all be prepared
to accurately convey facts,
figures, concerns, problems, goals
and
achievements of our dairy
industry to those who will

1111111111/111P1llllllllllllIllllllllllllllllll111111111111111Nlllll

listen.
If we proportion out our
share of the 1000 people,
each of the 40 farmers must
keep lines of communication open with about 25 people.
If dairy farmers are to
keep intact an awareness
of our dairy industry, we

all need to keep lines of
communication open with
167 of the 1000.
We've got a big job ahead
of us. But if we look back
about 12 years, to the
beginning of D. I., there
was a big job to be done
then. And, if any group can
do the job, we can.
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Dairy Month
Is The Time
To Say

"Thank You"

1

Dairy formers and their families who live and work in
our community deserve our thanks. They help our community remain stable and healthy. flier quality milk and
dairy products improve the quality of our lives. We
congratulate them during June Dairy Month and thank
them for their contributions.
The Right Equipment For Your Needs
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Dairymen,Inc.

2300 Irvin Cipb Drive
Paducah,Ky.
753-1637
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Dairy Month Time To
Reflect On Contributions
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•New Idea Ns* lquipment
*Side Winder Rotary Cutters
•AC Tractor Combines & Implements
•Kewonee Disc

1979

Jersey heifers sit in the barnyard thinking of a time to
work,a time to play and a time to rest.

ALLIS-CHALMERS

MILK'S
THE
ONE

1974

Cu.,Own.

Avenge Number of Milk Cows and Average Annual
Milk Production Per Cow, 1969-1979
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Congratulations
Calloway County
Dairy Farmers

1977
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Just like all other products and services, milk
and dairy product prices
have increased over the
past years. However, by
taking a different
perspective in looking at
milk and dairy product
prices, it becomes evident
that in today's double-digit
inflationary times, these
products are excellent food
buys.
One way to look at milk
and dairy product prices is
to compare their cost increases to those of other
major food groups. From
1967 to 1979 (on a year-toyear basis), milk and dairy
product prices increased
107.1%. (Average national
retail price increase as
measured by the U. S.
Bureaf of Labor Statistics see attachged graph.)
That's a big jump. But put
this increas em perspective
by comparison to - cereal
and bakery products up
1 20.1%, fruits and
vegetables 130.2%, all food
purchased for home use
133.0%, and meat 135.1%.
You can easily see that
milk and dairy product
prices have not increased
as much or as fast as other
food categories. Considering the many vitamins,
minerals, and other
nutrients found in milk and
dairy products, ounce for

B&G
EQUIPMENT,INC.
Your Albs Clsonn•rs —Now Idea
Doolor

Hwyr•SAW
Paris, Tn.
1111442-1242

McKeel Equipment Co.. Inc.
503 Walnut

CPCC

f`111^n/ Al/A1111 A DI C

753-3062

June has been celebrated dairy foods, about cows and
as dairy month since 1937 country and dairy farmers.
when it was launched with Farmers are reminded again
the theme, "Keep Youthful about their importance to
—Drink Milk," Every year the health of consumers —
June Dairy Month is cele- especially urban dwellers
brated at consumers' and who consume more than 80
restaurant tables, in stores percent of the milk.
and supermarkets and wherThe amount of milk proever dairy foods are sold.
duced is staggering, too. In
Food editors feature dairy 1979, less than 300,000
recipes and write human in- dairy farmers owning about
terest stories about dairy 10.7 million cows worked
farmers and cows and the together to produce 123.5
efficient dairy industry. It billion pounds of milk.
is a time for national honor
When you consider that
accorded the multi-billion a half gallon of milk weighs
dollar dairy industry for its 4.3 pounds, that's an ocean
vital role in the health and of milk. If the half gallons
wealth of the country.
were lined up end to end,
During the month, dairy they would reach from the
nights at ballparks feature earth to the moon and back
milking contests at home again about 10 times.
plate between rural players
In the past, the dairy
and local celebrities. June
Dairy Month has become industry has recommended
happy by
the industry's annual effort making a cow drinking
a
to tell its story and to urge drinking milk,
to
the
cow and,'
"milk
toast"
greater use of products.
The 1953 theme was or dairy farmers, and cele"Nature's Goodness at Its brating "D" for Dairy on a
Best." And for 1980, the daily basis. Perhaps those
dairy industry would like to ideas were fanciful or too
highlight dairy products as ambitious.
So in 1980, the nation
"Nature's Own Convenience
Foods." Consumers get total observes the 44th annual
value and weight for their celebration of June Dairy
money with dairy foods. Month. It is suggested that
• They're instantly ready to we drink milk daily and
serve—no MUMS Or fuss with stretch the June Dairy
nothing to peel, trim or Month celebration into a
year-long event. In this way
thitow away.
June Dairy Month re- everyone will be happy and
cows
will be smiling from
the
consumers
about
minds
nutritional importance of coast to coast

ounce and dollar for dollar,
they are one of the best
food buys today.
Another way to look at
milk and dairy product
prices is to examine what
consumers spend on these
products as a percent of
their overall food expenditures. In 1950, consumers
spent 17.7% of their food
dollars on milk and dairy
products. By 1978 ( the
latest year statistics are
available - see attached
chart) consumers spent only 12.3% of their food
dollars for milk and dairy
products. Consumers are
still buying plenty of milk
and dairy products, but as
a percent of their total food
dollars, these products cost
less.
A third way to look at
milk and dairy product
prices is to see how long it
takes to earn the money
necessary to purchase
these products. (Based on
hourly wage rates for all
manufacturing industries see chart attached.) In

1950, it took 29.6 minutes of
labor to earn the mority
necessary to purchase one
pound of butter. By 1978, it
took only 14.3 minutes to
purchase the same pound
of butter. To purchase a
half-gallon of milk in 1950,
it took 15.8 minutes of
labor, and only 8.6 minutes
in 1978. And for a halfgallon of ice cream, it took
35.6 minutes in 1950 and
14.2 minutes in 1978.
American consumers work
less minutes to earn the
money necessary to purchase milk and dairy products than ever before.
There are a lot of different ways to look at
prices today. With
everything going up in
price,it often pays to takes
different perspective when
comparing prices.
If you want real value for
your food dollar, start at
the dairy case where you
find high quality foods, at
fiar prices, and significant
nutrition, which is important to today's consumer.

We Salute
The Dairymen
For Feed,Fertilizer,Farm
Supplies & Chemicals
See...

MARSHALL COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOC.
Beam,Ky.,527-1323

N
It's Your Month, Dairymen
Thanks for supplying our community with dairy products!

Farm Bureau
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Collins Named State Dairy Month Chairman
Lt. Governor Martha
Layne Collins has been
named chairman of June
Dairy Month in Kentucky,
a tribute to the dairy industry and the dairy farm
families of the state. She is
the first woman ever to be
honored by the dairy industry with this chairmanship. Announcement of Lt.

Governor Collins as chairman was made by J. C.
Williams, Hodgenville,
president of American
Dairy Association of Kentucky.
The dairy farmers of
Kentucky are greatly
honored by Lt. Governor
Collins' acceptance-, said
Williams. "She is from

Shelby County, the state's
largest county in dairying,
and has a knowledgeable
and sincere interest in our
industry."
Following graduation
from the University of Kentucky, and prior to entering
the political field, she
taught school at Fairdale
High School and Seneca

High School in Louisville,
and at Woodford County
Junior High School in Versailles.
Active in civic and community affairs she is past
president of Woodford
County Jaycee-ettes;
member of Business and
Women's
Professional
Club; member, Order of

Eastern Star; member of
VersailletBaptist Church
where she is a former
director of Girls in Action,
a former Sunday School
teacher, former leader in
Junior Church, and a past
president of the Women's
Missionary Union. She
organized the first Woodford County Junicir Miss

se.

and
All of the Folks at the Peoples Bank salute all of our local Dairy Farmers
you
those engaged in the dairy industry in Murray and Calloway County. We urge
my
econo
to use more good, nutritious dairy products and help keep our area
strong.

The
7 1
1
941

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY

KY.

Member FDIC

ak

101

Pageant - a scholarship
program for exceptional
young women - and
assisted in establishing
several pageants in other
Kentucky communities.
She was a member of the
National Conference of Appellate Court Clerks;
member, Kentucky Commission on Women; Kentucky Executive Director
of The Friendship Force
appointed by the Governor in August, 1977).
Lt. Governor Collins is
married to Dr. Bill Coffins,
a dentist. They have two
children, Stephen Louis
Collins, 19, a student at
Georgetown College, and
Marla Ann Collins, 16, a
student at Woodford County High Shcool.

Dairy Industry Of
Southeast Selects
Dairy Month Theme
The dairy industry of the
Southeast has selected
"Dairy Days U.S.A.- as
the theme for the 1960
celebration of June Dairy
Month.
For 43 years consumers
and the dairy industry
alike have joined together
during June for a special
month-long salute to the
people and organizations of
America who provide a daily supply of fresh, highquality milk and dairy products.
Using the theme "Dairy
Days U.S.A." many local
and state-wide events will
be conducted to emphasize
the role the dairy industry
plays in American
agriculture. Consumers
will see and hear how milk
and dairy products contribute to their nutritional
well-being by providing
calcium, protein, and other
essential vitamins and
minerals...and how milk
and dairy products provide
this nutrition at reasonable
prices in a time of
skyrocketing inflation.
Consumers will hear about
the many contributions the
dairy industry makes as a
major employer and taxpayer in many communities. And the story of
how the dairy industry has
continued to build, expand,
and improve their operations to keep pace with consumer demands for milk
and dairy products, will
also be told.
June is an ideal time to
pause and reflect on the
many contributions the
dairy industry makes to the
American way of life. And
June Dairy Month is a
natural time to say
"thanks" to the 200,000
dairy farm families of our
nation who provide
nature's most nearly
perfect food -milk.

